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..the most urgent scientific problems requiring attention to determine the rate and magnitude
of climate change and sea-level rise are the factors controlling the distribution of clouds and
theirradiative characteristics, ... (International PanelonClimateChange, 1995)
Het gebruik van ongecorrigeerde model oppervlakte-temperaturen als drempelwaarde voor
wolkendetektie in satellietbeelden resulteert in een vertekend beeld van de dagelijkse gang
vanbedekkingsgraad. (dit proefschift).
Een combinatie van grond- en satellietmetingen levert een betere karakterisatie van een
wolkenveld,daniedervandemeetsystemenopzich.(dit proefschrift).
De optimale representatie van het variantie-spectrum van bewolking hangt af van de
atmosferische omstandigheden.(dit proefschrift).
De metingen van de nieuwe generatie geostationaire meteorologische satellieten (MSG)
zullendeoperationele meteorologie aanzienlijk veranderen. (dit proefschrift).
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer is een goed voorbeeld van een naam met
beperkte houdbaarheid.
Eengoedeonderzoeker isnietnoodzakelijkerwijs gepromoveerd.
Eengepromoveerde wetenschapper isnietnoodzakelijkerwijs eengoed onderzoeker.
Eengezin ismeerdandesomvandeindividuen.
Het veranderen van de financiering van onderzoek van de vaste (eerste) geldstroom, naar
voorwaardelijke geldstromen uit programma's resulteert in een onwenselijke verzwakking
vanderechtspositievanbeginnende onderzoekers.
Nietkiezenisook eenkeuze.
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Voorwoord

In mijn curriculum vitae staat beschreven dat ik na de universiteit 6jaar in de commerciele
sector gewerkt heb, voordat ik in december 1991 terugkeerde naar de wetenschap. Promotie
had iknognooit overwogen. Ineencommerciele omgeving isdat namelijk niet interessant en
ook niet haalbaar. Bij het KNMI werd mij echter snel duidelijk dat er in de wetenschap veel
waardeaandedoctorstitel wordt gehecht. Bovendien ishet KNMI eenuitermate stimulerende
onderzoeksomgeving, waar het streven naar promotie ook daadwerkelijk gestimuleerd wordt.
Het is opmerkelijk dat zo weinig mensen ervan op de hoogte zijn, dat er uitstekende
onderzoeksfaciliteiten en onderzoekers zijn. Een aantal van mijn collega's is ook deeltijd
hoogleraar. Dewetenschappelijke sfeer en goede faciliteiten, gecombineerd met de kermisen
ervaringvanoperationelemeteorologie vormeneengoede voedingsbodem voor onderzoek.In
de loop van de jaren groeide mijn onderzoeksvaardigheid en werden de eerste interessante
onderzoeksresultaten gepubliceerd. Vanaf 1997 heb ik informeel over promotie gesproken
met mijn collega Bert Holtslag, die toen in deeltijd hoogleraar aan de Universiteit Utrecht
was. Ook Aad van Ulden, mijn directe chef, stimuleerde mijn streven naar promotie,
voornamelijk door mij alle vrijheid te laten om mijn onderzoeksvaardigheden verder te
ontwikkelen in het vertrouwen dat het dan wel goed zou komen. Goed gezien Aad! Het
streven kreeg in oktober 1999 vaste vorm toen ik afdoende serieuze publicaties naar
tijdschriften verstuurd had. Het contact met Bert Holtslag, inmiddels hoogleraar in
Wageningen werd intensiever en Andre van Lammeren werd aangezocht als co-promotor. En
uiteindelijk isditboekje tot standgekomen.

In de afgelopen 9 jaar heb ik met veel mensen prettig samengewerkt. Binnen het KNMI
vooral met de leden van de secties Atmosferisch Onderzoek en Satelliet Data. Buiten het
KNMIwaservooral veelwisselwerking methetteamvandeCLARAmeetcampagne.
Er zijn een aantal mensen die ik met name wil noemen. Vanaf het begin was de
samenwerking met Andre van Lammeren uitstekend. Het enige dat echt mislukte was de
gezamelijke lancering van een radiosonde voor de zoemende camera's van het
televisieprogramma "Noorderlicht" tijdens CLARA. We zijn nu een aantal publicaties en
meetcampagnes verder enje bent dusuitstekend opdehoogtevan mijn werk. Het is derhalve
logisch datje mijn co-promotor bent. Ook met Paul de Valk heb ik veel en met veel plezier
samengewerkt. Tot nu toe staan er drie publicaties in internationale vaktijdschriften op onze

naam, en dat worden er hopelijk nog wel wat meer. Het is nooit saai met Frans Debie,
basismeteoroloog in De Bilt. Frans, ik heb veel van jouw eigenzinnige kijk op satelliet
meteorologie geleerd. Rose Dlhopolsky heeft, als geboren Amerikaanse en physicus, een
aantal van mijn artikelen van taalkundige blunders ontdaan. Ik was werkelijk trots, toen ik
voor deeerste keer een artikel vanjouw review terugkreeg, datniet bedekt wasmet inrode
inkt geschreven opmerkingen. Mijn Amerikaans is behoorlijk vooruitgegaan en de ergelijke
discussies onder Nederlanders over formuleringen in het Engels zijn gelukkig door jou
beslecht. Verder heb ik fijn samengewerkt met Robert Koelemeijer. Ik hoop dat er naje
promotie weer wat meer ruimte voor gezamelijke projecten zal zijn. Onvergetelijk zijn
natuurlijk de CLARA campagnes. De meetvluchten in wolken (en er regelmatig ooknet
buiten) met Gerard Kos zou ik graag overdoen. Het is erg leerzaam wolken vanuit een
vliegtuigteobserveren enhetzoueenvast onderdeel vandestudie meteorologie moeten zijn.
Met HarmJonker heb ikveleboeiende diskussies gehad, diemij enig inzicht hebben gegeven
indewonderewereldvanhetschalingsgedragvanatmosferische processen.

Natuurlijk wil ik iedereen bedanken die verwachten mag bedankt te worden. En natuurlijk
ook iedereen dieikvergeten ben.Bijdeze.
En danzijn erdemensen waardoor ikdeafgelopen jaren eencompleter mens gewordenben.
In dewerkkring wilikdaarbij Joop Koningsnoemen. Ikbegrijpje keuze om voorjezelf een
internet bedrijf te beginnen, maarjammer vind ik weldatje niet meer opde afdeling bent.
Natuurlijk is mijn gezin het belangrijkste. Mijn Trees, Mark, Luuk en Milou. Zonder jullie
was ditboekje wellicht eerder afgekomen, maar was ikveel minder mens geweest. Endatis
tochechthetallerbelangrijkste.

Het is mij een genoegen om de leden van de promotiecommissie te noemen, die het
manuscript gelezenenbeoordeeld hebbenen(somsver)moeten reizen omoppositietevoeren
in Wageningen:
Prof.Dr.S.deJongvandeWageningen Universiteit
Dr.W. RossowvanGoddard Institute ofSpace Studies
Prof.Dr.C.SimmervandeUniverseitvan Bonn
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I ampleased tolistthemembers ofthe promotion committee whoread andjudged thethesis
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1.

Introduction

This thesis is about observations of clouds from satellite and ground based instruments. The
information onthehorizontal andvertical distribution ofcloudsisareference for atmospheric
modelstobeemployed inoperational meteorology andinatmospheric research. Inthisthesis,
methods are presented for the analysis of measurements from the European geostationary
meteorological satellite, Meteosat, and the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer,
AVHRR on board of theNOAA polar orbiters. For a number of cases cloud field properties
as observed from the ground and satellite are used to understand the cloud processes. The
work presented in this thesis has applications in operational meteorology and in climate
research.

1.1

Clouds

Acloudisacollection of liquid or solid waterparticles. Theparticlesaregenerated incooling
air. Warm air can contain more water vapor than cold air. Thus, if air cools, the relative
humidity rises. If the relative humidity exceeds a certain threshold value, hygroscopic
aerosols start to absorb water vapor. These aerosols act as cloud condensation nucleii (CCN).
Thethreshold value dependsonthe aerosoltype. Iftheair cools further, therelative humidity
rises until the air gets (super)saturated. The excess water vapor condenses on the cloud
particlesthat grow further.
Particles smaller than about 20(xm move with the ambient air. Larger particles fall and
contribute to precipitation. When the air temperature is above 0°C the cloud particles are
typically liquid. Thisoccurs inthemid-latitude summeratmosphere (MLS)below4kmheight
(McClatchey, 1972). When the air temperature is below -40°C (above 10km height) the
excesswatervapor transforms to icecrystals. Thisprocess requiresthepresence of icecloud
condensation nucleii, which occur in much lower concentrations than water CCN. In the
temperature range from 0to-40°C clouds may consist of supercooled liquid water particles,
mixed phase particles or ice particles, depending onthe aerosols available and the history of
theairmass.Icecrystals growfaster than liquidwater drops,duetotheir low surface tension.
Therefore, their size may range from lOum up to several mm or even larger. Above the
tropopause,about 13kminMLS,onlystratosphericpolarcloudsoccur, occasionally.

Clouds are generated in cooling air. There are a number of atmospheric processes that can
causeairtocool.Hereashortlist ispresented:
• Convection
• Largescale lifting
• Radiative cooling
A source of energy that initiates convection over land is the warming of the surface due to
insolation. The sun heats the surface that transforms the radiative energy into sensible and
latent heat, which warms and humidifies air at the surface. The warm humid air has a lower
specific massthanthe airabove and,accordingtothe lawofArchimedes,the humid warmair
ascends. The air bubble expands due to the lower pressure at higher altitudes and undergoes
adiabatic cooling. Subsequently the relative humidity rises, until it is sufficiently high to
initiate condensation. Condensation generates heat and therefore warms the air bubble, which
enhancesthebuoyancy. Thisisoneofthepositivefeedbacks incloudprocesses.
Large scale lifting occurs atthe boundary of cold and warm air-masses. Cold air has ahigher
density and thus warm air ispushed upwards and cools,which induces cloud formation. This
canbe either warm air that ispushed against cold air (awarm front) or cold air that ispushed
againstwarmair(acold front).

Radiative cooling isone ofthemain mechanisms that generate fog and dew during the night.
The surface radiates corresponding to itstemperature andthus loses energy and cools.Part of
the energy deficit is compensated by radiation from the atmosphere and heat transport from
lower surface layers. However, especially in cloud free conditions, the surface cools
considerably during the night. Sensible heat flow cools the air at the surface boundary, the
relativehumidity increasesuntilwatervaporcondensesandfog isgenerated.

The above examples show that clouds are the result of the atmospheric conditions and thus
can be used as indicators of these atmospheric conditions. In meteorological practice this is
the main use of cloud observations. However, the role of clouds in atmospheric processes is
more complicated, because clouds also influence the atmospheric conditions bythe reflection

of sunlight, the absorption and emission of thermal radiation, and the transport of water,
energy andtracegases.

Clouds influence the vertical distribution of energy, especially over land. In cloud free
conditions during daytime in amid-latitude summer, the earth surface absorbs sunlight, heats
up and redistributes the energy by thermal radiation and sensible and latent heat transport.
The top layer of the surface, that absorbs the solar energy, is the warmest part of the
temperature profile inthe afternoon. During acloudy day part ofthe sunlight isreflected into
space and thus the amount of solar energy available to the earth-atmosphere system is
reduced. This changesthe temperature profile. During nighttime, when the insolation iszero,
the temperature is lower in cloud free conditions than if clouds are present, due to the larger
radiative cooling. Thus the surface temperature is highly dependent on the cloud cover. The
sensitivity of clouds to radiation and visa-versa can be illustrated with the life cycle of fog.
Radiation fog is generated during a cloud free night when the surface cools down and
subsequently the lower atmospheric layer is cooled. This radiation fog is not generated if
there isacloud present overthe surface, whichreducestheradiative cooling.Evenahighthin
cirrus layer that can hardly be observed during the night, may give enough downward
radiation toprevent the generation offog atthe surface. So,tocorrectly predictthe generation
offog duringthenightrequirescorrectinformation on(eventhincirrus)clouds.

From the above itbecomes clear that accurate information on the distribution of clouds, both
horizontal and vertical, is required to understand the atmospheric conditions. The cloudradiation interactions make the description of cloud processes a critical part of atmospheric
models. However, the quality of the representation of clouds in atmospheric models is
currentlytoolowtoaccurately modeltheevolution oftheweather onthe scaleof several days
(Numerical Weather Prediction models) or the evolution of climate over tens of years
(Climatemodels).

1.2

Atmospheric models

Eveninstateoftheartatmospheric modelstherepresentation ofcloudsispoor. Therearetwo
main reasons for this. The first reason is that cloud processes are complicated and act on a
wide range of scales. Large scale lifting adds potential gravitational energy to the warm airmass over hundreds of kilometers, while the interaction of cloud particles and radiation acts
on micrometer scale. It is not feasible to exactly calculate the state of each micro-scale
volume, because it would require a massive amount of computer capacity. Therefore, the
impact of processes at a scale smaller than the grid-size of the model (typically 50km) are
estimated through sub-grid parameterizations. This is feasible, because the atmospheric
processes at small (sub-grid) and large (super-grid) scales are linked (Stull, 1988). A
limitation to sub-grid parametrizations is that the correlation between large scale and small
scale processes may vary considerably. One of the methods to study the link between cloud
processesatvarious scales isspectralanalysis.

The poor representation of clouds in climate models results in a spread of the predictions of
climate changes due to an increase of CO2in the atmosphere. The direct impact of doubling
the concentration of this greenhouse gas in a global averaged atmosphere induces a 4W/m
heating. Results from global climate circulation model calculations showthat this induces an
increase in surface air temperature of 1.5 - 4.5K (IPCC, 1995). The large range of values is
dueto differences inthe representation of clouds inthe model (Gates etal., 1999;Cess etal.,
1986; 1990; 1996) and the uncertainty in how the distribution of clouds will evolve (cloud
feedback). The sensitivity of climate model results to changes in cloud cover can be
understood from the impact of clouds on the radiation budget. If doubling of CO2 increases
the amount ofthick stratocumulus over ocean in aclimate model,this increases the reflection
of sunlight and thus the temperature increase is reduced. This is a negative feedback that
stabilizesclimate.However,ifdoubling ofCO2inducesmore cirrus inthemodel,thisreduces
theradiative cooling oftheearth further andthus enhancesthetemperature increase. This isa
positive feedback.

The climate models differ in the representation of clouds and yield different estimates of
future climate. Inorderto reduce therange of estimated global warming the representation of
cloud processes should be improved. However, there isalack of knowledge.As stated by the
International Panel on Climate Change (1995):"the most urgent scientific problems requiring
attention to determine the rate and magnitude of climate change and sea-level rise are the

factors controllingthedistribution ofcloudsandtheir radiative characteristics ..." Therefore a
numberofexperimental projects havebeen executed and areplanned, that focus onproviding
atmospheric modelerswithappropriate measurements toimprovethemodels.

1.3

Observations ofthecurrent climate

On a global scale, the driving forces of the circulation in the earth's atmosphere are the
distribution of absorbed solar energy and rotational energy of the earth. The solar irradiance
perpendicular to the solar beam at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) is about 1372W/m
(Frohlichand Lean, 1998).Asthesurface of the earth is4times itsprojected area 343W/m is
available onaverage at the TOA. About 70%isabsorbed and 30%isreflected into space;the
larger part (67%) byclouds (Figure 1.1).Ona global scale the incoming radiation isbalanced
by the emission of thermal radiation. Clearly, clouds modify the earth's radiation budget,
because relative to the earth's surface clouds are cold and reflect sunlight brightly.
Furthermore,cloudsoccur frequently.
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Figure 1.1:Global annual means of the redistribution of incident solar radiation (100% corresponds to
an incoming radiativefluxdensityof343W/m2) byinfrared heat radiation andsensible and latent heatin
theclimatesystem (from PeixotoandOort, 1992).

Information on cloud amounts is obtained by the International Satellite Cloud Climatology
Project, ISCCP (Schiffer and Rossow, 1983; Rossow and Schiffer, 1999). This project was

initiated by the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) as part of the World Climate
Research Program (WCRP) in 1983. The ISCCP data set provides the climate research
community with a global and 3 hourly climatology on the distribution of clouds at
250x250km resolution. The cloud amounts are retrieved from measurements from geostationary and polar meteorological satellites. Statistical analysis of ISCCP results show that
the global annual average cloud cover fraction is about 63% with avariation smaller than 1%
from year to year (Rossow et al. 1993a). There is more cloudiness over sea (70%) than over
land (47%). However, the cloudiness over land is probably underestimated by about 3-6%.
The monthly mean values have an accuracy of about 10%(Rossow et al 1993b,c) depending
on insolation and viewing conditions and surface properties. Comparison with results from
imagers with higher spatial resolution suggest that the ISCCP algorithm nicely balances
underestimates andoverestimates ofcloudcover(Wielicki andParker, 1992;Weare, 1992).

Themost commonly used climatology of radiation atthe Topofthe Atmosphere (TOA) stem
from the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (Barkstrom and Smith, 1986). ERBE was a
three satellitemission,whichaimedatderivingthespatialdistribution anddiurnal variationof
the radiation components at the TOA. A combination of ISCCP and ERBE results yielded
estimates of the difference of the radiation components in cloudy and cloud free conditions
(Ramanathan, 1989). On a global yearly average, the amount of solar energy available to the
earth-atmosphere is about 50W/m2 lower in cloudy conditions than in cloud free conditions.
While theamount of energy emitted bythe earth-atmosphere system isabout 30 W/m2 lower.
So, in our current climate, the direct effect of cloud-radiation interactions is modification of
the radiationbudgetby20W/m2.The accuracy ofaninstantaneous measurement at 60x60km2
resolution was estimated to be 15W/m2 for shortwave flux and 5W/m2 for longwave flux
(Harrison, 1990;Feijt, 1992).

1.4

Thisthesis

The work in this thesis was done in the framework of two experimental campaigns: the
Tropospheric Energy Budget Experiment, TEBEX (Van Lammeren et al., 2000a; Stammes et
al., 1994), and the Clouds and Radiation intensive measurement campaigns, CLARA (Van
Lammeren etal.,2000b).TheTEBEX clouds-project aimed at 'the reconstruction ofthethree
dimensional cloud distribution suitable for the improvement of sub-grid cloud

parametrizations inatmospheric models.' CLARA wasdedicated to improve cloud parameter
retrieval methodsofthe instruments involved.
Theaimsofthisthesisare:
• todevelop analysis methodsfor clouds based onMeteosat andAVHRR
measurements
• tovalidatetheretrieval methodswith TEBEXand CLARAdata
• to usetheanalysisenvironment for detailed cloudfieldstudies

In chapter 2,a general introduction toradiative transfer in a cloudy atmosphere is given. The
physical principles of cloud-radiative interactions are presented in the context of the
wavelength rangesofthemeteorological satelliteinstruments under study.
In chapter 3, a method for analysis of measurements from the AVHRR is presented. This
method is used for detailed studies of cloud properties. The AVHRR has 5 spectral channels
and a 1km spatial resolution, which makes it suitable for retrievals of a wide range of cloud
properties: cloud cover fraction, cloud top temperature, optical thickness, emissivity and
liquid water path. However, as the AVHRR is on board a polar orbiter, these measurements
are available only a few times per day. The two special features of this analysis environment
are the use ofNumerical Weather Prediction (NWP) model surface temperatures and the use
ofLook-uptablesfrom theDoubling-AddingKNMI(DAK)radiativetransfer code.
Meteosat isknowntothepublicfrom thetime-loopswhich areshownontelevision duringthe
weather forecast. The time-loops of imagery are used to illustrate advection of large scale
cloud structures. In this thesis, Meteosat is mostly used to detect clouds at pixel resolution.
Detailed study of cloud properties is not attempted, because of the coarse spatial resolution
(5x5km2) and the broad spectral band of the visible channel (see chapter 2). In chapter 4, a
new cloud detection method is presented that includes the use of surface temperature fields
from anoperational numerical weather prediction model.An innovative aspect ofthe method
is that the difference between temperatures from the NWP model and as measured from
satellite for cloud free conditions is quantified. The skill of the detection method was
evaluated over land and ocean for 1997 on a 3 hourly basis by comparison with synoptic

observations. It is shown that the new approach improves the skill of the detection method
considerably.
Inchapter 5,theretrieval results ofMeteosat andAVHRRare compared toobservations from
ground basedremote sensingfromtheTEBEX and CLARA data sets.Thiscomparison yields
unique information on the quality of the satellite retrievals and also on the merits of the
ground based remote sensing instruments.Thecomparison shows that both observational sets
have strong points, but a combination is preferred to obtain a good description of the cloud
field.

Inchapter 6,thecorrelation betweentime scales and spatial scales of cloud field variability is
studied by comparing variance spectra of time series and spatial distributions of liquid water
path derived from microwave radiometer and AVHRR data respectively. The link between
atmospheric processes at large and small scales is the physical basis for sub-grid
parametrizations inatmospheric models.This link canbe studied with spectral analysis ofthe
variance of cloud properties. Spatial scales of cloud field properties can be studied from
satellite images, which measure a spatial distribution at one moment intime. Time scales of
cloud field properties can be derived from ground based instruments that measure
continuously intime at one location. The study investigates the constraints tothe comparison
of ground based and satellite measurements. Because clouds are highly variable both in time
and space it isalways questionable whichpart ofthetime series corresponds towhich part of
thespatial distribution.

Results from the satellite cloud parameter retrievals presented in this thesis are used for
evaluation of a regional climate model. The satellite data were combined with measurements
from a network of stations for ground based remote sensing to obtain an estimate of the
distribution ofcloudsover anareaofthe sizeofaclimatemodel grid box.Anumber of cases
are described in the literature (Van Lammeren et al., 2000a; Van Meijgaard et al, 2000).
Furthermore, the Meteosat analysis environment is employed to initialize an operational
short-term cloud prediction model (Van der Veen and Feijt, 1996). New studies are being
doneandareplanned. Inchapter 7thisthesisisput inperspective.
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2 Radiative transfer inacloudy atmosphere
The identification and characterization of cloud fields from satellite rely onthe interpretation
of radiance measurements. In this chapter, the physics of radiative transfer in a cloudy
atmosphere is discussed. The emphasis is on the wavelength ranges of the window channels
oftheAVHRR.

2.1Atmospheric radiative transfer
In this section, the atmospheric radiative transfer in the solar and infrared regimes is
described. The choice of the wavelength ranges of the meteorological satellite instruments is
explained from the radiative properties of atmospheric constituents (gases, aerosols, clouds)
andthe surface.

2.1.1. Shortwave radiation
Thesourceof shortwave irradiance atthe earth's topoftheatmosphere (TOA)isthe sun.The
spectrumofthe sun,asmeasured atTOA(Stephens, 1984;Lacisand Hansen, 1974),isshown
inFigure 2.1. It is similar toPlancks'curve for ablack body atabout 6000K, butless smooth,
because of absorption in the outer layer of the sun. The solar irradiance is attenuated on its

Energycurvefor blackbodyat6000K
Solarenergycurveoutsideatmosphere
H* 0 \

Solareneravcurveatsealevel

C0 2 -H z O

Wavelength (/AID)
Figure 2.1:Spectral energy curves of solar radiation at sea level and extrapolated outside the
atmosphere. The darkened areas illustrate gaseous absorption bands while the unshaded area
represents Rayleihscattereffects. Modifiedfrom Lacisand Hansen(1974)byStephens(1984)
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path through the atmosphere due to scattering and absorption. The sum of absorption and
scattering isknown asextinction. Therefore, the irradiance spectrum asmeasured at sealevel
for cloud free conditions (thelowercurveinFigure 2.1) deviates considerably from theTOA.
This curve shows decreased intensity over the whole range due to Rayleigh scattering by
atmospheric gases. The reduction is stronger at shorter wavelengths, because the extinction
dueto Rayleigh scattering has awavelength dependence ofXA.Theblack areas in Figure 2.1
indicateabsorptionbyatmospheric gases.

The definition of wavelength ranges for the meteorological satellites under study was
determined by optimization of the contrast between cloud free and cloudy condition.
Therefore, thechannels shouldbechosen suchthatthereis:
• highcontrast betweencloudsand surface
• smallinfluence ofotheratmospheric constituents
• ahighsignaltonoiseratio
To obtain a maximum signal, the shortwave channels include the wavelength range near the
peak inthe solar spectrum, which is at about 0.5p.m. The channels should not include strong
absorption bands.Thewavelength bands oftheMeteosat and AVHRR are indicated in Figure
2.2.TheMeteosat visiblechannel spectral response function centerstotherightofthepeakof
the solar spectrum and includes various absorption bands. The channel is broad in order to
receive enough energy at its distant location 36,000km from the earth. The AVHRR 0.6pm
channel is less broad and is centered near the peak in the solar spectrum. It does not include
strong absorption bands, but includes moderate Rayleigh scattering. Therefore, it is more
suitable for cloud analysis than the Meteosat visible channel. The AVHRR 0.8pm channel
includesabsorption lines from water vapor andthe oxygenA-band at 0.762p.m. The inclusion
of absorption bands inthis instrument channel reduces itsusefulness for quantitative analysis.
However, this wavelength range is useful to measure surface properties, which is explained
below.

The contrast between surface and cloud should be at a maximum for the identification of
cloudy scenes and for quantitative analysis of the radiances to obtain cloud properties. The
spectrum ofcloudsisnearly flat (Bowker etal., 1985).Therefore, thewavelength rangeswith
minimum surface reflectivity are most suitable. In Figure 2.2 the spectrum at the top of the
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atmosphere at nadir asmeasured from GOME on board the ERS-2 for a cloud free day over
the Netherlands is shown (Stammes and Piters, 1996). The Instantaneous Field of View
(IFOV)ofthe instrument is40x360km2, andthusthe signal includes contributions from many
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Figure2.2: Spectrum atTOA measuredfrom GOMEforacloudfreeday overthe Netherlands.

different vegetation and surface types. However, this spectrum is suitable to illustrate the
large differences of surface reflectivity inthe0.6umand 0.8umchannels,whichare indicated
intheFigure.At0.6umthereflectivity isrelatively low,which ispreferred for cloud analysis.
At 0.8um reflectivity is relatively high. The difference between reflectivity in both AVHRR
visible channels is caused by the absorption by chlorophyll at 0.6um. As a result, the 0.8um
channel isnot suitable for analysis ofcloud properties over land,but (incombination with the
0.6um channel) can be used as an indicator for the amount of vegetation. Also the Meteosat
channel wavelength range isindicated. FromFigure2.2 wemay concludethattheMeteosat is
lesssuitablefor cloud analysisoverland,becausethereflectivity for clear sky conditionsmay
bemorethan25%.
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2.1.2.Longwave radiation
The longwave radiation discussed in this section originates from the earths' surface or
atmospheric constituents (gases, clouds and aerosols). Plancks' law relates emitted longwave
radiation andtemperature ofaperfect blackbody:
B^(T)=(87thcA.5) {exp[hc/?ikT -l]} - 1

Wm' sr^um"'

(2.1)

where Xthe wavelength in um; T the temperature in K; c is the speed of light in m/s; h is
Planck's constant inJs;andkisBoltzmann'sconstant inJ/K.
The temperature of the earth surface ranges roughly from 220 to 320K. The corresponding
maxima inthePlancks' curve occurat 13and 9um, respectively. In Figure2.3,Plancks'curve
is shown for a surface temperature of 275, 290 and 305K. The thermal radiation of the
surface ispartly absorbed by the gases inthe atmosphere. The gases re-emit at their ambient
temperature.Theimpact onthespectrum ofatmospheric absorption incloudfree conditions is
illustrated by the solid curve in Figure 2.3. This curve is the spectrum at the TOA obtained
from Modtrancalculations for mid latitudeconditions andasurface temperature of290K.The
atmosphere absorbs efficiently atmost wavelengths. The attenuation is at its minimum inthe

20.0
wavelength(um)
Figure 2.3: Spectral radiances at the TOA for a MLS atmosphere over a black body at 290K (solid)
and Placks' curve for asurface at275K (dashed dotted),290K (dotted) and 305K (long dashed).
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40.0

8-12.5um range with the exception of the ozone absorption band at 9.6um. Due to the low
attenuation, the 8-12.5um wavelength range iscalled the atmospheric window and is suitable
toanalyze cloud andsurface temperatures.

Both the Meteosat and AVHRR have a channel in the atmospheric window, because it gives
the best estimate ofthetemperature of both the clouds and the surface. In general, clouds are
colder than the surface, because temperature decreases with height. This implies that the
contrast betweencloud free and cloudy conditions isoptimal intheatmospheric window.

2.2.

Cloud-radiation interactions at0.6u,m

From a radiative transfer perspective, a cloud is an ensemble of particles that scatter, absorb
and emit radiation. The radiative transfer is determined by the characteristics of the cloud
particles and their horizontal and vertical distribution in the atmosphere. In this section,
cloud-radiation interactions inthe atmospheric window at 0.6 um will be described for liquid
and ice particles. In the next section the interactions at 10.8um will be described. The
AVHRR cloud parameter retrieval method, which is described in chapter 3, is based on the
analysisofthemeasured radiancesatthesewavelengths.

2.2.1. Waterclouds
Ingeneral, itisassumed that water cloud droplets are spherical, which isarobust assumption.
The interaction of monochromatic light with a single spherical water particle, can be
described bythreeparameters:
• the single scatteringalbedo,tn,
• the scatteringefficiency, Q
• thephasefunction, P.

The single scattering albedo is the ratio of amount of scattered light over the total amount of
light removed from the incident beam by the particle. The attenuation of the incident solar
radiation is caused either by scattering or absorption. In general, it is assumed that at 0.6um
hardly anylight isabsorbed bywatercloud particles,so CJapproximatesunity.
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Figure 2.4: Scattering phasefunction for adistribution ofwater spheres.

The scattering efficiency, Q(r, X), is the ratio of the amount of light that is scattered by a
single particle, to the amount of light incident on its projected area. This coefficient depends
on the radius of the sphere, r, and the incident wavelength, X.According to Mie theory, the
scattering coefficient ofaperfect sphericalwater dropletvaries strongly with its size between
0 and 4um. For small particles (r < 0.1um) the cloud-radiation interaction is in the Rayleigh
regime. For large particles (r > 20u,m) the geometrical optics limit can be applied, which
defines Q to be 2. For monodisperse water spheres of radius 0.1 to 20um, Q(r) varies
considerably with size,with mode ofabout 2and maximum 4.Inclouds,the size distribution
is never monodisperse and therefore the variations in scattering coefficient average out. For
wide distributions ofparticle sizesthe scattering coefficient may beassumed tobe 2for large
particlesandabout2.3for small (r»2um)particles(Minnisetal., 1998).

The phase-function, P(©), is the amount of energy scattered at an angle0 relative to the
direction of propagation of the incident light. The angular distribution of scattering of the
incident light by a single spherical water drop canbe calculated exactly using Mie-theory. A
typical phasefunctions for adistribution ofwater spheres illuminated bymonochromatic light
of wavelength 0.6um, is shown in Figure 2.4 (Koelemeijer et al., 1995). The main features
are:the distinct forward peak (©=0),aminimum nearthe side-scattering angle (0 =90),the
cloud bow at ( 0 = 140), and the backscatter peak ( 0 = 180). The phase functions for water
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spheres of size 4 to 20um are similar, but the features differ in proportion and location. The
largerwater sphereshaveaphasefunction withamoredistinct foreward peak.Thecloudbow
is shifted to a slightly smaller phase angle. The forward peak includes light that is hardly
redirected and thus can hardly be distinguished from the incident light. Therefore, in many
approaches to radiative transfer calculations the strong forward peak is excluded from
calculations to reduce the computational burden (Minnis, 1991, 1995). The cloud bow, the
local maximum near 140degrees, is the cloud particle analog of the rainbow. The peak near
backscatter geometry, 180degrees,indicatesthe glory,which sometimes can be seen from an
aircraft as a ring around its shadow. Cloud bow and glory can only be seen clearly if the
dropletsinthetopofthecloud allhaveaboutthesamesize.Thedroplet sizedistribution must
benarrow, becausethepeak inthephase function shifts gradually with dropradiusand thusa
widedistribution smoothestheintensity peak.

The first order measure of the effect that a cloud has on radiation is defined by its optical
thickness, x. The optical thickness can be interpreted as the number of scattering events a
photon would have if it was to penetrate a cloud vertically without being attenuated or
deflected from the incident beam. Theoptical thickness ofacloud isthe product of projected
area of the particles and their scattering coefficient. The latter depends onthe wavelength. In
formula:
x=In(r)A(r)Q(r,A.)dr=jn(r)Q(i,l) nr2dr

(2.2)

where,n(r)isthenumber ofparticlesofsizerandA(r)istheprojected area.
Inacloud,photons areredirected after each interaction withawaterdrop.Because absorption
islow,aphotonmay scatter 100 timesonitspaththroughthecloud.Thephotonmaytravela
considerable distance through the atmosphere, before being scattered outside the cloud either
tothe surface orinto space (Feigelson, 1984).Thismultiple scattering induces effects that are
specific for clouds.Theincreaseoftheopticalpathmayamplify weak atmospheric absorption
or scattering (Stammes, 1994).Furthermore,the radiationfieldis smoothed spatially, because
photons travel over several hundreds of meters (Marshak, 1998; Savigny, 1999). This sets a
lower limit tothe geometrical size of measurements that can be analyzed independently from
their environment (Cahalan et al., 1994). The increase of the optical path was directly
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measured from spaceduringtheLidarin Space Technology Experiment, LITE(Winkeretal.,
1996).Theopticalpathinthecloudwasoccasionally lengthened byseveralkilometers.
The reflection of a cloud as measured from satellite is the result of multiple interactions
between photons and cloud particles in the 1to 10km instantaneous field of view (IFOV) of
the instrument. Duetothephase function and multiple scattering effects the cloud reflectivity
is not evenly distributed over all angles (isotropic reflection), but depends on the angles of
incidence and reflection (anisotropic reflection). The anisotropy is quantified in the bidirectional reflection function. In Figure 2.5, the sun-satellite geometry is shown. It defines
the solarzenith angle,60,theviewingzenith angle,9, andtherelativeazimuth, <(>, which isthe
angle between the plane of incidence and the plane of reflection. The measurement of the
anisotropy ofcloudsrequiresradiancemeasurements atallviewing anglesand azimuthsatthe
sametime.This istechnically not feasible, because itwouldrequire alarge number of aircraft
or satellites that all measure the radiation coming from one location at the same time.
Nevertheless, there have been attempts to estimate anisotropy from sequences of
measurements.
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Figure 2.5: Sun-satellite scattering geometry.
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Inthe 1970'sthe angular distributions of broad band shortwave and longwave radiation were
measured from space with the Nimbus-7 satellite. In a specific mode it was possible to keep
the instruments IFOV of about 60x60km2 focussed on one location while the satellite was
moving along its orbit around the earth, and thus gradually changing the viewing angle and
the azimuth angle. Taylor and Stowe (1984a,b) statistically manipulated the data set to
provide the scientific community with lookup tables of measured albedo and angular
distributions of reflectivity for a number of surface types and cloud types. Although the
lookup table represents the statistical means over a wide variety of climate regimes and
surface types,and inherently thedistributions showalargedispersion,thetable iswidely used
in the analysis of broadband radiometer signals (Suttles et al, 1988,1989; Wielicki et al.,
1989) and in the analysis of meteorological satellite measurements: AVHRR (Kriebel et al.,
1989)andMeteosat(DeValketal., 1997).

More recently, the anisotropy function over an extended stratocumulus field was
reconstructed for narrow spectral bands from aircraft measurements with POLDER
(Descloitres et al. 1995; Parol et al, 1994). POLDER instantaneously measures at different
90O

180O

4

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B ~ •"

270O
Figure 2.6: Pattern of observed bidirectional reflectances over stratocumulus clouds. Solar zenith
angle is 36°. Circles corrspond to viewing zenith angles, and axis correspond to relative azimuth
(from Parolet al., 1994). Scaling: black, 0.53 <reflectivity <0.61, white.
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viewing zenith and azimuth angles. The instrument gives an instantaneous angular
distribution, however, the radiation measured at different angles originates from different
locations.Therefore, the instantaneousmeasurement isonlyrepresentative incaseofspatially
homogeneous cloud fields. In Figure 2.6 the anisotropy is shown from an average of 10
consecutive measurements.Themostpronounced feature isthe arc ofhigh reflectivity related
to the single scattering cloud bowpeak in the phase function. The need for correct estimates
oftheanisotropy ofradiation isreflected inthecurrent initiativetoobtain valuesat40x40km2
resolutionfor about200different scenetypesfrom CERES(Wielicki etal., 1996).

It may seem a bit awkward to invest so much efforts to measure bi-directional reflection
functions while the radiative transport can be calculated exactly from Mie-theory combined
with a radiative transfer model that includes multiple scattering. The reason is that accurate
radiative transfer calculations require information on microphysical properties and the 3
dimensional structure ofthecloudy sceneunder study.Thisresultsinassumptionson:
• Singlescatteringproperties,forwatercloudsdirectlyrelatedton(r).
• Horizontal distribution ofscatterers
• Vertical distribution ofscatterers,variationsinthevertical extent
The drop size distribution is not the same for all cloud fields. On the contrary, the frequency
distribution of drop sizes reflects the complex physical processes related to generation and
evaporation of water droplets. The frequency distribution changes with place and time
continuously. For example, the life cycle, from condensation to evaporation, of fair weather
cumuli of 1km size only lasts tens of minutes. This implies that the maximum change of
droplet size for fair weather cumuli, from zero to maximum, occurs within tens of minutes
and within 1 km. Obviously, the actual drop size distribution at the time of satellite overpass
isnot known.Therefore, intheretrieval adropsize distribution hastobeassumed. Ingeneral,
measured distributions corresponding to specific meteorological cloud types are used such as
thosedescribed by Stephens (1978)and Dermendjian (1969).
The horizontal variability of optical thickness has a considerable impact on the relation
between number of scatterers and cloud radiative properties (Cahalan et al., 1994). The
contribution ofcloud structuresofaspecific spatial scaletothevariancecanbequantified and
even modeled for specific cloud types using the bounded cascade method (Cahalan et al.,
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1989). This model is used in studies on the impact of variability of optical thickness on
radiation components (Boers et al., 2000). However, if there are considerable optical
thickness variations within a cloud field, this in general implies variations in the vertical
extentaswell.Thisalsohasconsiderable impactontheradiationfield.
Variations in the vertical extent of clouds causes three dimensional cloud-radiation effects
like shadows.In meteorological practice,the horizontal extent of shadows isused to estimate
the cloud height.Actually, thehorizontal extentoftheshadowofacloud over cloud free area
in the plane of insolation, sShadow, is related to the height of the cloud through the tangens of
the solar zenith angle. Also, in case of a multi-layer cloud system, the top layer may be
identified by its shadow on a lower layer. There have been some sensitivity studies on the
impact ofthree dimensional effects on radiative transfer. A method, which iswidely used, is
Monte Carlo modeling, which calculates the path of a large number of photons (typically a
million) through the cloud. Each individual scattering event is taken into account. In these
studies the geometrical shape of clouds are represented by boxes, spheres, cylinders or
hexagons ofvarious sizes.These studies have shown that indeed three-dimensional structures
do affect the radiative transfer significantly both for satellite observations (Davies, 1978;
Jolivet, 1999) and surface based observations (Coley and Jonas, 1995). However, it is not
feasible to use Monte Carlo calculations to interpret radiances in the IFOV of the satellite
instrument, becausethere isno information available onthethree dimensional distribution of
cloudparticles.

2.2.2. Iceclouds
The phase function, which plays an important role in the radiative transfer in clouds, is
different for ice crystals and water droplets. This is due to their different size and shape. Ice
crystalsoccurinmanyshapesand sizes (Pruppacher andKlett, 1978).InFigure2.7,examples
oficecrystals shapesareshown.Thebasic shapesarecolumnsandplates,which canoccur in
aggregates as well. The size ranges from 10to 2000um. The shape and size depend on the
timethe crystal has grown,the relative humidity, temperature and the history oftheairmass.
Heymsfield (1994) and Heymsfield and Piatt ( 1984) analyzed measurements of ice crystal
shape and sizeand quantified the correlation between temperature and crystal sizeintermsof
aparameterization. Forlarge icecrystals,(r> lOOum)thephasefunction cannotbedescribed
inananalyticformula for arbitrary shapesand sizes.Onlyfor somespecialnon-sperical
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Figure 2.7: Classification of ice crystal shapes (from Magano and Lee, 1966).
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particlesanalytic solutions exist (Mischenko etal, 2000).However,thephase function canbe
obtained by the ray tracing technique. This method involves the calculation of millions of
photon pathsthroughthe crystal for avariety of incident angles and crystal orientations.Each
interaction of a photon at the ice/air boundary is described with the laws of reflection and
refraction of plane waves at media boundaries. Hess and Wiegner (1994) calculated phase
functions for a wide range of hexagonal ice crystal shapes. The phase function shows a
number of distinct scattering features like halos of which the scattering angle and magnitude
strongly depend onthe exactcrystal shape.Therefore, the phase function isrepresentative for
only one specific crystal shape. This limits the applicability in the interpretation of radiation
measurements Macke (1996; 1994) succeeded in generating aphase function without distinct
features, which is more generally applicable, using the scattering characteristics of a fractal
icecrystal.Thistheoretically exact shapeofinfinite detail isassumedtoresemblethe
statistical mean of the scattering effects of awide variety of shapes and sizes.Recently, Hess
et al.(1998) produced a similar phase function using statistical means of columns and plates
withvarying rateofimperfection anddistortion. (Figure2.8).
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Figure 2.8: Scattering phasefunction for adistribution of icecrystals.

As discussed earlier, any conceptual model of water or ice clouds, which is the basis for
radiative transfer calculations, suffers from a lack of information on microphysics and three
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dimensional structure, which in general, cannot be measured directly. The quality of the
concept is evaluated indirectly by comparison of the retrieved macro-physical cloud
parameters with other measurements. In order to improve the concept itself, information on
droplet sizes, layering, three dimensional structure and high resolution variability collocated
withradiometermeasurements arerequired. Therefore, intensivemeasurement campaigns like
CLARA (VanLammeren etal.,2000)areofgreatvalue.

2.3.

Cloud-radiation interactions at10.8um

Cloud-radiative interactions in the longwave range can be understood from the single
scattering properties. In the following, some typical values for clouds are given (Minnis,
1998).Theradiation asmeasured from anopticallythickcloud layermaybeinterpreted asthe
blackbodyradiation emitted bythetop layer,becausethe cloud-radiation interaction ofcloud
particles at 10.8um is dominated by absorption and emittance. For large cloud particles, the
absorption efficiency isabout 1.Thelowersizelimitfor thisapproximation isabout 12um for
liquid water droplets and about 50um for ice crystals. This implies that all radiation incident
on the projected area of the particle is absorbed. The cloud particle re-emits black body
radiation correspondingtoitstemperature.

Forlargeparticlestheextinction efficiency isabout 2andthe singlescattering albedo isabout
0.5. So, an equal amount of radiation is scattered and absorbed. The scattering is mainly
directed forward. The asymmetry parameter, g, which is the ratio of forward scattered
radiation and incident radiation, is larger than 0.93 for the large particles considered here.
This implies that more than 90% of the incident radiation (from below) is scattered forward
(upward) and less than 10%is scattered backward (to the surface). As a result, the scattering
ofinfrared radiationhasaminorimpactontheradiation field andis,ingeneral,ignored.

For optically thin clouds, the radiation at the top of the atmosphere is a weighted average of
contributionsfrom thecloudandcontributions from the surface transmitted throughthecloud.
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Ifanumberof simplifying assumptions aremet,thiscanbeapproximated by:

R/LJOA= £>i Bx(T d oud) + (1 - GOB^Tsurface)

(2.3)

where RA,TOA is the monochromatic radiance at the top of the atmosphere; B(T) is Planck's
curve at wavelength X,corresponding totemperature T;s^isthe emissivity ofthe cloud. The
emissivity isthevertically integrated effect ofacloud onradiation andcanbeformulated as:

sj,= 1 - expO-t^abs/u)

(2-4)

wherex^absisthe absorption optical thickness at wavelength A. and u is cos(0). For cloudsof
high absorption optical thickness,e^approaches 1,suchthat the measured radiance equalsthe
equivalent black body temperature ofthe cloud. Equations (2.3) and (2.4) are used widely in
retrieval of cloud temperatures for water and ice clouds. There are, however, a number of
details ofradiative transfer, which arenottaken into account. These may reduce the accuracy
of the retrieval considerably. In the following the most important assumptions made in this
approach areevaluated.

Equation (2.4)assumes thatthe dropsdonot to scatter any incident radiation, but only absorb
all radiation incident on their projected area. As described above, this is not true. There are
also scattering effects, especially for small cloud particles. The (multiple-)scattering reduces
theamountofradiation from the surface thatistransmitted un-impededthroughthecloud and
increases the effect of the cloud on the radiation field. The emissivity, which is used in
equation 2.3 should include this effect. Minnis studied the impact of scattering on retrieved
emissivity with a infrared doubling-adding model (Minnis et al.,1998; Minnis, 1991). It was
found thattheemissivity maybeunderestimated byupto 10%usingequations 2.4,depending
on viewing geometry, optical thickness and thetemperatures of surface and cloud. The effect
is largest for large viewing angles, large temperature differences between cloud top and
surface and for 1 < TI08nm,abs<4.
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Equation 2.3 assumes one cloud temperature, which is a valid assumption for dense clouds.
For typical liquid water clouds this assumption holds.However, for ice clouds the density of
scattering particles per volume may be much lower (Pruppacher and Klett, 1978). An ice
cloud of optical thickness 2may be 2km thick, which implies that the temperature difference
between cloud top and base is more than 10K. As a result, TCi0Ud in equation 2.3 does not
represent thetemperature ofthecloudtop,butthetemperature ofalevelwithinthecloud.The
exact level depends on the vertical profiles of particle number density and temperature, the
surface temperature and the radiative properties of the ice crystals. This kind of detailed
information ishardly everavailable.

The conceptual model of the radiative transfer in the thermal atmospheric window, which is
basisfor equations(2.3)and (2.4),alsodoesnotinclude:
• layering ofclouds
• variability ofvertical extent
• partly cloudy scenes
• emissivity oftheearth surface notequaltoone
• atmospheric absorption (underandabovethecloud)
• heterogeneityofthesurface properties
The required information isnot available. Itisnot expected that the first twophenomena will
give rise to modeling problems in a significant number of cases. In order to significantly
changetheradiation atthetopoftheatmosphere, asmeasured from satellite,thetoplayer ina
multi-layer case must be optically thin (xio.8nm,abs<4) and the lower cloud layer must have a
temperaturewhichdiffers considerably from thetopcloud layer.
The vertical extent of clouds must vary more than several hundreds of meters within the
lxlkm 2 IFC
IFOV of the AVHRR to have significant impact on the estimate of the cloud
temperature.

Partly cloudy scenes do occur at any scale, also at the scale of an AVHRR pixel. In the
conceptual model, which will be presented in chapter 3, partly cloudy scenes are
approximated by homogeneous plane parallel clouds of limited optical thickness. The
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contributionfromthe surface isinthis conceptunderestimated andthusthe cloud temperature
is overestimated.

Inthischapter, thephysicsofradiativetransfer inacloudy atmosphere wasdiscussed interms
of the window channels of the AVHRR. In the next chapter, analysis methods are presented
for the identification and characterization of cloud fields from satellite. Theradiative transfer
models, which are used for quantitative analysis of shortwave and longwave radiances, are
introduced.
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3.

TheAVHRR analysis environment

Inthe framework ofthisthesistheAVHRR instrument isused tostudythe spatial distribution
of cloud properties at medium high resolution (lxlkm 2 sub-satellite). The objective is to
combineresults with ground based observations toobtain a complete description of the cloud
fieldparameters andtheir variability. Therefore, cloud observations arethetopicofthisthesis
and not the AVHRR retrieval scheme itself. Nevertheless, the skill of the retrievals are
evaluated with ground based measurements from the CLARA campaigns of which two cases
are presented in section 5.2. Two studies of combined analysis of satellite and ground based
measurements are described in chapter 5.1.The emphasis with respect to the analysis is on
daytime, because sunlight is required for the retrieval of optical properties and adds to the
quality of cloud detection. The AVHRR analysis can be done automatically. However, for
detailed studies the analysis is done supervised in order to ensure and enhance quality. In the
following paragraphs the processing environment is described for daytime analysis in
supervisedmode.
3.1

Thesatellite instrument

TheAVHRR is aninstrument onboard theNOAA series of operational meteorological polar
satellites,which are listed in Table 3.1.The orbits of the satellite are sun-synchronous with a
frequency of one full circle per 102 minutes. The satellite altitude is about 800km. The
instrument scans across track with maximum amplitude of 55degrees. This implies that the
Instantaneous Field of View (IFOV) varies a factor six from nadir to the extremes of the
swath. The minimum IFOV is 1.2km at sub-satellite. Although the orbit is categorized 'sunsynchronous', which suggests the same position at local solar time, the viewing geometry
changes from day to day due to slight shifts inthe orbit of the satellite relative to Earth. The
orbits also shift gradually during the lifetime of the satellite (Price, 1991). This drift has
considerable impact on the quality of climatologies made on basis of a sequence of polar
orbiters (Kleinand Hartmann, 1993;IPCC, 1995).

The AVHRR has 5 wavelength channels centered at: 0.6, 0.8, 3.7, 10.8, 11.9 um. The
channels are optimized to measure cloud and surface characteristics with minimum of
contamination from other atmospheric constituents (see chapter 2). The spectral response
functions oftheAVHRR onboardofNOAA-14aregiven inFigure3.1.
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Number

Overpass time

Launch date

7

Morning

23June 1981

8

Afternoon

28March 1983

9

Morning

12December 1984

10

Afternoon

17September 1986

11

Morning

24September 1988

12

Afternoon

14May 1991

13

Morning

9August 1993

14

Morning

30December 1994

15

Afternoon

13May 1998

Table 3.1:NOAApolarorbiter series.
For quantitative analysis calibration is important. The spectral response function of the
instruments ismeasured before launch (Planet, 1988).There is no on board calibration ofthe
visible channels.Theabsolute calibration changes abruptly duringthe launch and gradually in
time thereafter. The approach by Che and Price (1992) was adopted for re-calibration of the
visible channels of AVHRRs up till number 11 (Koelemeijer, 1995c). The accuracy of the
reflectivities after re-calibarationisestimated tobe about 10%.ForNOAA 14the coefficients
provided by Rao and Chen (1995) areused. Recently NOAA/NESDIS set upan Internet site,
onwhichnewcalibration coefficients areavailable eachmonth(http://www2.ncdc.nasa.gov/).

Geolocation of the AVHRR images is a topic of research itself. The difference between precalculated and actual position of an IFOV at surface level can be as much as 30km.
Algorithms for automatic repositioning have been developed to reduce the positioning
uncertainty (Bordes et al., 1992). At KNMI the positioning is made more accurate by
interpreting the Dopplershift inthe received signal. However, for exact positioning still some
cloudfree scenesandthehumaneyearerequired,thanatypicalaccuracyof3kmisobtained.
3.2

Qualitative analysisofAVHRR radiances

In this paragraph a qualitative description is given of the contribution of surface and
atmospheric constituents to the radiances measured from AVHRR. A detailed description of
thequantitative cloudpropertyretrievals isgiven insection 3.3and further.
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0.7
0.8
0.9
Wavelength(micron)

3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9
Wavelength(micron)

10.5

11.0
11.5
12.0
Wavelength(micron)

1.0

1.1

4.2

13.0

Figure 3.1: Spectralchannels oftheAVHRR.Thevisible channels,0.6 and0.8|xm(top); nearinfaredchannel,3.7urn(middle)andtheinfraredchannels 10.8and11.9|xm(bottom).
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The 0.6um channel is mainly used for the identification of clouds, because at this
wavelength both land and sea surface are dark and clouds are bright. Themain contributions
from otheratmospheric constituents areduetoRaleigh scattering,ozoneandaerosols.

The 0.8um is sometimes used to obtain cloud properties over sea, because the sea is
dark and Raleigh scattering canbe neglected. However, there are absorption bands of oxygen
andwatervapor inthiswavelength band. Thecombination of 0.6 and 0.8umchannels ismost
frequently used to estimatethe amount ofvegetation,because sunlight is absorbed efficiently
at0.6u,mbutnotabsorbed at0.8um.

The 3.7um channel measures signal both from reflected sunlight and from thermal
emission. If the solar contribution can be isolated, the difference with the 0.6 and 0.8um
channelscanbeusedtoestimate droplet sizefor water clouds (Han etal., 1994;Nakajima and
King, 1990).In cloud free conditions snow can be identified (Gesell, 1989).During the night
lowstratus andfog canbeidentified from the difference inemissivity at 3.7 and 10.8um.The
single scattering albedo is relatively high at 3.7um and the asymmetry parameter relatively
low.Therefore, theemissivity islowerat3.7umthan at 10.8um.

The 10.8(^m channel is most appropriate to estimate the temperature of clouds and
surface. The channel is located in the middle of the atmospheric window and thus
atmospheric absorption isataminimum,butnotnegligible.

The 11.9u,m channel is mainly used to estimate the atmospheric absorption in the
10.8u,mchannel.At 11.9umtheatmospheric absorption isslightlyhigherduetoawatervapor
band and CO2.Therefore, the atmospheric absorption inthe 10.8|imchannel canbe estimated
from the difference of measured radiance with the 11.9um signal. This method is widely
employed to retrieve sea surface temperatures. This method is not very effective to retrieve
land surface temperatures, because the emissivities of land surface at 10.8and 11.9um differ
anddependonsurface typeandvegetation (Salisbury andd'Aria, 1992).

Furthermore, thin clouds can be identified from the different equivalent black body
temperatures at 10.8 and 11.9um. The wavelength dependence of the imaginary part of the
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refractive index causes a significant difference in cloud emissivity at these wavelengths
(Minnis et al. 1998). As a result the contribution of the surface radiation to the signal
measured at TOA is larger at 10.8umthan at 11.9um, especially if there is a large difference
betweencloudandsurface temperatures.

The qualitative analysis described in this section gives insight into the radiative transfer in
cloudy atmospheres atthe AVHRR channel wavelength. However, to do quantitative analysis
a radiative transfer model is required. In the following section the models employed in the
AVHRR analysisenvironment arepresented.
3.3Radiative transfer model calculations
FortheanalysisofAVHRRradiancestwomodelsare employed:
• Modtran(Moderateresolutiontransmittance) for longwave radiances
• DAK(Doubling-Adding KNMI)for shortwaveradiances.
Inthissectionadescription isgivenhowthesemodelsareused.

3.3.1 Modtran
Modtran is a widely used narrow band model with a 5cm"' spectral resolution (Berk et al.,
1989;Kneizys et al., 1988).The calculated radiances are weighted with the spectral response
functions of the channels under study to obtain the channel signal. Modtran requires vertical
profiles of atmospheric constituents and radiative properties of the radiating surface
(temperature and emissivity). The radiating surface can be either the earth's surface or a
cloud, which can be anywhere in the atmosphere. Modtran includes the vertical profiles of 7
standard atmospheres, but the user can input measured vertical profiles. In the AVHRR
analysis environment the vertical profiles of temperature, pressure and humidity obtained
from radiosondes are used. To estimate the radiance of an opaque cloud at a specific height,
cloudsarerepresentedbyperfect blackbodies intheverticalprofiles. Thisresults inatableof
cloud height versus radiances in the 10.8 and 11.9um channels (Bunskoek et al., 1998). The
table is used to interpret the AVHRR measurements. Modtran is constantly under
development. The most recent information can be found on internet: http://wwwvsbm.plh.af.mil/soft/modtran.html/.
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3.3.2 DAK
Thedoubling addingmethod isaneffective wayofcalculating thetransmission and reflection
of plane parallel layers of scattering particles (Van der Hulst, 1963). The concept is the
accurate calculation of the radiative properties of a thick atmospheric layer starting with the
adding of thin atmospheric layers. Themethod starts with two thin layers of known radiative
properties,which areplaced ontop of each other. The incident light onthe top layer ispartly
reflected andpartly transmitted through this layer. Thetransmitted light illuminates the lower
layer that transmits and reflects. The light reflected by the lower layer is incident on the
bottom of the upper layer, which induces multiple reflections between the two layers. If the
internal reflections aredetermined with sufficient accuracytheradiation field ofthecombined
layer is determined. Doubling is an efficient way of constructing a thick layer. Each
processing stepthethickness of the layer is doubled by adding two layers of equal thickness.
Adetailed description ofthefundamentals ofDAK isgiven by Stammes (1994)and DeHaan
etal.(1987)andreferences therein.

The DAK model was employed to make a database of monochromatic radiative transfer
calculations for a wide range of sun-satellite geometry's and atmospheric conditions. The
totaldatabaseconsistsof3millionpre-calculatedvalues,withthefollowing parameters:
Solarzenith angle,

40intervalsofabout2°

Viewing zenith angle,40intervalsofabout2°
Relativeazimuth,

19intervalsof 10°

Surface albedo,

0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4

Opticalthickness,

0,0.1, 0.2,0.5, 1,2,5, 10,20,50, 100,200,500

Cloudtypes,

waterandice

Anumber ofparameters arecommontoall calculations.Thecalculations aredone at 0.63um,
which is the representative wavelength of the channel. In the model, the clouds are single
layered, horizontally and vertically homogeneous and have an infinite horizontal extent. The
atmospheric profiles resemble amidlattitude summer (MLS)atmosphere (McClatchey, 1972).
Thesurface isassumedtoreflect lightisotropic.
For the calculations, the cloud layer is defined to bebetween 1and 2km height. The droplet
size distribution of the water cloud particles is a gamma distribution with an effective radius
of 6um and effective variance of 0.11, resembling the CI type (Deirmendjian, 1969). The
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phase function and scattering efficiency ofthedistribution arecalculated with Mie-theory (De
Rooij and Van der Stap, 1984). The phase function is shown in Figure 2.4. The single
scattering albedo is 1.Astudy ofthe sensitivity ofthe model revealed that the results are not
sensitive tothe exact height ofthe cloud,nortothe exact drop sizedistribution (Koelemeijer,
1994).

Theice cloud is assumed to be at 7-8km height. Thephase function isconstructed using the
method by Hessetal. (1997),which israytracing calculations on imperfect icecrystals. The
method is based on ray tracing in perfect hexagons as described in chapter 2. However, at
each interaction between photon and ice/air interface, the plane of reflection and refraction is
tilted. The tilting is assumed to have the same impact as an imperfection in the ice crystal
geometry. The tilt angle is chosen randomly between 0 and 30°. The tilt azimuth angle is
chosen randomly between 0 and 360°. The tilting smoothes the strong features in the phase
function ofhexagons,whichareduetotheirperfect geometry. Thesizedistribution isadopted
from Heymsfield andPiatt(1984).Thephasefunction isshown inFigure2.8.

3.4AVHRR retrievals ofcloud properties
The AVHRR analysis environment is called KLAROS, which stands for 'KNMI Local
implementation ofAPOLLO RetrievalsinanOperational System.'

KLAROS is a two step approach. In step one, cloudy pixels are identified. The cloud
detection part consist of tests, which are adopted from the AVHRR Processing over Land
Cloud and Ocean (APOLLO),which wasdeveloped inthe 1980's (Saunders, 1986; Saunders
and Kriebel, 1988). The APOLLO scheme as described in these papers is basically a
supervised method. The analysis was based on AVHRR measurements alone and relied on
histogram analysis overlargeareastoobtain estimates of surface properties. Inthe 1990'sthe
histogram analysis was automated (Kriebel, personal communication). In KLAROS
adaptations tothe original APOLLO version were madetoenable automated retrievals andto
improvethe quality. Cloud detection isdescribed indetail insection 3.4.1. Inthe second step,
theradiancesofcloudy pixels areinterpreted intermsofcloudparameters,which isdescribed
insection 3.4.2.
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3.4 1 Cloud detection
Cloudy scenes areidentified withathresholding method, whichtests ifthe signal inachannel
or combination of channels originates from the surface ina cloud free atmosphere. Ifnot,the
scene isassumed tobe cloud contaminated. Here,the maintests for daytime arepresented. A
scene isidentified cloudy ifoneofthefollowing conditions ismet:

Temperaturetest:
Tio8nm (measured) <Tio.8nm(cloud free) - temperaturethreshold

(3.1)

Reflectivity test:
Ro.6nm>Ro.6(1111(cloudfree) +reflectivitythreshold

(3.2)

Semi-transparency test:
Tl0.8nm-Tn.9nm>
Tio.8nm(cloudfree) - Tii ^(cloud free) +semi-transparencythreshold (3.3)

Txis the equivalent black body temperature in the spectral channel denoted by X. R4 is the
reflectivity inthespectral channel denotedbyX.

The crucial part of the temperature test is the estimate of Ti0.8nm (cloud free). In this aspect
APOLLO and KLAROS differ. The estimate of the temperature for cloud free conditions in
KLAROS originates from an operational numerical weather prediction model called
HIRLAM, the High Resolution Limited Area Model (Gustafsson, 1993), whereas in
APOLLO histogram analysis over large areas from the satellite overpass under study is used.
Thehistogram analysisapproach assumesthat for eachanalysis areaitispossibleto identify a
cloud free scene, which is representative for cloud free conditions over the whole analysis
area. This approach does not work for extended cloud fields or in case of sharp surface
temperature gradients due to air mass changes. A more elaborate discussion of this topic is
given in chapter 4 for Meteosat analysis. The KLAROS approach uses values from the
atmospheric model. As shown in chapter 4.1 for Meteosat analysis this introduces a bias due
to the difference between the model surface temperature and the satellite equivalent black
body temperature for cloud free conditions (Feijt et al., 1998;1999a). In supervised mode of
KLAROS the bias can be estimated from cloud free areas in the satellite data. Derrien et al
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(1993) showed that orographic effects at sub-grid scales of the atmospheric model can
introduce a significant difference between the model surface temperature and the satellite
equivalent black body temperature.
The reflectivity test requires an estimate of the reflectivity for cloud free conditions. In
APOLLO this value is also obtained from histogram analysis. In KLAROS the surface
reflectivity is estimated from a combination of three sources. 1) histogram analysis of the
satellite observations under study. 2) histogram analysis of a recent satellite observation at
clear sky conditions 3) a two-year data set of AVHRR radiances collocated with synoptic
observations ofclearsky.
The semi-transparency test is based on the difference in absorption and scattering properties
ofwater droplets and icecrystals at 10.8and 11.9(im (Minnis et al., 1998;Olesen and Grassl,
1985). This results in different optical thicknesses and thus different cloud emissivities and
equivalent blackbodytemperatures.Minimum differences occur for cloud free conditionsand
for opaque clouds,whenemissivity inbothchannelsisnearunity.Themaximum difference is
governed by the micro-physical properties of the cloud and the cloud top and surface
temperature. The difference is largest for small water spheres and decreases with increasing
drop size. For spheres larger than 20um the emissivities at 10.8 and 11.9(im are similar
(Minnis et al., 1998). The test is sometimes referred to as cirrus-test, because it is most
effective incase ofa largetemperature differences between surface and clouds,i.e. incase of
cirrus. Toobtain an estimate ofthe difference for cloud free conditions, Modtran calculations
aredoneatthe appropriate viewing zenith angleonprofiles ofwatervaporand temperatureas
measured from radiosondes.Main sourcesofuncertainty inthesecalculationsare:
• surface temperature
• surface emissivity at 10.8umand 11.9um
• representativeness oftheradiosonde profiles
These uncertainties are taken into account in the semi-transparencythreshold, which in
generalisoftheorderof 1.5K.
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3.4.2 Cloud characterization
KLAROSincludesretrievalsofthefollowing cloudparameters:
• cloud cover fraction
• cloudtoptemperature
• optical thickness
• emissivity
• liquidwaterpath
Inthe following thecloudparameter retrievalsare described.
Cloud cover fraction
The ratio of cloudy pixels over all pixels is used as an estimate of the cloud fraction.
Implicitly it is assumed that cloudy pixels are fully cloudy, which in general is a robust
assumption at the scale of the AVHRR IFOV. Statistical analysis of synoptic observations
showsthat most observations areeither inthe 0-1 octasor 7-8 octasrange,which results inU
or J shaped frequency distributions of cloud cover fraction (Henderson-Sellers and McGuffy
1991; Jonas, 1991). Small cloud amounts of the 1-2 octas range will often be identified as
cloud free by KLAROS duetothe lowcontrast with the surface. The near overcast situations
generatefully cloudypixels,which is consistent with the approach. So,for themost frequent
cloud conditions the approach yields reliable results. In the less frequent 3-6 octas range of
observations there may be a bias. This can be an overestimate, if all partly cloudy pixels are
assumed fully cloudy, or an underestimate if the cloud detection tests fail to identify part of
the cloudy pixels. However, inmost cases,part of the cloudy pixels will be correctly labeled
assuch,andthustheover- andunderestimates willcompensateeachother largely.

Actually, the retrieved cloud cover fraction is merely a cloud projected area. In general, the
cloud fraction seems higher when the clouds are observed from a slanting angle, because the
vertical dimension isprojected onthehorizontal. Thedifference isnot accounted for, because
itwould requireameasureofthecloudvertical extent.
Cloud layertemperature
Thebasicinformation used toretrieve cloud toptemperature isthe measured equivalent black
body temperature at 10.8um, which is representative of the cloud layer if the pixel is
completely filled withanopaque cloud. However, incase ofsemi-transparent cloudsorpartly
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cloudy scenes, the measured radiance is a combination from contributions from cloud and
surface, which results in an overestimate of the cloud temperature. In KLAROS a method is
implemented to obtain an estimate of the temperature of cloud layers by excluding those
pixels that are affected by semi-transparency. It uses the difference in equivalent black body
temperature at 10.8 and 11.9um to detect semi-transparent clouds (see also section 3.4.1.). If
thefollowing condition ismet,the sceneisassumedtobefilled withopaqueclouds.
Selection test:
Tio.8nm- TJI 9^ <selectionthreshold

(3.4)

The selection test is similar to the semi-transparency test (equation 3.3). The conditions are
better defined, because the surface does not contribute tothe signal. So,variability of surface
temperature and surface emissivity have not to be taken into account. Furthermore, the
atmospheric absorption is limited to the atmospheric layer above the cloud and is, especially
for ice clouds, negligible. Therefore, selectionthreshold may be chosen smaller than semitransparency_threshold. Ingeneral, selectionthreshold isabout IK.

This test yields cloud temperatures from individual pixels. Cloud layers may be identified
from frequency analysis. Information on cloud fraction per cloud layer is not available from
this method. The retrieved cloud top temperature is measured directly and thus is accurate
provided that the atmospheric absorption above the cloud may be neglected. This simple
method has proven to be effective both for ice clouds and water clouds as was shown by
Koelemeijer et al. (1995a) and Feijt et al. (1999). An example is given in chapter 5.
Furthermore, the test can be applied both day and night. During daytime, the cloud
temperature can also be retrieved from the optical thickness at 0.6|im. This approach is
described below.

Opticalthickness
Theretrieval ofTo.6nm ^sretrievedfromRo.6nm- Thesurface reflectivity isestimated inasimilar
way as for cloud detection. The database of DAK calculations of reflectivity is searched for
the appropriate sun-satellite geometry, cloud type, and surface reflectivity. This results in 12
values of Ro.6nm,corresponding to 12values of the optical thickness. The thus obtained pre-
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calculated values are compared with the measured reflectivity for each pixel to obtain an
estimateofopticalthicknessat0.6um.

Emissivitv
The cloud emissivity can be derived from the optical thickness at 10.8um, xio.siim, using
equation 2.4. The optical thickness in the infrared, Tw.s^m, and the optical thickness in the
visible, To.6nm,

aie

linked with the efficiency ratio, §,which depends on the size of the

particles:
% = tO^nm / Tl0.8nm,abs

= <

Qo.6(im,scatt>/<Ql0.8nm,abs>

(3-5)

t, is 2.4 for the water cloud size distribution that was used in the DAK calculation. For ice
crystals the value for large particles, r > 50|am, is used: t,= 2.0 (Minnis, 1998). This
assumption is consistent with the use ofthe ray tracing technique to obtain a scattering phase
function at0.6um(section 3.3.2),whichalsorequiresparticlestobelarge.

Cloud temperature
The cloud temperature can be derived from the emissivity and the estimated contribution of
the surface, withaformula analogoustoequation2.3:

Bio.8nm(T(cloud))=(Bio.8nm(T(measured))-(1- e)Bi0.8nm(T(surface))/e

(3.6)

Bio.8nm is the radiance of a perfect black body at temperature T filtered by the spectral
response function oftheAVHRR 10.8umchannel.The spectral response function is obtained
from thepre-flight calibration (Planet, 1988). B(T)canbe fit to a second order polynomial of
Twithsufficient accuracy.

T(surface) is estimated from the numerical weather prediction model surface temperature,
Tnwp-As described in section 3.4.1.this estimate is significantly biased, particularly for cloud
free conditions. For detailed studies the difference between model surface temperature and
equivalent black body temperature as measured from satellite is estimated from cloud free
areas in the AVHRR image. The temperature difference in cloudy areas is expected to be
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between 0and 30%ofthatincloud free conditions,depending onthetransmission of sunlight
throughthecloud.

Liquid waterpath
TheLWPandtheopticalthicknessarebothdirectly relatedtothedrop size distribution:

LWP=Jn(r)(4/3)nr3 pdr

(3.7)

where r the droplet radius, p the density of water and n(r) the droplet size distribution. The
corresponding opticalthickness,t, isgivenbyequation2.2.The scatteringcoefficient, <Q>n(r)
,istheweighted averageofcontributionsperdropsize,whichyields:
T =<Q>„ ( r)ln(r)7ir 2 dr

(3.8)

The droplet size distribution and the amount of liquid water can be linked to the optical
thicknessthroughonesingleparameter,theeffective radius,re,(Stephens, 1984):
re=J n ( r ) r 3 d r / | n ( r ) r 2 d r

(3.9)

Combining equations 3.7,3.8and 3.9yieldsarelationbetween T andLWP:

LWP=(4/3)xr e p/<Q>„ (r )

(3.10)

If no information on the drop size is available, <Q>n(r) is often assumed to be 2 (Stephens,
1984), which is a good approximation for most typical cloud particle size distributions. For
thedropsizedistribution used intheDAKcalculations,<Q>n(r)equals2.14.
To complete the retrieval, the effective radius is estimated. If there is no additional
information at hand, the effective radius is assumed to be lOum. This is consistent with the
values used by Rossow (WCRP, 1988);Stephens (1984)and Minnis (1991),but inconsistent
withthedrop sizedistribution used intheDAKcalculations.However,the effective radius for
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the LWP retrieval can be chosen independently from the optical thickness retrieval, because
the latter ishardly affected bythe choice of effective radius (Koelemeijer, 1994).Asthe drop
size distribution depends on cloud type it is difficult to estimate the appropriate value in
individualcases.
In the method presented in this chapter, the retrieved cloud parameters resemble the
description oftheatmosphere asused inthe radiative transfer calculations.Therefore, wemay
expectthattheresults aresensitive todifferences betweentheconceptual modelandthe cloud
field under study. However, it is not feasible to estimate the errors that will occur from
theoretical argumentation alone. Therefore, the skill ofthe retrieval method is evaluated with
groundbasedobservationsofcloudfields.Inchapter 5anumber ofcasesare presented.
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4. Cloud detection using Meteosat imagery and Numerical Weather Prediction model
data
Meteosat is the operational European geo-stationary meteorological satellite. The high
frequency of measurements and itsfixedviewing geometry, makes it suitable for analysis of
time series.Meteorologists usesequencesofMeteosat imagesto illustrate large scale air mass
movements tothepublic.Theyusethe infrared channel,becausethevisiblechannel measures
reflected sunlight, which varies with latitude, longitude and time of day, which complicates
theinterpretation. Obviously,thereisnovisibleimageduringthenight.

The infrared channel signal is closely correlated to the temperature of the radiating surface,
which can be the cloud top, the surface or a mixture of sources. As clouds, in general, are
colder than the surface, the infrared image shows the cold clouds in contrast to the warm
surface. The surface is on average colder in the North than in the South due to insolation
differences, but this does not hamper the visual interpretation of the image, because locally
the contrast remains. The sequences are used by meteorologists to estimate the speed and
magnitude ofchangesinatmospheric conditions.Quantitative analysisofmovements ofcloud
fields are also made to obtain wind vectors (Schmetz et al., 1995). These wind vector fields
are assimilated in the model of the European Center for Mediumrange Weather Forecasting
(ECMWF).

In this chapter a Meteosat analysis environment is presented. The Meteosat instrument is
described in section 4.1. The methods that are described in sections 4.2 and 4.3 are designed
to be used in an operational meteorological environment and in the analysis of data from the
Tropospheric Energy Budget Experiment, TEBEX. The applications mentioned favor
constant quality for both day and night. Therefore, much effort was spent on optimizing the
useoftheinfrared channel for cloud detection.

Clouds are assumed to be colder than the surface. The first order estimate of the surface
temperature was chosen to originate from anumerical weather prediction model, because the
model provides a spatial distribution of surface temperatures each hour of the day. It was
found that the model surface temperature and satellite equivalent black body temperature
represent related, but different physical quantities. Therefore, a method was developed to
quantify the difference of the Meteosat equivalent black body temperature and model surface
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temperature for cloud free conditions (Feijt and De Valk, 1998).This method was employed
to improve the discrimination of cloudy and cloud free scenes. The method and results are
described insection4.2.
The optimized infrared analysis together with tests using the visible channel make up the
Meteosat Cloud Detection and Characterization KNMI (Metclock) scheme, which is
described in secion 4.3.The skill of the scheme was assessed over land and sea over Europe
eachthreehours for 1997.
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4.1.TheMeteosat instrument
The first Meteosat was launched in 1977. In table 4.1 the launch dates of the satellites are
listed. Meteosat is in a geo-stationary orbit at 36,000km distance. The angular speed of the
satelliteequalstherotationoftheearth andthusthe sub-satellitepoint isstable.Itislocated at
about 0 longitude at the equator. The satellite covers Europe and a large part of the Atlantic
Ocean. The countries contributing to the Europe's Meteorological Satellite Organisation,
EUMETSAT,therefore have a clearview ofthe current cloud cover and the weather systems
thatmovefrom theAtlantic OceantoEuropeduetotherotationoftheearth.
Number Launchdate
1

1977November

2

1981June

3

1988June

4

1989March

5

1991March

6

1993November

7

1997September

Table 4.1: ThelaunchdatesoftheMeteosat series.
Meteosat hasastable viewing geometry. Thedetection oftheedges oftheearth disc provides
geo-location information that is operationally processed at EUMETSAT. Users are provided
with well geo-located data that has a positioning accuracy of about 5km (Diekmann and De
Waart, 1992).The instrument consists ofthreechannels,the so-called visible (VIS), infra-red
(IR) and water-vapor (WV) channels. The spectral response functions are shown in Figure
4.1. The VIS channel is processed in two spatial resolution modes. Here only the low
resolution data is used, which is common to all three channels. The spatial resolution subsatellite, at the equator, is about 5km. Due to the curvature of the earth the resolution in
Europeisabout 5x9km2.

The Meteosat spins about its axis, which is about parallel to the earth axis of rotation. Each
cycle the sensors focus at a different latitude. By changing the orientation of the sensor the
latitudeobserved isgradually changed from the SouthpoletotheNorthpole untilthefull earth
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Figure 4.1: Spectral channels of the Meteosat. The visible channels (top); water vapor
channel (middle) andthe infrared channel (bottom).
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disc isscanned. The full disc iscompleted after 30minutes and consistsof2500x2500 pixels.
The exact time of the measurement depends on the location on earth. The scan starts every
half hour in the South. Europe is scanned about 10to 3minutes before the whole hour. This
matches well with the time of synoptic observations which, according to WMO regulations,
aretobemade 15-10minutesbefore thewholehour.
For quantitative analysis calibration is important. There is no in-flight calibration for the
visible channel. There have been various calibration campaigns (Moulin et al., 1996;
Desormeaux et al., 1993; Kriebel and Amann, 1993; Koepke, 1982). There is an in-flight
infrared calibration instrument. However, until recently this was not used due to technical
problems. Calibration was done over known surfaces by matching the signals with radiative
transfer calculations.
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4.2.TheuseofNWPmodel surface temperatures incloud detection from satellite*

Abstract
An increasing number of satellite cloud detection methods include the use of Numerical
Weather Prediction model (NWP) surface temperatures asathreshold for thethermal infrared
cloud detection test. The NWP model surface temperature and the satellite apparent
brightnesstemperature areassumed tocorrelate well for clear sky. Investigations over Europe
in April 1997indicate that the correlation over land ishighly dependent on location and time
ofday. Inthis paper, it is shown that this variation ofthe correlation has a distinct impact on
the quality of the infrared cloud detection test. As a result, cloud cover fractions which are
retrieved using this thermal infrared test are biased by this effect. This can have serious
impactonthequality ofcloudclimatologies,especially with respecttothediurnal variationof
cloud cover fraction. Anewmethod isintroduced toequalize thequality of the infrared cloud
detection test throughout the day. Threshold values are allowed to be smaller than commonly
used andtherefore thequality oftheinfrared test isimproved. Themethod maybe applied in
bothclimateresearchandnearreal-timeprocessing.

*)This sectionwasaccepted for publication inthis form:
FeijtA.andP.deValk,2000:TheuseofNWPdatainclouddetection from Meteosat
imagery.Int.J.Rem.Sens,(accepted).
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4.2.1. Introduction
In many methods for cloud detection in satellite imagery the surface temperature from
atmospheric models is used to define a threshold to the satellite apparent brightness
temperature (Derrien et al., 1993; Karlsson, 1996; de Valk et al., 1997). For the future
Meteosat Second Generation (MSG),acloud detection algorithm which includesthistest isin
preparation (EUMETSAT, 1997). It is assumed that the NWP temperature has a high
correlation with the satellite brightness temperature for cloud free conditions. Recent studies
by Feijt and De Valk (1998) indicate that the difference between model surface temperature
and satellite apparent brightness temperature shows a large spatial and diurnal variation. Asa
result, the detection efficiency of the infrared test is expected to show the same spatial and
temporal signature as the difference between model and satellite temperature. In this paper,
this expectation is investigated over Europe in April 1997. The results confirm a distinct
diurnal variation in the quality of the infrared detection test. A new method to equalize the
detection efficiency of the infrared test throughout the day is tested. The equalization allows
for optimization of the threshold values. As a result, the quality of the infrared test was
considerably improved.

In section 4.2.2 of this paper, the difference between surface temperatures from the High
Resolution Limited Area Model, HIRLAM (Gustafsson, 1993), Tnwp, and the satellite
apparent brightness temperature measured in the infrared channel of Meteosat-5, Tsat, is
quantified. Section4.2.3describesamethodtomeasurethequalityofcloud detectiontests.In
section 4.2.4, the impact of the variations of the difference of Tsat and TnWp, Tdiff, on the
performance of the infrared test is investigated. Section 4.2.5 describes a method to use Tdiff
to equalizetheperformance oftheinfrared test throughouttheday. Results areinterpreted in
section 4.2.6. In section 4.2.7, the applicability of the method for use in near real-time
applicationsisdescribed.Conclusionsaresummarized insection4.2.8.
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4.2.2. The difference between model surface temperature and satellite apparent
brightness temperature
In this paper, the results of a study on the difference between model surface temperature and
satellite apparent brightness temperature by Feijt and De Valk (1998) are summerized and
used here. The area under study is about 25 degrees West to 25 degrees East and 35 to 70
degrees North (Figure 4.2), which corresponds to the area covered by the processing
environment for the Meteosat Cloud Detection and Characterization KNMI-scheme, the
Metclock-area (de Valk et al., 1997).Cases of cloud free sky are selected from the synoptic
observations over land. A synoptic observation is the human estimate of cloud cover
following WMO regulations (WMO , 1996, 1997). Each synoptic observation is collocated
with an area of 3x3 pixels in the Meteosat image (15x27 km2 in the center of our area of
study). Tdiff is calculated for all 9 pixels. For the conversion from counts to temperature we
applytheEUMETSAT infrared calibration coefficients, which areprovided withthe standard
infrared product. The HIRLAM grid is about 50x50km2. There are about 50 Meteosat pixels
collocated witheveryHIRLAM gridpoint.

Figure 4.2:The Metclock-area and itssegmentation.
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Figure 4.3: Frequency distribution of the difference between T^t andTnwp forApril 1997at 12
UTCfor segments 3,8and 13.

The Metclock-area is divided into 20 segments, which contain enough synoptic stations, to
obtain localized but statistically significant monthly characteristics of Tdjff over land (Figure
4.2). The median of the frequency distribution of Tdiff is assumed to be representative of the
Tdiff in a segment. In Figure 4.3 the frequency distributions for April 1997 at 12 UTC for
segments 3, 8 and 13 are shown. Segment 3 includes the North African coast and South of
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Figure 4.4: Diurnalvariationof Tdifffor segments 3, 8and 13.
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Spain. Segment 8includesNortheastern Spain and the South of France. Segment 13includes
the North of France, Belgium, the Netherlands and England. Clearly, Tdiff is higher and the
distribution broader at lower latitudes. InFigure 4.4 the diurnal variation of Tdiff for segment
3, 8and 13is shown. T^ff for segment 3ranges from -4.5 °Cat night upto +8.0 °Cat noon
Thewidth ofthe distribution, defined ashalf the difference between the 84 and 16percentile
temperature differences, rangesfrom 3°Catnightto6°Catnoon. In section4.2.4the impact
of this diurnal variation on the performance of the infrared test is investigated. In the next
sectiontheanalysismethod willbedescribed.

4.2.3.Measurement method
Inthis section, synoptic observations of cloud cover over land inEurope are compared to the
cloudy/clear sky detection results of the infrared temperature test in Meteosat imagery. The
comparisons aremade onathree-hourly basis for April 1997for segments 3, 8and 13.When
making these comparisons, some difficulties are encountered because synoptic observations
of cloud cover often have a much larger spatial range than the dimensions of one Meteosat
pixel (Barnes J. C.andD.Chang, 1968;Ackerman and Cox, 1981;Schreiner etal., 1993).In
paragraph 4.2.3.1 the collocation problem is investigated further. In paragraph 4.2.3.2 a
method is introduced to measure the efficiency of cloud and clear sky detection from
Meteosat imagery.

4.2.3.1. Collocation
There are three causes of the inaccurate collocation of clouds as reported from synoptic
observations and Meteosat pixel positions: 1) mismatch in the geographical coordinates; 2)
mismatch in time of synoptic observation and time of satellite measurement; 3)difference in
viewing geometrybetween observer andsatellite.
The Meteosat measurements have a spatial inaccuracy of about half a pixel (Diekmann and
DeWaard, 1992).Onepixelisabout 5x9km2inNorthwest Europe.Furthermore,the synoptic
observer isnot located exactly inthe centerofaMeteosat pixel.Therefore, the actual location
ofthe synopticobservation maybeshifted byaboutonepixel intheMeteosat image.
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The Meteosat satellite imagesfromWestern Europe are available at about six minutes before
the hour. The synoptic cloud cover should, according to WMO regulations, be estimated at
about 15 until 10 minutes before the hour. The time lapse between synops and Meteosat
measurements is about 7minutes. During this time clouds which move at a speed of 10m/s
will be displaced over a distance of 4 km. The corresponding spatial positioning accuracy of
theobserved cloudsinMeteosat imagery isoftheorderofhalfapixel.

Another source of location mismatch is dueto the different field of view of the observer and
Meteosat. The field of view of the observer primarily depends on the cloud base height, the
cloud fraction, the altitude of the station and the visibility. According to WMO regulations
observers should only report clouds if the viewing angle is larger than 10 degrees. This is
because, in general, itisnotpossible toestimatethe cloud height accurately at lower viewing
angles.Exceptions aremade for cumulonimbus,which isalways reported, and for lowclouds
at close range, for which the perspective of features in the landscape enables an accurate
estimateoftheheight.Thisisillustrated inFigure4.5.Forexample,inthecaseoflowstratus,
thefield ofviewmayonlyextendover severalkilometers.Mid-level cloudsmaybevisibleup
toadistanceofseveral tensofkilometers.Cumulonimbus maybevisible from adistanceofa
few hundreds of kilometers,which is many times the Meteosat spatial resolution. Obviously,
the field ofviewof the observer islargest inthe case of acloud free sky. Inthe case of small
cloud fractions, some pixels in the vicinity of the synoptic station will contain clouds, while
others will be cloud free. For perfect collocation of cloud detection results, it should be

Fractional high level cloud
Cirrus at a large distance

-

_

10km
\ 10degrees
O
Observer

not reported cloud

Overcast low level cloud

Figure 4.5: Synoptic observational conditions for low clouds and high clouds near by and at a large
distance.
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known in which Meteosat pixels clouds are observed. Obviously, this information is not at
hand. Therefore the probability that a cloud was present in a pixel at a distance from the
synoptic stationmustbeestimated.
Thenumberof Meteosat pixels covered by acloud depends onits location with respect tothe
Meteosat pixels. For example, one cloud with aphysical size smaller than apixel can extend
over four pixels. In conclusion, the relation between cloud fraction and the number of pixels
flagged cloudy by a detection scheme is not well defined. From the above it is clear that the
largest contribution to the collocation problem is the field of view of the synoptic observer.
Howthiscollocation problem effects thedefinition ofthecloud detection criteria is described
inthefollowing paragraph.

4.2.3.2.Detection criteria
Detection capability
Eachsynopticobservation isassumedtocorrelate toasetofpixelsinthe Meteosat image,the
collocation area.Thesizeofthecollocationareadependsonthereported cloud cover fraction.
The cloud detection test is defined to detect areported cloud correctly if at least onepixel in
the corresponding collocation area is flagged cloudy. The collocation area is chosen as small
as possible considering the observed cloud fraction, to prevent an overestimate ofthe quality
ofthe detection test: e.g. incase of overcast it isprobable that all pixels inthe vicinity ofthe
synoptic stationincludeclouds.Therefore theminimum sizeofacollocation areais lxl pixel.
For small cloud fractions the area ischosen largertoallow for the detection of small amounts
of cirrus at a distance from the observer. In the following the synoptic observations are
compared with a collocation area in the Meteosat image ranging from 9x5 pixels for cloud
free situations to lxl pixel for overcast (Table 4.2). The collocation areas should preferably
be square. Therefore the collocation areas increase in size with decreasing reported cloud
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9x5 5x3 5x3 3x2 3x2 2x1 2x1 lxl lxl
Table4.2:Sizeofthecollocation areafor eachsynopticcloudcovercode.
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cover fraction: lxl, 2x1,3x2,5x3 and 9x5 pixels.Thedetection capability, Dc,istheratio of
thenumberofdetected cloudy casesoverallcollocated reported cloudy cases.Table4.2.:
Detection efficiency
For most applications the importance of the detection of clouds is proportional to the cloud
cover fraction. Overcast situations must be detected, while the detection of small amounts of
fair weather cumuliarelessimportant.Therefore thedetection capability isweighted withthe
cloud cover fraction to obtain the detection efficiency, De, which is a better measure for the
quality of cloud detection tests. The cloud fraction, cf, is derived from the reported synoptic
cloud cover code, sccc,following Barrett and Grant (1979) and istabulated in Table 4.3.The
detection efficiency is the ratio of the total cloud cover fraction detected and the total cloud
fraction observed:

De(•cloudy "

2- allobservations DC(SCCC) Ct(SCCC) / 2, a n observations Cl(SCCC)

Another measure of the quality of a detection test is the efficiency of the detection of cloud
free area, DeC|ear, which is the fraction of pixels not flagged cloudy in collocation areas of
cloud free observations. The infrared test performs perfectly if both Deci0Udy and Deciear are
100%.
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0.781

0.938

1

Table 4.3: Cloud fraction for eachsynopticcloud covercode.
4.2.4.Impact ofthe difference betweenTnwpandTsatonthedetection efficiency
Pixels are flagged cloudy in the infrared test if: Tsat < TnWp- threshold. In most algorithms,
this threshold is constant over the day and over a large area. In this section, it is shown that
the diurnal variation of the difference between model surface temperature and satellite
apparent brightness temperature, Tdifr, has significant impact on the performance of the
infrared test.
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Figure 4.6: Diurnal variation of Deci0udyand Dedear for segment 8April 1997when afixed threshold
of4.5°C isapplied.

In Figure 4.6, the detection efficiency of the infrared temperature test is presented for April
1997 segment 8.Validation isdone on athree-hourly basis. Dueto gaps in the acquisition of
Meteosat data there are no results for 0 UTC. The threshold is set to 4.5 °C. The Deci0Udy
ranges from 75%at 12UTCto 95%at21UTC.Dedearranges from 99%at 12UTCto below
60% at 18UTC. Deciear shows the same diurnal variation as Tdiff(Figure 4.4), whileDeci0Udy
showstheinverse signature. Thesignature isaresult ofthediurnal variation ofthe correlation
between model surface temperature and satellite apparent brightness temperature and not of
thechoiceofthethreshold.
In Figure 4.7a and b the detection efficiencies for threshold values from 2.5 to 10 °C are
shown for April 1997segment 8. The detection efficiency of the infrared test clearly showsa
diurnal variation irrespective of the threshold value. As a result, cloud cover fractions which
areretrieved usingthisthermal infrared testarebiasedbythis effect.
The diurnal variation of both detection efficiencies result in the retrieval of lower cloud
amounts during the day (not many cloudy scenes are classified as clear and not many clear
scenes are classified ascloudy) and higher cloud amounts during the night (not many cloudy
scenes are classified as clear and many clear scenes are classified as cloudy). This can have
serious impact on the quality of cloud climatologies, especially with respect to the diurnal
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Figure 4.7: Diurnal variation of the detection efficiency for segment 8 April 1997 when a fixed
threshold isapplied throughout theday ranging from 2.5 to 10.0°C: a)cloudy cases; b)clear cases

variation of cloud cover fraction. Also in day to day weatherservice practice, a distinct
diurnal variation inthedetection efficiency isundesirable.Inthispaper amethod isproposed
tooptimizetheperformance oftheinfrared temperaturetest.

4.2.5.Equalizingthedetection efficiency throughouttheday
In this section a method is introduced to reduce the diurnal variation of the performance. As
stated above,the signature ofDeci0udyisthe inverse ofthediurnal variation of Tuifr- Therefore
weproposetoincludeTdiffinthethreshold; in formula:
Tsat < TnWp - variablethreshold, where variablethreshold = fixed_threshold - T^jf- T^ff
values are obtained for every three hour from statistics over each segment and month as
described in Section 4.2.2 (see Figure 4.4). The results of the improved algorithm for April
1997 are presented in solid lines in Figure 4.8. The left hand side, Figure 4.8a shows the
diurnal variation ofDeci0Udyfor segments 3(top), 8(middle) and 13(bottom).The right hand
side, Figure 4.8b, shows Deciear- In each figure, the dashed lines show the detection
efficiencies with a constant threshold over the day (Tow= constant in the above equation).
Opencircles indicatethatvariablethreshold is setconstant throughout the day to thevalue at
3UTC, where variable_threshold3UTc = fixedjhreshold - Tdifi(3UTC), which for most
segments is the diurnal minimum. Open squares indicate that variablethreshold is set
constant to the value at 12UTC, where variablethresholdnuTC

=

fixed_threshold -

Tdiff(12UTC), which for each segment isthe diurnal maximum. Thecurves with open squares
are on top in Figure 4.8a, therefore the test yields the best obtainable results for cloudy case
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throughout the day for variablethresholdnuTC- However, the detection of cloud free
situations (Figure4.8b)isunacceptably poor,withDeciearbelow40%duringnighttime.
The open circles are on top in Figure 4.8b, indicating that the test yields the best obtainable
results in detection of cloud free situations for variablethresholdnuTc- However, the
detection of cloudy situations is relatively poor (Figure 4.8a). The improved algorithm has
the most desirable performance because it has good results for both cloudy and cloud free
situations. The performance is nearly constant for segments 3 and 8. Segment 13 shows a
concave shape for both Deci0Udy and Deciear. It is difficult to further minimize the diurnal
variation inboth detection efficiencies, becausechangingthreshold valueswillhave opposite
effects on DeC|0lUjy and Deciear- Reducing the spread of DeCioudy will increase the spread of
Ueciear-

4.2.6. Interpretation
For segment 3 and 8 Deci0Udyand Deciear show opposite diurnal variations due the difference
between model surface temperature and satellite apparent brightness temperature. Therefore
both Decioudy and Deciear can be equalized throughout the day by changing the detection
thresholds using an estimate of Tdjff. The results for segment 13 show a concave shape for
both DeCi0Udy and Deciear. Therefore the diurnal variation cannot be due to the temperature
difference alone. Inthis segment ourmethod can be used to optimize theperformance ofthe
thermal infrared cloud detection test, but it is not able to remove the diurnal variation of the
detectionefficiencies completely.

The method described above has a positive impact on the performance of the infrared
temperature test. Still, some improvements can be made especially with respect to the data
sampling. Theuse of synoptic observations of cloud free conditions to obtain information on
the correlation between model surface and satellite temperatures sets an upper limit to the
obtainable spatial and temporal resolution atmonthly values over areas of 150x100pixels.In
someregionswitharelatively densesynoptic stationnetworkthe sizeoftheareaor sampling
A solutiontothis samplingproblem would beto obtain values atahigher spatial scale,where
differences can be resolved within one segment in vegetation, soil type and orography. This
would improve the definition of the correlation between model surface and satellite
temperature. A possible approach to obtain information at higher spatial resolution could be
theuseofcollocatedAVHRR observations.WiththeAVHRR instrument, areliablecloud
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Figure 4.8: Diurnal variation of the detection efficiency for segment 3 (top), 8 (middle) and 13
(bottom) for April 1997, for minimum fixed threshold (open squares, dashed line), variable
threshold (filled circles, solid line) and maximum fixed threshold (open circles, dashed line): a)
cloudy cases, left; b)clear cases.right
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mask could be obtained using a derivative of the APOLLO-scheme (Saunders and Kriebel,
1988, Derrien et al., 1993) at a scale smaller than the Meteosat instantaneous field of view.
The correlation between model surface and satellite temperature could be retrieved at the
model grid sizescale.Unfortunately, inthecentral partoftheMetclock-areadiurnal sampling
islimited,becausethereareonly4overpasses ofthesepolarorbiting satelliteseachday.
Another source oferror oftheuseof synoptic observations isthatthe quality varieswithtime
of day and region. Especially the synoptic observations of small cloud amounts are less
accurate at night than during daytime. However, the situations with high cloud cover
fractions, thatdominateDecioudyduetotheirweight inthecalculation ofDecioudyandtheirhigh
frequency of occurance, are relatively well observed during the night. Clear sky observations
could becontaminated by situations of small cloud amounts from adistance. However, dueto
themethod ofcalculation these situationshavelittleinfluence onDecieal.

During daytime there are varying observational conditions, because the optical path of
sunlight through clouds depends on the sun elevation. The optical path increases with
decreasing sunelevation. Therefore, optically thin cloudscan be observed better at dawn and
duskthanatnoon.
The method presented here in its current form has considerable shortcomings and needs
further development. However, it is a tool to optimize the performance of the infrared test.
This makes it possible to obtain values for DeCi0Udy between 70% and 90% and values for
Deciearover 90%throughouttheday.

4.2.7.Application inanoperational setting
The results shown so far are obtained in an off-line backward processing mode. Therefore
Tdiff can be retrieved from all data for April and then applied to all data for April. So, in the
processing of 1 April,data from 30April isused. Inthis section the suitability for operational
applications isassessed. Themonthtomonthchangeofthecorrelation betweenmodel surface
temperature and satellite apparent brightness is investigated. InFigure 4.9a-c T^trfor the first
4monthsof 1997isshown.
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Thevalues for segment 3inJanuary aremissing dueto scarce data sampling.TheTditrvalues
for segment 3 and 8 show an increasing maximum in time, while the minimum decreases
gradually. The correlation between succeeding months is high. For these segments the Tditr
from theprecedingmonth(s)maybeused indefining thresholds for the infrared
test in an operational environment. In segment 13 the highest and lowest value at 12 UTC
stem from successive months,namely Febuary and March.Therefore the value for Febuary is
notrepresentative for March.
In general the diurnal variation of Tjiff values is much larger than the month to month
differences. Thisobservation is supported bytheanalysisofTdifrvalues for 1996over anarea
including segments 13, 14 and the northern parts of segments 8 and 9 (not shown). It was
found that the diurnal variation is significantly larger than the month to month changes
throughout the year. Therefore, the year average T^tr values may be used to optimize the
detectionefficiencies inanoperational environment.

4.2.8. Conclusions
A method is introduced to quantify the difference between model surface temperature and
satellite apparent brightness temperature based on synoptic observations of cloud free
conditions over Europe for April 1997. The temperature difference shows a distinct diurnal
variation with its maximum at noon and its minimum during the night, and a distinct
latitudinal variation with minimum values in the North. In cloud detection algorithms the
satellite temperature is compared to a model surface temperature in the infrared test. In this
paper it is shown that the performance of this test shows a large diurnal variation if one
threshold value is applied throughout the day. As a result, cloud cover fractions which are
retrieved using this thermal infrared test are biased by this effect. This can have serious
impactonthequality ofcloudclimatologies,especially with respecttothe diurnal variation of
cloud cover fraction. Thisobservation hasaconsiderable impact onanumber ofthe currently
usedclouddetectionalgorithms.

A new method is introduced to optimize the performance of cloud detection using NWP
surface temperature data. It is shown that the statistical properties of the measured
temperature difference over a month can be applied in the infrared test to equalize and
therefore optimize theperformance for off-line backward processing. Therefore the method is
very suitable for climate research applications. For operational processing, the diurnal
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variation of the temperature difference may vary from month to month, but nevertheless
retains its diurnal variation. Therefore the method may be applied in near real-time
applications,suchasfor theweatherservice.
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4.3 Cloud detection using Meteosat imagery and Numerical Weather Prediction model
data*
Abstract
The cloud detection algorithm of the Meteosat cloud detection and characterization KNMIscheme (Metclock) is introduced. The algorithm analyzes the Meteosat infrared and visible
channel measurements over an area from about 25 West to 25 East and 35 to 70 North,
encompassing Europe and a small part of northern Africa. The scheme utilizes surface
temperatures from a numerical weather prediction model (NWP). Synoptic observations are
usedtoadjust themodel surface temperaturestorepresent satellitebrightnesstemperatures for
cloud free conditions. The measured reflected sunlight is analyzed using a minimum
reflectivity atlas. Comparison of cloud detection results with synoptic observations of cloud
cover at about 800 synoptic stations over land and 50 over sea were made on a three hourly
basis for 1997.Intotal,twomillion synoptic observations were used toevaluate the detection
method. Ofthereported cloud cover,Metclock detected: 89%during daytime and 73% during
nighttime over land; and 86% during daytime and 80% during nighttime over sea. The
fraction of pixels labeled cloud free in reported cloud free conditions was: 92% for daytime
and 90% for nighttime over land; and 94% during daytime and 90% during nighttime over
sea. The largest contribution to the cloud detection capability is the thresholding of the
satellite brightness temperatures with the adjusted model surface temperatures. The cloud
detection method is used for the initialization of a short term cloud prediction model and
testing of cloud parameterizations of atmospheric models which will be used as an aid to the
meteorologists inanalyzing Meteosatdata.

*)This sectionwaspublished inthis form.
Feijt A., P.de Valk and S. van der Veen, 2000: Cloud detection using Meteosat imagery and
numerical weather prediction modeldata.J.Appl.Met.,Vol.39,No.7, 1017-1030.
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4.3.1. Introduction
Meteosat is a geostationary meteorological satellite that has been operational since the late
1970's. From a technical viewpoint the instrument is old, but many researchers continue
working with Meteosat data. The high temporal resolution of 30 minutes, and moderate
spatial resolution enable monitoring of fast atmospheric processes, which is extremely
important in day to day operational meteorological practice. Furthermore, the technology of
these satelliteshasbeenpreserved overmorethantwodecades,whichmakesthedata suitable
for climatological research. Inthe framework oftheInternational Satellite Cloud Climatology
Project (ISCCP), cloud parameters have been derived since 1983 (Rossow and Schiffer,
1991).New parameters derived from Meteosat are still being added to this database (Bishop
et al., 1997). Also for real time processing, new applications of Meteosat imagery are still
being developed, for example the detection of stratospheric water vapor fields over thick
cirrus (Schmetz et al., 1996). Therefore, it is expected that data from this old Meteosat will
continue to be used in research even after data from the new instrument, SEVIRI (Woick et
al., 1997), becomes available in spring 2001 (scheduled) as part of the Meteosat Second
Generation program.

At KNMI, the Meteosat cloud detection and characterization KNMI (Metclock) was
developed to suit various applications. The final products, cloud cover fraction and cloud top
temperature, are combined with measurements from a network of stations for ground based
remote sensing in the KNMI Cloud Detection System (CDS) (Van Lammeren et al., 1999).
Theaim ofthe CDS isto reconstruct the 3-dimensional cloud distributions in a form suitable
for testing statistical parameterizations of cloud ensembles in atmospheric models, with
special attention to sub-grid scale cloud descriptions (Van Meijgaard et al., 1999). The
products are also used for the initialization of a short-term cloud prediction model (Van der
Veen and Feijt, 1996).Inthis paper we will focus onthe application ofthe detection scheme
in an operational meteorological environment (De Valk et al., 1997). This implies that only
historical data can be used and the results must be available in due time. In section 4.3.2 an
overview of common approaches to cloud detection is given. TheMetclock detection scheme
and its ability to discriminate cloudy and clear scenes are presented in section 4.3.3. The
validation environment is described in section 4.3.4,and the results for 1997are presented in
section4.3.5.Conclusions anddiscussion makeupsection4.3.6.
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4.3.2.History ofcloud detection from Meteosatdata
The basic assumptions for most cloud detection algorithms are that clouds are colder and
reflect more sunlight than the Earth's surface. The surface properties are derived from
frequency analysis of measured reflectivities and temperatures. The surface properties are
assumed to be constant over the area of analysis. These methods are well described:
asymmetric Gaussian histogram analysis (Simmer et al., 1982); dynamic clustering method
(Desbois et al. 1982); hybrid bispectral threshold analysis (Minnis and Harrison 1984a,b,c)
and spatial coherence method (Coakley and Bretherton, 1982).The cloud detection results of
thesemethods were intercompared by Rossow et al.(1985). Derivatives ofthesemethods are
still being used. For this type of analysis large areas are considered, because it is necessary
that within the area of study there is a statistically significant amount of data on both cloud
and surface properties. This implies that both surface and cloud properties are derived at low
spatial resolution. Furthermore, the results of these algorithms depend on the region and
atmospheric conditions (Seze and Rossow, 1991a,b).These statistical methods perform better
overoceanthanover land.

In the ISCCP cloud algorithm, small areas can be considered because cloud and surface
properties are derived from a sequence of images over several days atthe sametime (WMO,
1988). The spatial resolution isrelatively high (100x100km2 over land and 300x300km2 over
sea). This method isespecially suitable for geostationary satellites like Meteosat, because the
viewing geometry does not vary from day to day (Wielicki and Parker, 1992). However, the
use of statistical information over several days is sensitive to changes of air masses in the 510 days period of analysis (Rossow, 1993a, b, c). For climatology purposes this method is
sufficiently accurate because these small-scale features average out in monthly average
statistics over large areas.For our application however, surface properties at high spatial and
temporal resolution are required. Therefore alternate information is used in the Metclockschemetoestimatethechangeof surface radiativeproperties intimeandspace.

4.3.3.Description ofMetclock
Theareaunder study isabout 25degrees West to 25degrees East and 35to 70degreesNorth
encompassing mostoftheMeteosat B-area, which iswidely used bymeteorologists inEurope
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Figure4.10: The Metclock area and itssegments.

(Figure 4.10). The area is divided into twenty segments for analysis. In the algorithm, four
surface types are defined: Sea, Land, Coastal (an area of 20km wide on both sides of the
coastline) and Mountainous (land ofwhichthepixel averaged height ismorethan 800m).The
height information is obtained from the Gtopo30 database (Gtopo30, 1998). Measurements
from boththeinfrared andvisiblechannel areused inthedetection scheme.

The main two tests in the detection scheme are thresholding of the apparent brightness
temperature (IR-test) and thresholding the reflectivity (VIS-test). The tests are applied on all
pixels.Eachtestlabelsapixel cloudyorcloudfree. Ifapixel islabeled cloud free for all tests
itisdetected ascloudfree andcloudy otherwise.

4.3.3.1.TheIR-test
Discrimination between clear and cloudy pixels is done by comparing the measured
brightness temperature with the surface temperature provided by an atmospheric model. For
the conversion from counts to temperatures we apply the EUMETSAT infrared channel
calibration coefficients, which are provided with the standard infrared products. We use the
High Resolution Limited Area Model, HIRLAM (Gustafsson, 1993), which has a 50km
horizontal resolution and 32 vertical levels. For our application the main advantages of this
model over other models are the relatively high spatial and temporal resolution. Analysis
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results are generated every 3 hours and forecast parameter fields are available each hour. In
the most simple form, the IR-test is: if the satellite brightness temperature, Tsat, is lower than
the NWP model temperature, T nwp , by more then a threshold, A,then the pixel is labeled cloud
contaminated. In formula:

Tsat< T nwp—A

(1)

Note, however, that the NWP model surface temperature and the satellite apparent brightness
temperature are not expected to match, because neither are representative for the temperature
of the radiating surface. The radiation measured from satellite does not match Planck's curve
of the surface temperature, because the spectral emissivity of Earth's surface is not equal to
unity in the spectral band of Meteosat (Salisbury and D'Aria, 1992; Labed and Stoll, 1991).
Furthermore the radiation is affected by atmospheric absorption. The model surface
temperature, T nwp , is defined at a lower spatial resolution than the Meteosat measurements
(50km versus 7km in the center of the Metclock area), which causes one model value to
represent the average temperature of a multitude of surface types and pixels. Furthermore, the
model surface temperature is optimized to give correct values for the latent and sensible heat
fluxes at the air/surface boundary rather than correct values for the temperature of the
radiating surface. As a result there is a temperature difference for clear sky conditions, Tdif =
Tsat - T„wp, (Derrien et al., 1993). In the Metclock-scheme Tdif is quantified following the
method described in detail by Feijt and De Valk (1998, 1999). Thus a pixel is labeled cloud
contaminated if:

Tsat < TnWp+ Tdif- A

(2)

There is one threshold value defined per surface type, which is used both day and night and
over the whole Metclock area. The thresholds are listed in Table 4.4. A summary is given
below of the method we used to quantify Tdif.
Cases of cloud free sky are selected from synoptic observations. A synoptic observation is the
estimate of cloud cover of a human observer following World Meteorological Organization
(WMO) regulations (WMO, 1989, 1996). At the location of a synoptic stations, Tdif is derived
from 3x3 pixels in the Meteosat image and collocated T nwp values. Detailed checking of the
synoptic observations is done to minimize the amount of erroneous synoptic observations in
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Surface type

A(K)

SEA

4.5

LAND

6.5

COASTAL
MOUNTANEOUS

10.5
8.5

Table4.4.Threshold valuesfor theIR-test
the analysis. Synoptic stations are not evenly distributed over the Metclock area (see Figure
4.11). Over landthereisanelongated areawithahigh station density which extends from the
U.K. to Romania. Over sea we use ship observations, which are largely concentrated around
shippingtracksandoilplatforms intheNorth Sea.
InordertoobtainafieldofTdifvalues,Tdifisderived for eachpixel intheMetclock area from
the average of Tdifvalues at synoptic stations, which are weighted with the reciprocal of the
distance intime and space.Analysis isdone for each surface type atevery hour ofthe day on
a two-weekly basis.As an example the Tdiffieldover land at noon for two-weekly period in
July 1997isshown inFigure4.12.Ingeneral,thevaluesarehigher atlowerlatitudes.The Tdif
fieldissmoothwhentherearemanysynopticobservations ofcloud free conditionsavailable.

Figure 4.11: Distribution of synoptic stations (white squares) for 10 April 1997. Surface types are
indicated: SEA (black), LAND (dark grey),COAST and MOUNTAINEOUS(lightgrey).
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Figure 4.12: Spatial distribution of the difference of satellite and model temperatures at 12 UTC
for spring 1997. Scaling: dark grey, -5°C < Tdif < 10°C, white. Areas without sufficient data are
black.

Inthe Metclock areathe maximum values of T^fover land occur inthe afternoon and have a
median value of 7Kin summer. Theminimum values occur atthe end ofthenight and havea
median values of -3K in summer. In general the diurnal variation of Tdif is higher in the
South and smaller in theNorth of the Metclock area. The Tdifvalues thus derived stem from
synoptic observations of cloud free situations. The field of view ofthe observer in cloud free
conditions is large and therefore the values are representative for large areas which are cloud
free for a long time. In such cases the impact of insolation (and radiative cooling) is at its
maximum. Therefore thederived Tdifvalue isbiasedtoextremevalues.Incases of alternating
cloud free and cloudy conditions Tdifis less positive during daytime and less negative during
nighttime. In order to obtain avalue which isrepresentative for varying cloud conditions we
multiply Tdifwith an empirical factor 0.8. A study for April 1997 (Feijt and De Valk, 1999)
shows that the inclusion of Tdif in the IR-test yields a remarkable improvement of the cloud
detection results over LAND. Especially the diurnal variation of the cloud detection results
arereduced considerably.

Over sea itispossible toparameterize thetemperature difference between satellite and model
temperature because the variability in time and space of surface properties in the infrared is
relatively low. Weusetheparameterization which Singh et al. (1985) developed for AVHRR
sea surface temperature retrievals, which correlates the temperature difference to the sea
surface temperature andthe optical path, e.g. the viewing zenith angle.At 55°viewing angle,
whichisrepresentativefortheMetclock area,theformula reads:
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Tdif= 23.83-0.0978* Tnwp

(3)

The remaining difference between model sea surface temperature and satellite brightness
temperature for clear sky cases has a standard deviation of about IK and no significant bias.
Thisimpliesthattheparameterization bySinghisapplicablehere.

4.3.3.2.TheVIS-test
Theradiance inthevisible channel isconverted to scaled reflectivity, Rsat,which isthe signal
in counts (minus the space counts) divided by the cosine of the solar zenith angle. The
reflectivity is compared to the surface reflectivity map. The surface reflectivity map is
constructed from atime series oftwoweeks of measured reflectivities and includes anumber
of tests to increase the chance that the retrieved reflectivity represents a cloud free condition.
The IR-test with a high value for Ais used to identify pixels which are obviously cloudy.
These pixels are excluded from the analysis. For each pixel a frequency distribution is
generated from which the average, median and the standard deviation iscalculated. When the
averageandmedianvalues differ toomuch,thedistribution isassumed tocontainvalues from
cloud contaminated pixels. The highest reflectivity value is excluded from analysis. The
frequency distribution then isanalyzed again.Theaverage valueminusthe standard deviation
iscompared tothe lowest measured reflectivity. Thehighest value from these two isaccepted
as surface reflectivity, Rsurf. In Figure 4.13, two reflectivity maps are shown. Figure 4.13a
showsthevaluesfor January 1997at 12UTC.The scaled reflectivity valuesrange from 2to6
counts in the Mediterranean sea. Bright white pixels indicate the absence of clear sky
situations overthis time interval. There isa large area which extends over southern Germany
to northern Greece where the land is covered with snow, with a scaled reflectivity ranging
from 100to 160counts.Thecontrast between land and seaissmaller athigher latitudes partly
duetothehigheranisotropy ofthereflected sunlight over seacompared toland surfaces. Also
the larger optical path through the atmosphere athigher latitudes,which causes the scattering
by aerosols and molecules to contribute more to the satellite signal, increases the signal over
seaandthusdecreasesthe contrast betweenthe dark seasurface andthebrighter land surface.
Thereflection bythe Mediterranean Seaissmoothand low.OvertheAtlantic Oceanthere are
structures with higher reflectivity visible which seem to originate from clouds. This suggests
that our system failed in generating a surface reflectivity map, but merely generated a
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Figure 4.13: Surface reflectivity mapat 12 UTC for: a) January; b)July.
Scaling: black, 0<scaled counts < 180,white.

minimum reflectivity mapfor these cases.Thereflectivity map over seacould be improved
using histogram analysis over larger areas, because the spatial variability is small. Over
land this isnot an option due tothe high spatial variability. In Figure 4.13b,the reflectivity
map for July at 12 UTC, texture features over Spain correlate highly with vegetation and
orography.
Also lakes and other small water bodies with low reflectivity can be identified clearly. Over
large land areas, like Finland and Poland, there occurred no cloud free situations during the
timeinterval considered.
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The VIS-test is the thresholding of the scaled reflectivity to the reflectivity map. A pixel is
labeled cloudy if:
Rsat > Rsurf+ 10+2cos"2(8o)

(4)

The minimum threshold value is 12,because 90 equals 10degrees for northern Africa at 12
UTC in summer. The maximum value is 56, because the VIS-test is only done when 90 is
smallerthan 78degrees.Incomparison, aperfect reflecting lambertian surface has reflectivity
equaltooneand scaled reflectivity ofabout 190counts.Therefore, interms ofreflectivity the
threshold valuesrange from 7%to 30%.Thethreshold is dependent onthe solar zenith angle
(Go) in order to account for anisotropy effects. If 0o is high, the anisotropy is high too
(Kriebel, 1978;KoepkeandKriebel, 1978).Theexactformula istheresultoftrialand error.

For each time of day there are 26 two-weekly reflectivity maps per year. In an operational
environment only past data can be used, so the age of measurements used to construct the
reflectivity mapranges from 1 dayto27days.Thisalsoholdsforthe Tdiffields.

4.3.3.3.Additional tests
In addition to the IR-test and the VIS-test two other cloud detection tests are applied in the
Metclock scheme. For the construction of the additional tests we follow the approach of
supportingarguments.
In the neighbor-test, the knowledge is used that the chance that the neighbors of a cloudy
pixel are also cloudy is relatively large. The neighbor-test is applied only on neighbors of
pixels that are classified cloudy in the IR-test. The neighbor-test is similar to the IR-test
(equation 2)but with a lower value for A,with the result that more pixels are labeled cloudy.
The test is expected to improve the detection of optically thin clouds at the edge of cloud
fields. Especially frontal zones show gradually increasing optical thickness and emissivity at
the edge, which results in gradually decreasing satellite apparent brightness temperatures. If
themeasured satellite brightnesstemperature indicates acloud,there isahighprobability that
a neighboring pixel contains a cloud of lower optical thickness, which can be detected if the
threshold isreduced.
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Thecombined infrared and visibletest,termed combined-test, consists ofboththe IR-testand
the VIS-test,butwith lowerthresholds for boththeIR-andVIS-test.Theinformation thatthe
reflectivity ishigherthan expected for cloudfreeconditions isused asasupporting argument,
which allows a reduction of the threshold in the IR-test. Like the neighbor test, this test is
expected also to contribute to cloud detection of small cloud amounts and clouds of small
opticalthickness,however itcanonlybeapplied duringdaytime.

4.3.4.Validation method
The cloudy/clear sky detection results are compared to collocated synoptic observations of
cloud cover. The comparisons are made on a two-weekly and three-hourly basis for 1997.
There arelargegapsintheacquisition ofMeteosat dataat0UTCfor 1997,therefore thistime
of day is excluded from the validation. There were about 12,000 synoptic observations per
two-week period available during daytime (see Figure4.11)and about 8,000duringthenight.
Overocean,synopticobservationsfrom shipsareused.Thereareabout 800observationsover
sea for each two week period. Because synoptic observations of cloud cover often have a
much larger spatial range than the dimensions of one Meteosat pixel, an adjustment must be
made before an objective comparison is possible (Barnes J. C. and D. Chang, 1968;
Ackerman and Cox, 1981; Schreiner et al., 1993, Karlsson, 1993). Below our approach is
briefly described; afull description isgiven inFeijt andDeValk(1999).

4.3.4.1.Detection capability anddetection efficiency
The results of the Metclock algorithm are measured in terms of the detection capability, Dc,
andthedetection efficiency, De.Adistinction ismade betweenthe efficiency ofthe detection
of cloudy and cloud free areas. For cloudy cases each synoptic observation is assumed to
correlate toa setofpixelscentered aroundthe location ofthe synoptic station inthe Meteosat
image,referred toasthecollocation area.Acloud detection test isdefined todetect areported
cloud correctly if at least one pixel in the corresponding collocation area is flagged cloudy.
The size of the collocation area depends on the reported cloud cover and ranges from lxl
pixels for overcast situations to 5x3 pixels for situations with small cloud amounts, which
corresponds to 5x9km2 and 25x27km2 respectively, in Central Europe (Table 4.5). The
detection capability, Dc, is the fraction of cloudy cases detected per reported cloud cover
fraction.

Nobs

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

size

9x5

5x3

5x3

3x2

3x2

2x2

2x1

lxl

lxl

Table4.5: Sizeofthecollocation areafor synoptic cloudcovercode.

For most applications the importance of the detection of clouds is proportional to the cloud
cover fraction. Overcast situations must bedetected, while the detection of small amounts of,
for example, fair weather cumuli is less important. Therefore the detection capability is
weighted withthecloud coverfraction toobtainthedetection efficiency, De,which isabetter
measure for the quality of cloud detection tests. The observed cloud cover fraction, C0bs,is
highly correlated with the synoptic cloud cover code, N0bS, which is reported by the human
observer. However, dueto regulations from the World Meteorological Organization there are
some distinct differences. For example if the sky is not completely cloud free, the observer
must report 1octa. So, even if there is a cloud cover fraction of only 1% the observer will
report 1octa, which introduces a biasto higher values. Likewise, one single small hole inan
overcast cloud field will make the observer report 7 octa, which introduces a bias to lower
values.Inordertoobtainthephysical cloud coverfraction from the synoptic cloud cover code
we adopted the correlation derived by Barrett and Grant (1979), which is listed in Table 4.6.

Nobs

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

^obs

0

0.0625

0.219

0.375

0.5

0.625

0.781

0.938

1

Table4.6:Cloud coverfraction for each synopticcloud covercode.
The detection efficiency is the ratio of the total cloud cover fraction detected and the total
cloudfraction observed:

UScloudy — ^ allcloudyobservations UC(Nobs) L 0 b s ( N 0 b s ) ' ^ allcloudyobservations *-obs(Nobs)

V-*)

Although it is common practice, the quality of a cloud detection algorithm cannot be
measured sufficiently by quantifying its capability to detect clouds alone. We also have to
quantify itscapability to detect cloud free areas. For example: an algorithm which classifies
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all pixels cloudy irrespective of the measurements, will have a perfect DeCi0Udyof 100%,but
still isnota good algorithm. Wetherefore define the efficiency ofthedetection of cloud free
area, Deciear,tobethe fraction ofpixelsnot flagged cloudy inthe 9x5pixels large collocation
areaofcloudfree observations.In formula:

tJeclear

(6)

^all cloudfreeobservations npcloud free ' v " - ^ 7

wherenpcioudfreeisthenumberofpixelsclassified cloud free inthecollocation area.Note that
there isadifference inthe concepts used to measure the detection efficiency for cloudy cases
andclearcases.Acloud detectiontestisperfect ifbothDeci0UdyandDeciearare100%.
Wecompared the results of ourvalidation method tothe more common approach to collocate
a synoptic observation with one Meteosat pixel irrespective of the cloud cover fraction. The
results for both methods are nearly the same. This could be caused by the dominating
contribution of (nearly) overcast situations to Deci0Udy. For (nearly) overcast situations our
validation method isthe same asthe more common approach, because the collocation area is
one Meteosat pixel for both methods. The contribution of overcast situations is large due to
their high weight in Deci0Udy and the high frequency of occurrence. Most frequency
distributions of cloud cover peak at high N0bS,termed J shaped distributions, or at cloud free
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Figure 4.14: Frequency distribution of reported synoptic cloud cover code for 1997 at 12 UTC (solid
line) and21 UTC (dashed line).
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and highN0bS,termed Ushaped distributions, (Jonas, 1991; Henderson-Sellers and McGuffy,
1991). Frequency analysis of the synoptic observations used in our analysis confirm this
observation. In Figure 4.14 the annual frequency distributions of N0bs over the whole area
over all surface types is shown for 12UTCand 21UTC. The 12UTCdistribution isclearly J
shaped with 3 times more overcast cases than clear cases. At 21 UTC the distribution is U
shaped with about equal occurrences of overcast and clear cases.Although the impact on the
detection efficiencies is small, weprefer our approach because spatial collocation effects are
handled explicitly.
For cloud free conditions,wecollocate onesynoptic observation with 9x5pixels,while inthe
more common approaches a one pixel area is used. The probability that there are unreported
clouds in the collocation area increases with its size. Therefore we expect that the results
would look better if we would use the more common one pixel collocation area. From our
analysis we expect this bias to be below one percent. The advantages of using a large
collocation area is the relatively low number of synoptic observations required to obtain
statistically significant values and the consistency with the collocation areas for cloudy
conditions.

4.3.5.Metclock results for 1997
In this section the cloud detection results of the Metclock scheme for 1997 for the surface
types LANDand SEAarepresented. The detection efficiency isderived every two weeks for
each segment (Figure 4.10). First the results for the two main tests, IR-test and VIS-test, are
discussed separately in sub-sections 4.3.5.1 and 4.3.5.2, respectively. The IR-test and the
additional neighbor test can be used day and night and are of importance to meteorological
practice. However, during daytime optical cloud properties can only be derived from VIS
reflectivity. In sub-section 4.3.5.3, the detection efficiencies of the cloud detection scheme
using all tests are described. The results over LAND are derived from segments 8, 9, 13and
14,whichencompass Central Europe.Detection efficiencies arederived for each segment and
then averaged. To obtain a representative value for the detection efficiencies over SEA we
average the results over segments 7, 8, 12and 13.The number of observations in other SEA
containing segments is too low to be statistically significant. The results for COASTAL and
MOUNTAINEOUS are not presented because they show large variations with location and
therefore cannot be regarded as representative for any coastal or mountainous area. Each
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mountain area has its own peculiarities and is worth separate analysis. We prefer to present
results which have a wider range of applications and therefore we restrict ourselves to the
presentation ofresultsoverthe surface typesLANDandSEA.

4.3.5.1.IRtest
Inthissubsection,wewilldescribetheresultsoftheIR-testintermsoftwo-weekly averaged
detectionefficiencies, Deci0UdyandDeciear.Fromthe distribution oftwo-weeklyvaluestheyear
average andthe standard deviation, a, iscalculated for each time ofday and presented in one
graph to show the diurnal variation. The standard deviation is defined to be the root of the
mean of the square of the difference between two-weekly values and the yearly average. The
variation of the detection efficiencies throughout the year is also presented. The yearly
variationcausespartofthespread,asrepresented bythestandard deviation. Therefore theday
todayresults showasmaller spread.

LAND
Figure 4.15a shows the year averaged diurnal variations of Decioudy and Deciear over LAND.
Thetime indicated is UTC, which matches local time for England in the western part of our
validation area,but differs 1 hourwith Poland inthe eastern part. Thequality ofthe detection
of cloud free areas isnearly constant over the day: On average Deciear is about 95%and a is
4% for all hours indicating a very stable quality of the detection algorithm with respect to
discrimination of cloud free areas throughout the year. The quality of the detection of cloudy
areas shows adiurnal variation of 14%. DeC|0udyranges from 69%during the night to 82%at
noon. The standard deviation is about 7%. The standard deviation is larger during the night
than duringtheday.

In Figure 4.15b the detection efficiencies at 12UTC over LAND are presented as a function
of daynumber since 1January 1997.There are 5two-weekly values missing, because not all
information usedintheMetclock schemewasavailable duringtheseperiods. Thebroken line
indicates a second order polynomial fit to the two-weekly averaged Deciearvalues, which are
indicated by circles. The year average value of Deciear is 95%.The best results are obtained
during spring, 98%. During autum Deciear decreases again to about 90%. The spread is
relatively small inthe beginning of the year. At day 200 a dip occurs. During this period our
data acquisition system failed, so synoptic data were obtained from other sources. The
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alternate datawasprocessed with adifferent quality control mechanism. From day 250 until
the end of the year the spread of values is relatively large. We found that also the spread of
values in the Tdif is relatively large in fall and winter 1997. The source of this deviation is
probably the surface parameterization scheme inthe HIRLAM operational forecasting model,
which is not able to correctly model the surface temperature during short periods of fair
weather during autum,when the surface is wet and there is little vegetation to evaporate the
moisture. Investigations over De Bilt show a bias of the modeled screen temperature of
severalK(Moene, 1998).Theimpactofthissensitivity ofthemodelispartly compensated
IR-testoverLAND:diurnalvariability
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because the temperature bias is quantified in Tdif. However, Td.f is calculated for each two
week time-interval, so variations in the bias of Tnwp at a higher temporal frequency are not
compensated. Theyearly variation ofDeciearfor the IR-test isnot symmetric,the values atthe
beginningandendoftheyear donotmatch. Thisisprobably duetovariationsinatmospheric
conditions from oneyearto another.
The year average value for Decioudy is 79%, with a standard deviation of 6%. There is no
significant change in the quality during the year. Remarkably, the dip at day 200 does not
showhere. This could be due to the fact that Deciearis much more sensitive to the quality of
thesynopticobservationsthan Deci0U(jy.
Theyearvariation ofdetectionefficiencies for theIR-testat3UTCresemble yearvariation of
the detection efficiencies at 12UTC described above but with lower values: DeC|ear 90%and
Decioudy66%. This result emphasizes that the IR-test over LAND discriminates cloudy and
clearpixelswithaconstantqualitythroughouttheyearirrespectiveofthetimeofday.
SEA
Over SEAthere are lessobservations than over LAND and also thequality is lower. Still,the
many people who do meteorological observations on ships provide us with valuable
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independent comparison material. In Figure 4.16, the diurnal variations of the detection
efficiencies of the IR-test over SEA are shown. Deciearis about 94%on average andDeci0Udy
80%.Deciearshows adiurnal variation from about 90%atnight toabout 96%during daytime.
There isnodiurnal variation inDecioudy.Thediurnal variation inDeciearcouldpartlybecaused
by the different observational conditions during day and night. Especially during night over
SEA the number of observations is small which makes the validation method extra sensitive
toerroneousobservations.
At 12UTCthe cloud detection results over LAND and SEAare similar. However, duringthe
night Metclock cloud detection results are better over SEA than over LAND. This was
expected, because the surface temperature is much more sensitive to insolation conditions
overland surface thanover sea surface.

4.3.5.2.VIStest
LAND
The VIS-test is applied ifthe solar zenith angle, 0o,is smaller than 78°.This implies that the
applicability depends on the time of year and the geographical location. Figure 4.17a shows
the average diurnal variation ofdetection efficiencies for July 1997.DeC|earvalues range from
95% at 6 UTC to 99% at 18 UTC. The a difference between year average and two-week
value is 2 to 4%. The Deci0udy is about 65% for all hours except 18UTC. At the boundary
between segments 8,9, 13and 14the solarzenithangleat6UTC is20°and at 18UTC 11°in
July, sothe 18UTCvaluesare for the extreme low sunelevation conditions. Wefind that the
relation between threshold value and the solar zenith angle works well, since the detection
efficiencies areaboutconstantduringdaytime.Duringtwilightthethreshold becomes sohigh,
thatthetest losesimpactwithout decreasingDeciear-

In Figure 4.17b the detection efficiencies at 12UTC over LAND are presented for the VIStestasinFigure4.15bfor the IR-test. Thebroken line indicates asecond orderpolynomial fit
to the two-weekly averaged Deciear values, which are indicated by circles. The year average
value ofDeciearis 97%.The changes throughout the year resemble those ofthe IR-test: from
96% in the beginning of 1997 to 99% in spring, than slowly decreasing to about 95% in
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winter 1997.Also inconcertwiththeresultsoftheIR-test,the variability ofDeciearissmallat
thebeginning,butincreasestotheendoftheyear.

VIS-test over LAND:diurnal variability for July
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Figure 4.17: Deciear (circles) and DeCi0Udy(crosses) for the VIS-test over LAND: a) diurnal variability
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The year average value for DeC|0udy at noon is 73%,with a a of 7%. Deci0Udy shows a large
yearly variability, indicated by the distance of the two-weekly values (crosses) from the
second order polynomial fit represented by the solid line in Figure 4.17b. The variability
cannot be ascribed to the variability of surface reflectivity, because in general this surface
property varies relatively slowly. Therefore the results suggest that the quality of the
reflectivity map isvarying widely. This suggestion is supported by inspection of a number of
reflectivity maps.Often theresiduesofcloud structures appear (like inFigure4.13boversea).
Furthermore, there are relatively many pixels for which no cloud free situation has occurred
during the two week analysis interval, in which case the reflectivity map is not defined
(indicated by white pixels in Figure 4.13a and 4.13b). This leaves some room for
improvement.

SEA
There is no significant diurnal variation of the detection efficiencies for SEA except for a
extremely low Deci0Udy at 18UTC as was also obtained over LAND (Figure 4.17a). At noon
Deciearisabout96%onaverage throughout the year. Deci0Udyranges from 70%during summer
to 80% at the beginning and end of the year. This signature suggests that the correlation
between detection threshold value and solar zenith angle could be improved to make the
resultsmoreconstant throughout theyear.

4.3.5.3 Resultsoftotalofalltests
Thebasis for theMetclock-schemeistheIR-test.Inthis sectionthe contributions oftheVIStest and the additional tests to the cloud detection results for 1997 is described. The
presentation is analogous to the previous sections. First the results over LAND are presented
thantheresultsoverSEA.

LAND
Figure 4.18a shows the diurnal variation. During nighttime the values differ less than 1%
from those of the IR-test. Deciear varies between 90% and 94% with a standard deviation of
4%. At 12 UTC the VIS-test adds 4% to Deci0Udy and reduces Deciear by 1%. Deci0Udy has a
diurnal variation of 20% due to cumulative impact of the better results for the IR-test during
daytime and the use of the VIS- and combined-test. The standard deviation is about 7%.
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Figure 4.18: Deciear (circles) and DeC|0Udy (crosses) for the ALL-tests over LAND: a) diurnal
variability. The bars indicate standard deviation; b) year variability at 12 UTC: dashed line is the
second order fitof Deciearvalues;solid line isthesecond order fitof DeC|0udyvalues.
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In Figure 4.18b the change of the detection efficiencies at 12 UTC during the year are
presented for all tests. The Deciear values range from 96%in spring to 86%at the end of the
year. The yearly average value of Deciear is 92%. Deci0Udy shows a nearly constant value of
about 89%throughout theyear, slowly increasingto92%attheend.Thevariability ishigh.

During nighttime the impact of the neighbor test is less than 1% for both detection
efficiencies. During daytime the additional tests add about 2.7% to Deci0udywhile decreasing
Deciearby about 1%.The combined test has a larger impact than the neighbor test. Although
2.7% does not seem large, it indicates a 25%decrease in the amount of clouds not detected,
whichissignificant. Furthermore,theneighbor test enables abetter definition ofthe edge ofa
cloudfield, whichisofimportancetometeorologicalpractice.

SEA
In Figure 4.19a the diurnal variability of the detection efficiencies is presented. During
daytime DeCioudyis about 88%and Deciear94%,while during nighttime Deci0Udyis about 80%
andDeciear90%.At 12 UTCtheVIS-testadds6%toDecioudyandreduces Deciearwith lessthan
1%. The VIS-test has more impact over SEA than over LAND, probably because the sea
surface hasalowerreflectivity and asmaller variability. Thevariability oftwo-weekly values
asshownbythea bars ishigh,whichisalsotrue for the yearvariability (Figure4.19b).At 12
UTC DeCioudyisabout 90%inwinter and spring and about 10% lower during summer.Deciear
showstheopposite signature beinghigh (95%)in summer and relatively low(90%) in winter.
Especially during summerthere isahighmonthtomonthvariability inDeci0UdyPart ofthisis
due to the use of various sets of synoptic data and gaps in the acquisition of Meteosat and
HIRLAM data.

4.3.6.Discussion and conclusions
Themain difference between Metclock and other cloud detection schemes isthe method with
whichthetemperature threshold inthe infrared isobtained. Most algorithms utilize frequency
analysis of the spatial distribution of temperatures measured from satellite. The resulting
threshold has the spatial resolution of the area analyzed to obtain it. Over sea this approach
works well because the spatial variability is relatively low. Over land, however, high
temperature gradients occur due to variability of surface types, vegetation, orography and
others characteristics over small distances. The threshold in the IR-test from Metclock is
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derived from model surface temperatures, which are available at 50km resolution. In orderto
account for the different purpose and nature of model and satellite temperatures a processing
environment was set-up to quantify the difference between model surface temperatures and
satellite temperatures for cloud free conditions. This temperature difference, which varies
widely with geographical location, time of day and time of year, enables us to use only one
threshold value for an area ranging from 25 degrees West to 25 degrees East and 35 to 70
degrees North for day and night, the whole year through. We find that the IR-test is very
efficient in discriminating cloudy from cloud free pixels. The results show relatively little
diurnal variation and the detection efficiencies are stable throughout the year. The IR-test is
thebasisforthe Metclock algorithm.

Weadded amore commonly used VISreflectivity testwith conservative thresholds, suchthat
thefraction ofcloud free conditions classified cloudy wassmallcompared totheresults ofthe
IR-test. Consequently, the additional contribution tothe identification of cloudy pixels bythe
VIS-test is also limited to about 4%. The detection efficiency shows large variations which
are probably due to the varying quality of the reflectivity map in cases where there are no
cloud free situations during the two weeks of analysis. We find that there is room for
improvement ofthereflectivity mapsespecially over sea.

Thetwo additional tests,which are based on supporting arguments, the neighbor test and the
combined visible-infrared test, contribute about 2.7% percent to the detection of cloudy
pixels.This seems little,but it is areduction ofthe fraction of cloudy pixels not identified by
about 25%, which issignificant. However, the amount ofpixels classified cloudy in clear sky
conditions increaseswith 1%.

The most difficult part of the processing scheme is the handling of synoptic observations,
which vary in spatial extent, location (especially over sea), spatial density, temporal
frequency and quality. The synoptic observations are used for quantifying the temperature
difference between model surface temperatures and satellite brightness temperatures and for
validation. The method is relatively sensitive to the quality and amount of clear sky
observations. In general there are about 6times as many (nearly) overcast situations reported
at 12UTC in 1997overthe Metclock areathan cloud free. If 1%oftheovercast situations is
reported incorrectly ascloud free this will result in an error of 1%inthe detection efficiency
for cloudy cases,which isnotsignificant. Butthedetection efficiency for cloud free situations
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willbereduced by6%.CurrentlyDeciearrangesfrom about 85%to 100%,soa6%reductionis
significant. From thesevalues one may conclude that the quality of the synoptic observations
is sufficiently accurate, and that our environment for identifying erroneous reports functions
well. However, it is possible that the variability of Deciear values, especially over sea and
duringthenight, ispartly caused bythe irregular occurrence of erroneous synoptic reports.In
the Metclock algorithm, synoptic observations of cloud free sky are also used in
quantification of Tdif,which makes the whole method extra sensitive to the quality of these
reports.
TheMetclock processing schemedepends onastableoperational atmospheric model. Weuse
HIRLAM because it has a relatively high spatial and temporal resolution, but other models
can also be used. A crucial part of the processing is the quantification of the difference
between model and satellite temperature. If the temperature difference varies at time scales
smaller than our two week analysis interval, the method will not be able to account for it and
thequalityoftheclouddetectionresultswillvarylikewise.
We balanced the thresholds such that the amount of pixels labeled incorrectly cloudy is
relatively small, at the expense of a lower detection efficiency for cloudy cases. For each
application the thresholds can be optimized to balance the importance of identifying cloud
free areasandtheimportance of identifying cloudyareas.
The cloud detection results generated by the Metclock detection scheme are used in the
KNMI Cloud Detection System toreconstruct the 3-dimensionalcloud distributions in a form
to improve parameterizations ofcloud ensembles inatmospheric models.The cloud detection
results are also used for the initialization of a short term cloud prediction model and will be
used inanoperational weatherservice environment.

The characterization part of Metclock, which is used to retrieve cloud cover fraction, optical
thickness, emissivity and correct cloud top temperature from the reflected sunlight as
measured from theVISchannel,isindevelopment. Atthis stagetherearethreecandidate data
sets on reflectivities of cloudy atmospheres considered for the interpretation of the measured
reflectivity: the sets by Minnis et al. (1993a,b, 1995, 1998), Taylor and Stowe (1984) and
Koelemeijer et al. (1995). The results will be validated using the KNMI cloud detection
system measurements (Feijt and Van Lammeren, 1996)and cloud characteristics as measured
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during the Cloud and Radiation intensive measurement campaigns, CLARA (Van Lammeren
andFeijt, 1997;Feijt et.al, 1999).
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5.Casestudiesofgroundbased andsatellite observations ofcloud fields

Case studies of cloud observations are valuable to understand measurement techniques and
cloud processes. In this chapter, a number of cloud fields are studied in detail. Cloud field
characteristics are measured both from ground and space. In order to relate the two types of
measurements, the atmospheric conditions and cloud processes involved have to be
understood. The physical phenomena involved are identified from the measurements: the
atmospheric conditions, the related cloud processes, the cloud-radiation interactions, and the
sensor response. Each bit of information contributes to the analysis and allows for a better
understanding. This enables a comparison of the measurements with the conceptual model
thatisthebasistotheretrieval algorithms.
The information on cloud properties is of a statistical nature, because clouds are highly
variableintimeand space. It is notpossible to exactly calculate theevolution ofa volume of
cloudy air in time. The evolution of an individual cloud cannot be predicted in detail. A
comparison of ground based and satellite based measurements is difficult, because the
statistical cloud field parameters havetobemapped from timetospace.
Section 5.1 describes measurements from ground based lidar and infrared radiometer and
satellite based Meteosat and AVHRR. The atmospheric conditions studied are a frontal zone
and a field of fair weather cumuli in June and August 1993. The study is mainly
phenomenological, because .thesatellite analysis environments thatwere described in chapter
3 and 4, were not yet available at that time. Measurements from the CLARA intensive
measurement campaigns are studied in section 5.2. The studies include evaluation of the
AVHRRretrieval methodsfor watercloudsand iceclouds.
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5.1 Ground-Based and Satellite Observations ofCloud Fields intheNetherlands*
Abstract
A study is performed on the combination of ground-based and satellite observations for the
derivation of cloud properties. Ground-based measurements from a lidar ceilometer and an
infrared radiometer were combined with measurements of the NOAA Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer and Meteosat satellite instruments. Two case studies are presented: a
case with streets of fair weather cumuli and acase with aweak cold front involving cumulus,
stratus,and cirrus clouds.From the combination of ground-based and satellite observations,a
much better description of the cloud field geometry, cloud base, and cloud top can be
obtained than with satellite or ground-based observations alone. The combination of satellite
retrievals and lidar-ceilometer measurements is promising. This concept is widely applicable
because lidar ceilometers are available on airports all over the world and the used infrared
sensors are relatively cheap and can easily be installed. This opens the way for a much
improved automatic detectionofcloudsandtheirproperties.

*)Thissectionwaspublished inthis form.
Feijt A.and A.van Lammeren, 1996:Ground-based and satellite observations of cloud fields
intheNetherlands.Monthly Weather Review, 124, 1914-1923.
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1.Introduction
Clouds play an important role in our climate. They produce precipitation, which is an
essential ingredient of the hydrological cycle, and they modify the earth's radiation budget.
Thin cirrus clouds have a warming effect, while low clouds have a distinct cooling effect
(Ramanathan et al. 1989). Clouds dominate the vertical transport of energy, momentum, and
trace gases in the free troposphere. Despite their importance, clouds are represented only
rudimentary in climate as well as weather forecast models. The representation of clouds in
climate models has a major impact on model predictions for climate change. Cess et al.
(1989) showed that cloud feedback is a major source of uncertainty in model responses to
climate forcing. There aretwo main reasons why the uncertainties with respect to clouds are
so large. The first reason is that cloud processes are extremely complicated. A proper
representation of clouds requires parameterization of sub-grid processes both on macro-scale
(centimeters to kilometers) and on micro-scale (much smaller than centimeters). The second
reason is the lack of accurate quantitative observations of cloud characteristics (cloud cover,
cloud structure,optical thickness,droplet size spectra).This lack of accurate datahampersthe
development and validation ofmodels. Satelliteshaveproventoprovide useful data onglobal
cloud statistics and corresponding radiation budgets. Projects like the International Satellite
Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) (Schiffer and Rossow, 1983) and the Earth Radiation
Budget Experiment (ERBE) (Barkstrom and Smith 1986) have contributed greatly to the
understanding of cloud processes and cloud-radiation interaction. These datasets are used by
climate modelers. Evaluation of the ERBE results is still ongoing (Cheruy and Kandel,1991;
Feijt, 1992). Rossow and Garder (1993a,b) and Rossow et al. (1993) recently published a
validation study of the ISCCP algorithm and its results for cloud cover. The derived mean
annual global cloud fraction was 63%, which is at the very high end of frequently used
estimates. The estimate of cloud fraction depends on the remote sensing instrument and the
applied retrieval technique (Wielicki and Parker, 1992).This makes it virtually impossible to
measure a change in cloud climatology using ISCCP data (Klein and Hartmann, 1993).New
attempts to measure cloud climatology are made using better remote sensing instruments and
more refined algorithms (Kastner et al., 1993). Theproblem of interpretation of satellite data
is in essence caused by the concept of remote sensing itself (Rossow, 1989). The radiance
received by the detector contains contributions from various sources: surface, atmosphere,
and clouds. The radiative properties of these sources vary with location, time, and
wavelength. Within one field of view (FOV) the surface may have a distribution of radiative
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properties depending onsoiltype,vegetation, humidity, andviewing and solar geometry. Our
object of study, clouds, are highly variable in time and space. The description of the
variability of cloud fields is a field of study in itself (Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1990; Cahalan
and Snider, 1989). However ingenious cloud detection and characterization algorithms may
be,there isalways alack of information to separate all contributions tothe detector signal.In
general, one can state that the more information there is available the better the cloud
detection algorithm will work. This basic thought has led to the concept of cloud field
analysis using a combination of ground-based and satellite observations. The aim of the
present paper is to assess the strength of this concept. A study was performed to obtain a
configuration of instruments suitabletomeasure geometrical cloud properties accurately over
a small area for validation of cloud parameterizations in models. In section 2 of this paper a
descriptionoftheexperimental setupisgiven.Insection 3twocasesareanalyzed. Theresults
arediscussed insection4.

2.Experimental setup
Groundstation
Measurements are performed at the meteorological tower at Cabauw in the Netherlands at
52°N, 5°E.The area ischaracterized by amoderate marine climate with aprevailing westerly
circulation. In the tower the mean vertical profiles of temperature, humidity, visibility, and
wind speed anddirection aremeasured upto200m.Onthe ground,the following instruments
areinstalled:
- lidarceilometer(910nm),
-narrowband IRradiometer (9.6- 11.5urn),
-pyranometer (0.3-3urn),
-precipitation detector, and
-raingauge.
Alsoavideo camera(color S-VHSsystem) isinstalled, whichtakes an image ofthe skyeach
3.2s. The recordings are a valuable aid in interpreting the other measurements. For
interpretation of the measurements data on the actual atmospheric conditions and radiative
transfer modelsareavailable.TheHigh-Resolution Limited AreaModel (HIRLAM),which is
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an operational weather forecast model at KNMI, provides information on temperature and
humidity profiles, and wind speed and direction on a 50-km grid (Gustafsson, 1993).The 6-h
radiosonde data from De Bilt are available. Radiative transfer calculations are performed
using LOWTRAN-7 (Kneizys et al., 1988) for longwave and the KNMI doubling-adding
model (DAK) for shortwave radiation (Stammes, 1992). DAK calculates the multiple
scattering by atmosphere, ground and plane-parallel cloud as a whole. In DAK the user may
define acloud byitsdroplet sizedistribution,opticalthickness,and height.

b. Satellites
In the experiment both NOAA Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and
Meteosat images are analyzed. The polar satellites, NOAA-10 and NOAA-11, pass the
measurement sitetwiceperday(spatialresolution 1 kmx 1 kmsub-satellite).Meteosat datais
available every half hour with a spatial resolution of 5km x 9km. The AVHRR processing
scheme over clouds, land, and ocean (APOLLO) ( Saunders 1986; Saunders and Kriebel
1988;Gesell et al. 1993) is used for detection of cloud contaminated and fully cloudy pixels
from AVHRR measurements. Local implementations of the APOLLO retrieval methods of
cloud properties are used for validation and development purposes. A bi-spectral cloud
detection algorithm, inspired by the ISCCP cloud detection scheme (WCP, 1988), has been
developed to analyze the Meteosat measurements. A basic assumption in the ISCCP
algorithm isthat the radiative properties of clouds have ahigher temporal variability than the
underlying surface (Seze and Rossow, 1991a,b). The KNMI bi-spectral cloud detection
algorithm usesinformation ontheactual atmospheric conditions from weather forecast model
analysis to calculate dynamic-detection thresholds. In our analysis, Meteosat data is mainly
usedtomonitorthetemporal variability ofcloud fields.

3. Combiningground andsatellite observations
a.Casestudy:20June1993
On20June 1993,itwasanice summerdayintheNetherlands.Themeteorological conditions
were dominated by a high pressure area over the British Isles, causing a west-northwesterly
wind over the Netherlands. Subsidence transported air downward and dried it out. The
boundary layer was lightly unstable, causing water vapor to condense right below the
inversion. Fair weather cumuli were formed. The clouds persisted through the day from 7:00
until 17:00UTC(7:20until 17:20LST),wheninsolation haddecreased toomuch.
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1)ANALYSIS OFSATELLITE OBSERVATIONS
Figure 5.1 shows the Netherlands as observed from NOAA-11 by AVHRR channel 1(0.63
u,m)at 15:27 UTC. The cumuli are organized in cloud streets that are parallel to the wind.
Figure 5.2 showsthe Meteosat vis imageof 15:30UTC.Itshowsa specklepattern indicating
cumulusclouds.

''•J^S£^i-t'y-

Figure 5.1.: AVHRR channel 1image of 1527 UTC 20June 1993.Arbitrary scale.

The spatial structure of the cloud fields can hardly be recognized. The contrast between
clouds and surface is much lower than in the AVHRR image due to the lower spatial
resolution and the larger band width of the vis channel. The AVHRR cloud mask is obtained
from the APOLLO scheme. According to Saunders and Kriebel (1988), fully cloudy pixels
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must be selected to obtain cloud properties. However, the cumulus clouds are so small that
there are nofully cloudy pixels detected inthe fair weather cumulusfield.Further analysis of
thecloud field isnotpossiblewithout extra information. TheMeteosat cloud mask isobtained
from the KNMI bi-spectral method. The spatial resolution of the Meteosat image is much
lower than that of the AVHRR image, so no further information on cloud properties can be
derived.

7 :: 'r^m h

t
Figure5.2:Meteosatvisibleimageof15:30UTC20June1993.Arbitraryscale
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2)ANALYSES OFGROUND-BASED OBSERVATIONS
According to lidarmeasurements the typical cloud-base height at Cabauw at noon is 1100m.
The infrared radiometer measured the maximum sky temperature to be 9°C. The sky
temperature is highest when an opaque cloud fills the FOV of the radiometer. In order to
convert the measured equivalent black
body

temperature

to

cloud-base

3000

temperature, the signal must be
corrected for radiation absorbed and
emitted bythe atmosphere between the
radiometer and the cloud. Radiosonde
temperature and humidity profiles and
the cloud-base altitude derived from
lidar measurements are input to
LOWTRAN-7 for calculation of the
atmospheric correction in the band of

-20

-10
0
Temperature (°C)

Figure 5.3: The radiosonde air (solid) and dewpoint
(dashed)temperature profiles from 12:00 UTC20 June
1993at De Bill.

the infrared radiometer. The correction
in this case was -2°C, so the cloud-base temperature is 7°C. We are now able to plot the
measured cloud-base height and cloud-base temperature inthe radiosonde temperature profile
of 1200 UTC at De Bilt (Figure 5.3). The cloud temperature and height measurements
coincide well with the temperature and humidity profile. The lines of dew-point and air
temperature meet at the measured cloud-base height. Lidar measurements are further used to
obtain the horizontal cloud size distribution. If two successive measurements of cloud-base
height do not differ more than a specified threshold, they are assumed to originate from the
same cloud. The product of the time that the cloud is detected and the wind speed at the
cloud-base yields the cloud size. A correction is applied because clouds in general pass the
lidar off center (Van Lammeren and Feijt, 1994). The distribution is shown in Figure 5.4.
According tothisdistribution, most cloudsare smaller than 450m.Asmallnumber of clouds
is larger than 1500m.Theaverage AVHRR pixel area over theNetherlands for this casewas
1kmx 1.7 km2. So,there could be clouds,which completely fill anAVHRR pixel. However,
generally a cloud ofthe same size as thepixel area will be spread out over four neighboring
pixels.
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3)COMBINING GROUNDAND SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS
From the ground-based measurements we have information onascale smaller than the FOV
of the satellite instruments, which can beused tointerpret the satellite images. Inone FOV
there are contributions from the ground and from clouds. The cloud fraction can be derived
from the measured radiance if surface andcloud temperature are known (Saundersand
Kriebel,

1988).

The

ground
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Figure 5.4: The measured cloud size distribution
in Cabauw for06:00- 15:00 UTC 20 June 1993.

not

representative forpixels that are part ofsmall water bodies like lakes and rivers. The cloudtoptemperature isderived from ground-based IR-radiometer measurements of the cloud-base
temperature. We introduce abias here because the cloud top iscolder than the cloud base.
However, astheclouds considered aresmall thebias isexpected tobeaccordingly small.
When deriving the cloud cover fraction from the surface and cloud temperature, the
emissivity and transmissivity of the atmosphere between source (surface or cloud)and
satellite instrument has tobetaken into account. Figure 5.5ashows thecloud fractionper
pixel derived from the Meteosat infrared image at 15:30 UTC. Inthe south there isa large
overcast area. This iscaused bya thin layer of cirrus, which isnotclearly visible in the
shortwave butwhich alterstheinfrared radiancesconsiderably. Theresults arecompared with
the AVHRR cloud maskof15:27UTC,which shows the cloud field ingreater detail (Figure
5.5b). TheAVHRR cloud mask isobtained from the APOLLO scheme.The cloud fractionis
derived asdescribed above for Meteosat. Analysis of synoptic observations acknowledges the
presence ofcirrusinthe South. Ontheotherhand, low-level cumuluscloudswere reportedin
the "cloud-free" area near the coast. Further analysis showed that near the coast cloud-base
height isabout 600m,which isconsiderably lowerthanmeasured atCabauw.
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Fig 5.5: Cloud fraction derived from
Meteosat image of 15:30 UTC 20 June
1993; b) Cloud fraction derived from
AVHRR of 15:27 UTC; c) Cloud fraction
derived from AVHRR of 15:27 UTC
mapped tothe Meteosat grid.
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Apparently, these low-level clouds cause too little contrast with the surface to be detected by
either Meteosat or AVHRR algorithms. Figure 5.5c shows the AVHRR-derived cloud
fractions mapped on the Meteosat pixels. We are now able to compare the Meteosat-derived
(Figure 5.5a) and AVHRR-derived (Figure 5.5c) cloud amounts quantitatively. The Meteosat
cloud detection algorithm is capable of detecting the broader cloud streets. However, smaller
phenomena are not present in the cloud mask. The cloud fraction as derived from Meteosat
data does hardly show pixels with less than 30% cloud cover. Obviously, for lower cloud
fractions the contrast between cloud free pixels and cloudy pixels is too low to exceed the
cloud detection threshold. Thecloud fraction derived from Meteosat data is in general higher
thantheAVHRR-derived values.

According to synoptic observations, the cloud-base height varied between 600m near the
coast to 1500mnear the German border. At Cabauwthe cloud-base height wasabout 1100m.
From the radiosonde profile we estimate the cloud-top temperature to be about 3°C higher
nearthe coastthan at Cabauw.As aresultthe cloud-cover fraction asderived from combined
groundbased and satellite observations is about 20%too lownear the coast. The cloud-cover
fraction is about 20%to high near the German border. Synoptic observations of cloud-cover
fraction confirm that the cloud-cover fraction was underestimated near the coast and
overestimated near the German border. This case study shows that a coherent picture of a
cloud field of fair weather cumuli can be obtained from a combination of ground-based and
satellitemeasurements. Themeasurements arecomplementary inthe sense that ground-based
observations yield detailed information of cloud properties on a specific location continuous
in time: cloud-base temperature and height and the cloud size distribution. Satellite images
yield the spatial distribution of cloud properties. The cloud streets are visible from the
AVHRR only. The cumulus clouds in this study are too small to be detected individually
usingtheAVHRR instrument.Asaresultthere arenofully cloudypixelsin
the AVHRR image. Still cloud-cover fraction could be derived using ground-based
measurements.FromtheMeteosat onlythebroader cloud streetscouldbedetected.

b.Casestudy:4August1993
On4 August 1993there was a high pressure system over eastern Europe and a low pressure
system over Norway. There was a weak cold front over the Netherlands. The front moved
slowly to the west. Surface pressure during the passage of the front was relatively high at
1020hPa.
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1)ANALYSIS OFSATELLITE OBSERVATIONS
TheAVHRR channel 4image of 7:20 UTC shows the frontal cloud band (Figure 5.6). When
running the APOLLO scheme, the scheme labels nearly all pixels as cloud contaminated.
Natural and anthropogenic cirrus clouds are observed in single and mixed layers. Streaky
patterns are identified as contrails. The contrails are generated by airplanes that visit
Amsterdam airport. The frontal cloud band is labeled fully cloudy. In our analysis of the
frontal cloud layer, theAVHRR channel 4radiances arecorrected for atmospheric absorption
and emission using LOWTRAN-7 and the radiosonde profile of 6:00 UTC at De Bilt. The

Figure5.6:AVHRRchannel4imageof7:20UTC 4August1993
Scaling:black,T>+15°C,whiteT<-15°C.
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cloud-top temperatures ranges from 0° to 5°C. Reflectivity of the whole system of
atmosphere, cloud layer, and surface as derived from AVHRR channel 1measurements,
according to preflight calibration and assuming isotropic reflection, varies between 40%and
80%. The solar zenith angle is 60° and the mean viewing zenith angle is 30°. The mean
relative azimuth between sun and satellite is about 15°,so the single-scattering angle is 150°.
According to Taylor and Stowe (1984) and DAK, the anisotropy factor is close to unity for
this viewing geometry. Although this result was derived from much coarser data, this
indicates thatwe arenot inaproblem area. There isacloud-free band that runs from north to
south near the Dutch-German border. From this band we derive the reflectivity of the
atmosphere-ground systemtobeabout 8%.
2)ANALYSIS OFGROUND BASED OBSERVATIONS
Fromthe lidarmeasurementsweconclude thatbetween6:00 and 12:00UTCthere areatleast
two cloud layers (Figure 5.7). The lower layer isat 0.5km at 9:00 UTC. Theheight increases
duringthe dayto 1.2km at 1500UTC.Theupper layer isat2.7km. The lower layer could not
be identified from satellite measurements. The cloud-cover fraction is estimated from time
series of lidar measurements. The
time fraction that a cloud in the
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height range of the cloud layer is
detected is equal to the cloud-cover
fraction.

Isotropic
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distribution of clouds (no cloud
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bands ) is assumed. The mean cloud
fraction of the lowest cloud layer at
Cabauw was 35% for the time
period from 6:00 to 15:00 UTC.
Since the second cloud layer is
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Figure 5.7: The measured cloud base height in Cabauw
for6:00- 15:00 UTC4 August 1993.

masked by the lowest layer, the
cloud-cover fraction of the second layer cannot be measured from the ground. Figure 5.8
shows the cloud size distribution at Cabauw for the lower cloud layer from 6:00 to 15:00
UTC.Thedistribution isdominated by small (<150m)clouds. Between 150mand 1 km,the
frequency of occurrence decreases. For larger clouds the distribution is random due to the
small frequency ofoccurrence.
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15:00

From the infrared radiometer data (not shown) both cloud layers canbe identified. The lower
layer has a cloud-base temperature of about 10°C, while the higher layer has a base
temperature of about 0°C. These temperatures are corrected for the atmosphere using
LOWTRAN-7andradiosonde data. Comparison ofthelidarcloud-base height and radiometer
cloud-base temperature with theradiosonde air temperature and dewpoint profiles show good
agreement

(Figure

5.9).

The
CLOUD SIZE DISTRIBUTION CABAUW

reflectivity of the cloud field south-

4-8-1993(6:00-15:00 UTC)

southwest of Cabauw as derived from
AVHRR channel 1 measurements
ranges from 40% to 50%. Radiative
transfer calculations using the DAK
model indicatethat40%reflectivity in
this viewing geometry corresponds to
a cloud optical thickness on the order
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of 8. The methods developed by
Stephens (1978) and Rossow et al.
(WCP, 1988) yield comparable

CloudSize (m)
Figure 5.8: The measured cloud size distribution for the
lower cloud layer in Cabauw for 6:00 - 15:00 UTC 4
August 1993.Totalcloudcoverfraction is37%.

results.

3)COMBINING GROUNDAND SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS
The infrared radiometer measurements from the ground are consistent with the AVHRR and
Meteosat measurements, characterizing a relatively uniform cloud layer at 2.7km. Groundbased lidar measurements reveal a

5000

lower cloud layer, which is invisible
from the satellite. A cloud size
distribution is derived for this cloud
field. The average cloud cover
fraction for the lower layer can be
derived

from

ground-based

measurements. The second layer,
however, is masked from the ground
instruments by the lower layer.
AnalysisoftheAVHRR images shows

Figure 5.9: The radiosonde air (solid) and dewpoint
temperature (dashed) from 6:00 UTC 4August 1993at
DeBilt.
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that all pixels of the second layer are fully cloudy. This is in agreement with synoptic
observations. Meteorological reports of two synoptical stations near Cabauw, namely,
Rotterdam and De Bilt, show 7/8-8/8 cloud-cover fraction for the midlevel cloud layer. The
AVHRR channel 1image (Figure 5.6) shows a large variation in cloud properties over the
Netherlands.Analysis ofthesequence ofhalf-hourly Meteosat imagesreveals large variation
of cloud properties with time. This implies that the values as derived from ground-based
instruments can only be combined with satellite images that are nearby in both location and
time. Onesingle ground station isnot enough tocharacterize cloud properties accurately over
theNetherlands.

4. Discussion
A study was performed to assess the merits of the concept of combining ground-based and
satellite observations to analyze cloud fields. Two cases were presented. Characterization
from only ground-based or satellite measurements yields ambiguous results. We find that
from the combination of lidar ceilometer, infrared radiometer, and NOAA AVHRR, or
Meteosat measurements,itispossibletofind amoreuniquecharacterization ofthe cloud field
geometry. Using AVHRR data increases the accuracy of the results significantly in
comparison to using Meteosat data. Also the AVHRR is capable of detecting features of a
smaller scale.Comparison with synoptic observations revealed that variability of cloudheight
within a 150km area caused errors in derived cloud cover fraction of 20%. In future research
wewill useanetwork ofground stations for cloud characterization toquantify this variability
better. A large number of airports all over the world operate ceilometers day and night. It
wouldbeveryadvantageoustousethisdatafor meteorological applications.Thecombination
oflidarceilometerand satellitemeasurementshasalargepotential.
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5.2

Validation of Cloud parameter retrieval methods with objective ground based
measurements

Abstract
To understand and model the radiative transport in a cloudy atmosphere information on the
cloud height and optical thickness is indispensable. Therefore retrieval techniques for cloud
parameters are developed for the AVHRR, ATSR and the future MSG. Mainly synoptic
observations are used for validation despite their subjective nature and varying quality. To
validate advanced cloud parameter retrieval methods objective physical measurements are
necessary.
At KNMI retrieval methods of cloud fraction, cloud top temperature, optical thickness and
LWP from AVHRR observations are developed. Much effort is put in building an
infrastructure for validation.Theretrieval methodsarevalidated withatwo-year dataset from
the KNMI Cloud Detection System (CDS). Detailed analysis is done with observations from
the Clouds and Radiation measurement campaigns (CLARA), when a number of advanced
remote sensing and in-situ instruments were added to the CDS. The collocated lidar, radar,
microwave radiometer and aircraft measurements from the CLARA data set allow for the
evaluation of the assumptions in cloud parameter retrieval methods. Furthermore, the study
presented here shows that combining measurements from lidar, radar and AVHRR provide
information oncloudpropertiesthatcannotberetrieved from anyoftheseinstrumentsalone.

*)Thissectionisadapted from ajournalpaper:
Feijt, A., H. ten Brink, S. Jongen, and A. van Lammeren, 1999:Validation of satellite cloud
parameter retrieval methods with objective ground based measurements, Phys. and Chem. of
theEarth,24, 173-176.
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5.2.1 Objective ground based measurements

5.2.1.1TheKNMICloudDetection System
The CDS consists of a network of 10 ground stations for remote sensing, which are
distributed overanareaofabout 120x120km2(Figure 5.10)and aprocessing environment for
AVHRRandMeteosatmeasurements.Thecomplete CDSwasoperational from October 1994
until December 1996(Stammes etal.,1994). The instruments ateach ground station are listed
inTable5.1.

Figure 5.10: The distribution of stations for ground based remote sensing over the Cloud Detection
System area

Instrument

Wavelength

Product

Lidar-ceilometer

904-911nm

Cloudbaseheight

Narrowbeam Infrared-radiometer

9.6-11.5 urn

Cloud basetemperature

Pyranometer

0.3 -3.0 urn

Downwelling solar flux

Precipitation detector

Occurance ofprecipitation

Rain gauge

Precipitation amount

Table 5.1:KNMI CloudDetection System ground station instruments
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The statistical characteristics of the measured values of each 10minute interval are obtained.
The ground based instruments yield the following cloud properties directly: cloud base
temperature,cloud coverfraction and cloudbaseheight.Algorithms were developed to obtain
cloud size distribution (Feijt and Van Lammeren, 1996),broadband optical thickness (Boers
et al., 2000), emissivity in the infrared window and LWP for clouds of low optical depth
(Bloeminketal.,2000).
5.2.1.2Clouds andRadiation measurement campaigns
During the CDS-operational phase the CLARA-project (Van Lammeren and Feijt, 1997), an
intensivemeasurement campaign of cloud properties, washeld. Theaimsof CLARA wereto
improve retrieval methods of cloud properties for the involved remote sensing instruments.
Care was taken to optimize collocation. Nine institutes were involved. The ground
instruments listed inTable 5.2wereoperated from Delft nearly continuously for over 50days
divided over three measurement periods in April, August and November 1996. The
measurement site is indicated in Figure 5.10. Also measurements from ATSR-2, GOME and
GPS were obtained. Microphysical properties were measured in situ from an aircraft during
15flights of, intotal, 40 hours. Radiosondes were launched from the Delft measurement site
at6, 12and 18 UTCeachday andevery 3hoursduringmeasurement flights.

Instrument

Wavelength

Parameter

Radar

FM-CW; 3.315GHz

Backscatterprofile
Dopplershift

Lidar

1064nm

Backscatterprofile

532nm

Backscatterprofile

906nm

Backscatterprofile

microwave radiometer

20/30/50GHz

Emitted radiation

IRradiometer

9.6-11.5um

Emitted radiation

S-VHSvideo camera

Skyimages

IRvideo camera

Emitted radiation

Meteo-measurements

Temperature
Humidity,Wind

Table5.2. Groundinstruments locatedinDelft duringCLARA
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5.2.2 Casestudy 1:APRIL26,1996; Stratocumulus
On April 26 1996 a frontal zone passed the Netherlands in the North. In Figure 5.11 the
AVHRR channel 2 image at 7:44 UTC (about 7:24 LST) is presented, showing thick
convective clouds intheNorth, a Stratocumulus field inthe South and broken cloudfieldsin
between. The Stratocumulus field is chosen for detailed analysis, because it appears to be
homogeneous overalargearea.Thishastwomainadvantages:
- collocationof satelliteand groundbasedobservations isrelatively good
- thecloudfieldtoahighextentresembles ahomogeneous plane-parallel cloud,which is
assumed intheradiativetransfer calculations

Front

Figure 5.11: AVHRR channel2 image atApril 26, 1996:7:44 UTC. Scaling arbitrary.

The KLAROS scheme was employed to derive cloud top temperature, optical thickness and
liquid waterpath. At the geo-location ofthe measurement site at Delft, the solar zenith angle
is 60°,the viewing zenith angle is 33°andthe relative azimuth 9°.The cloud top temperature
is compared with CDS data. Detailed analysis of LWP is done with observations from the
CLARA-campaigns.
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5.2.2.1 ComparisonwithCDSdata
Cloudy pixels are identified from the
AVHRR measurements using the tests

1
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described in chapter 3.Ahistogram of
equivalent black body temperatures of

30.0

cloudy pixels within the CDS-area
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shows values between -14 and +11°C
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(Figure 5.12). From these values one
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would expect that the cloud height is
highly variable. However, the spread
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Figure5.12:Frequencydistribution ofAVHRR
channel 4 temperatures: all cloudy (plus);
selected(dot).

can also result from sub-pixel
fractional cloud cover or semi-

transparency. As part of KLAROS, a test is available to select those pixels for which the
Tio.8nmisnotexpectedtobeaffected bysemi-transparency (seechapter 3.4.2).IfTio.summinus
Tn.9nm is close to zero, the equivalent black body temperature at 10.8u.rn is likely to be
representative for a cloud layer. The frequency distribution of these pixels peaks at -11 and 2°C(Figure 5.12),which indicates thatthere areactually two layers of limited vertical extent.
From the frequency distribution, we mayconclude that onlya smallpart ofthe higher, colder
layerisoptically thick.

The cloud temperatures as obtained
from AVHRR can now be compared to
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measurements from the CDS. Analysis
of the lidar measurements at the 10
ground stationsrevealstwocloud layers
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Figure 5.13: Ground versus satellite observed cloud
parameters
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temperature of the lowest cloud layer. The analysis of IR-radiometer measurements shows a
peak at0°C. Theground and satellitemeasurements canbecorrelated throughthe radiosonde
temperatureprofile (Figure 5.13).Theidentified layersfrom ground and satellite observations
coincide well.TheAVHRR cloud toptemperatures tend to bea littlehigher. This isprobably
caused partly by the different point of view of the instruments (the satellite measures the
cloudtopandthelidarthecloud base)andpartly becausetherewasnoatmospheric correction
applied to the measured equivalent black body temperatures. This makes the clouds appear
colder in the AVHRR measurements. Automatic atmospheric correction for the whole
AVHRR image isnot feasible, becausethe calculation ofthe atmospheric absorption requires
exactinformation ontheheightofthecloud intheatmosphere.Theimpactofthe atmospheric
absorption above the clouds was estimated from Modtran calculations on radiosonde profiles
tobeabout0.5°C.

5.2.2.2 Comparisonwith CLARA measurements
TheAVHRR-measurements of7:44UTCwereanalyzed andcompared withtimeseriesofthe
CLARA ground based instruments. In Figure 5.14 the lidar measurements for Delft are
presented. The stratocumulus at 1500m, which was identified in the CDS data, is clearly
visible. The layer is nearly overcast and shows low variability in time. The optical thickness
as estimated from the lidar backscatterprofiles is of the order of 5 to 10. There is a second
layer at about 3600m. According to radiosonde profiles the temperatures are 0°C and -10°C
for the cloud layers at 1500m and

KNMI-ESAItdar

Delft 26*1*111996

3600m, respectively. From the lidar
measurements alone it cannot be
decided what the cloud cover fraction
of the higher layer is because the
lower layer may be thick enough to
fully extinguish the laser signal. At
about 9 UTC the stratocumulus over
Delft dissolves. After about 10:30
UTCfair weather cumuliare formed.

Figure 5.14: Lidar backscatter profile from 26April.

The 3GHz radar hardly detects the lower cloud layer. From the ratio of the radar reflection
and the lidar reflection the mean dropsize is estimated to be below 20u.m, which may be
expected from non-precipitating water clouds. The higher layer is also barely visible in the
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radar reflection. As the radar is very sensitive to large particles, the low reflection indicates
that, although the temperature is well below the freezing point, the layer does not include
large ice crystals. If there are no large crystals it is expected that there are no ice crystals at
all. This is because small crystals would grow fast due to the high absolute amount of water
content low in the atmosphere (Pruppacher and Klett, 1978; Heymsfield and Piatt, 1984).
Therefore, thehigher layerisassumedtoconsistofsupercooled waterdroplets.
TheKLAROS scheme wasemployed to obtain anestimate ofthe optical thickness andLWP.
The re-calibration ofthe signal (see chapter 3for details) is a special topic here, because the
measurements weredone from NOAA-12,amorning orbiter, for which Rao and Chen (1996)
do not give re-calibration coefficients. Therefore, the degradation rates of the sensors on
board of NOAA-7, 9, 11 and 14 were applied to the NOAA-12 signal to obtain a range of
values for optical thickness and LWP. The AVHRR's on these platforms are copies of the
same instrument and thus their degradation rates may be expected to be similar. The cloud
water model was used, because the combined information from lidar and radar indicates two
layers of (supercooled) water droplets. Inthe vincinity of the Delft measurement site an area
ofabout20x20km2wasselectedfor statistical analysis.Assuming aneffective radiusof 10um
and using equation 3.10,the average LWP value was found to range from 60 to 86g/m2, for
thevariousdegradationrates.

The retrieved LWP values were compared
to the time-series of the microwaveradiometer of the Technical University
Eindhoven that was installed at the
campaign site in Delft. The microwave
radiometer has a 35m wide sample area at
the height of the cloud. An integration
time of 5s was chosen. The collocation of
time series and spatial distributions are in
general a problem to such comparisons,
however, in this case the variability (in

Time(hour)

Figure 5.15: Time series of LWP as measured
from ground based microwave radiometer.

space and time) is relatively low. Values
from half an hour before until half an hour after the satellite overpass ranged from 30 to 90
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g/m2 with an average of 59g/m2 (Figure 5.15). The accuracy of the microwave radiometer is
about 10g/m2 for this case. This is at the lower end of the range of values retrieved from
AVHRR.
Thefrequency distributionofLWPvaluesfrom thespatialdistributionoftheAVHRRandthe
time-series is shown inFigure 5.16.Amoderate degradation rate is assumed. The microwave
radiometer distribution is broader. This
can be explained from the difference in
spatial resolution of the measurements.
The high resolution from the microwave
radiometer enables the detection of small
areas of relatively high and low values.
Whereas the signal is smoothed in the
IFOV of the AVHRR. Furthermore,
multiple scattering of sunlight in the
cloud induces horizontal smoothing,
which further enlarges the AVHRR
samplingarea.

Figure 5.16: Frequency distribution of LWP as
measured from AVHRR (dashed) and from
microwaveradiometer(solid).

On average the AVHRR retrieved values are higher than the microwave radiometer values.
This cannot be caused by inhomogeneties in the IFOV of the AVHRR, because that would
induce the opposite effect. Inhomogeneous cloud layers reflect less light than homogeneous
plane parallel clouds (Cahalan et al., 1994). The latter are assumed in the radiative transfer
calculations. Therefore, the KLAROS retrieved values are expected to show a bias towards
lower values of LWP instead of higher. Furthermore, as the cloud field under study is
relatively homogeneous, this bias would be small. Obviously, one or more assumptions in
KLAROS is not valid for the cloud field under study. In the following we will discuss the
micro-physical measurements,whichweredoneduringthisday.

Aircraft measurements were done from 7:10 until 9:30 UTC. Tracks were flown near Delft
and through the stratocumulus South of Delft. In Figure 5.17the droplet size distribution, as
measured with the FSSP on board of the aircraft, is shown. The distribution is narrow with a
moderadius of4u.m,and effective radius of6.3um. Thedrop sizes are in agreement with the
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estimate from the ratio of radar and lidar reflectivity. Along the flight track the droplet size
distribution is extremely homogeneous. Also in this respect the stratocumulus field does
resemblethemodelhomogeneousplanparallel cloud toahighextent. Thenumber ofdroplets
per volume however, varies considerably, which implies vertical or/and horizontal water
contentvariations.
Themeasured drop size distribution
0.35

is similar to the Deirmendijan C l 0.3

type, which was used in the
0.25

radiative transfer calculations. This
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gives some confidence in the
results. However, the measured
effective radius differs considerably
from the one used in the LWP
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retrieval (equation 3.10). The
dropsize(|tm)
measured effective radius is 6.3um,
whereas lOum is used in the

Figure 5.17: Drop diameter distribution of the
stratocumulus field as measured from aircraft based
FSSPonApril 26 1996.

retrieval. If the measured values are
used in the LWP retrieval, the values range from 3 8 - 5 4 g/m , with an average of 46g/m ,
instead of60- 86g/m .Themicrowave radiometer measurements have anaverage of 59g/m .
So, the AVHRR retrieved value is 9 to 36% too low depending on the re-calibration
coefficients used.
5.2.2.3Discussion and Conclusions
Cloud properties as measured from AVHRR. and ground are compared for a stratocumulus
field. Cloudy pixels were identified from the AVHRR image. It was found that the
distribution of equivalent black body temperatures at 10.8um is not representative for the
vertical distribution ofcloud layers inthiscase.Thesemi-transparent test (equation 3.3), was
successfully applied, which yielded the identification of two cloud layers, which were also
observed from the 10CDS stations for ground based remote sensing. This study shows that
thesemi-transparency test functions well.
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Also the retrieval of LWP was evaluated. In this particular case the real world cloud field
resembles the assumptions in our model calculations to a high extent. The droplet size
distribution asmeasured from aircraft is similartothe oneused inthecalculations andisvery
homogeneous along the flight track. However, there are considerable number density
variations.
The distribution of retrieved LWP values from AVHRR and microwave radiometer are
similar except for the extreme high and low values. The average value retrieved from
AVHRR is significantly higher than that from the microwave radiometer if the effective
radius is assumed to be lOum. If the measured effective radius is used in the retrieval, the
AVHRR valuesare significantly lowerthanthemicrowave radiometer. However, asmall bias
towards lower valueswasexpected duetothehorizontal variability ofLWPwithin oneIFOV
oftheAVHRR.

The two largest sources of uncertainty in this analysis originate from the collocation of
ground based and satellite data and the calibration of the AVHRR 0.6u,mchannel. The latter
causes the lowest estimate (38g/m2) to be 70% of the highest estimate (54g/m2). This limits
thevalidation oftheretrieval method considerably.
Within the limitation of the comparison of ground based and satellite based observations the
results give confidence in the methods for retrieving cloud presence, cloud top temperature
and optical thickness. The retrieval of LWP is proven to be very sensitive to the assumed
effective drop size.Furthermore,this study showsthat accurate comparisons of ground based
and satellite based measurements are difficult due to the high variability of cloud properties
bothintimeandspace.
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5.2.3 Casestudy2:April 17,1996:cirrus

On this day a front passed the Netherlands from the Southwest to the Northeast. In Figure
5.18.the Meteosat infrared images ofthe area at 6, 9, 12and 15UTC are shown. Between 6
and 15 UTC the cloud cover over the Netherlands increases to overcast. There is one single
AVHRR overpass at 13 UTC, which we analyse. The AVHRR image from the 10.8um
channel is displayed in Figure 5.19. The AVHRR image shows the same features as the
Meteosat,butinmuchgreater detail.Thetemperatures seemtovary smoothly inthe Meteosat
image, whereas small structures can be identified in the AVHRR image. This difference is
mainly due to the higher spatial resolution of the AVHRR, since the spectral response
functions oftheinfrared channelsofMeteosat andAVHRRare similar.

Figure 5.18:Meteosat infrared imagesfromApril 17 1996at6, 9, 12and 15UTC respectively.
Scaling: 240K < black <T <white, 300K
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Figure5.19:AVHRRchannel4imagefromApril 17at 13 UTC
Scaling:black,240K<T<300K, white.

The vertical profiles of the 3GHz radar at Delft are shown in Figure 5.20. From the edge of
the front at 8UTC until the time of overpass of the AVHRR (13UTC) the cloud base height
decreases from about 7km to 5.5km. The radar measurements support the conceptual model
of a front for this case. The clouds at the edge are expected to have a high altitude and a
relatively smallvertical extent.

If the clouds at the edge are thin, they are expected to be semi-transparent in the 10.8um
channel ofthe AVHRR. Asthese clouds have amuch lowertemperature than the surface, we
may expect the 10.8um channel temperatures to be much higher than the actual cloud top
temperatures. In the following we use KLAROS to retrieve the emissivity of the clouds and
make an estimate of the actual cloud top temperature, thus correcting for the semi-
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transparency. Theretrieved cloudparameters arecomparedto estimatesfromcollocated radar
andradiosondemeasurements over Delft.

TUP R a d a r R e f l e c t i v i t y ( m m A 6 / W 3 )
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Figure5.20:CLARAradarmeasurementsfromApril17,1996.

TheKLAROSschemeisemployedto identify cloudy pixels.Theviewing zenith angle is25°,
the solar zenith angle is 45°and the relative azimuth 72.5°. The scheme does well for cirrus
and is capable of detecting both large and small cloud amounts, because the temperature test
and the semi-transparency test are complementary. Cirrus with low optical thickness is well
identified withthe semi-transparency test (equation 3.3),whereasopticallythick cirrus iswell
identified by the low temperatures. The reflectivity test does not add much to the detection
efficiency, becausethincirrusdonotcontributemuchtothereflection ofsunlight.Theresults
oftheclouddetection testarevisualized inFigure 5.21.

In KLAROS, the reflectivity at 0.6um from the cloudy pixels are matched with tabulated
resultsfrom radiative transfer calculations for cirrus cloudsto obtain estimates for the optical
thicknessat0.6um.Thisinformation isusedtoderive:
-opticalthicknessat 10.8u.rn(equation3.5),
-cloudemissivity (equation 2.4)
-cloudtemperature (equation 3.6).
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Figure 5.21: Cloud masks from: a) temperature
test; b) reflectivity test; c) semi-transparency
test.
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The surface temperature is estimated from visual inspection of the AVHRR 10.8um image,
and information from the HIRLAM numerical weather prediction model. The surface
reflectivity is estimated using a 2 year data base of AVHRR measurements, and visual
inspection of the AVHRR 0.6um image of the same day and other recent overpasses. The
estimatesofthe surface radiativeproperties aredescribed inmore detailinchapter3.
5.2.3.1Comparisonwith CLARAdata
In orderto compare AVHRR and radar retrieved parameters, an area intheAVHRR image is
chosen for which it may be expected that it corresponds to the ground based measurements
from 9 until 13UTC (Figure 5.20). In general, the selection of an area in a satellite image,
which istobe compared with apart of atime series is a subjective and difficult choice. This
requires understanding of the atmospheric conditions. In this particular case, the frontal zone
is chosen as a reference. It may be expected that the cloud processes are mainly driven by
large scale lifting and do not strongly interact with the surface because they take place at 6 8kmheight. Inthe first stage,clouds are formed athigh altitudes. Asthe front evolves,cloud
base height decreases. Thus, the stage of the front at one location and time can be identified
by the cloud base height. The movement of air-masses is indicated by the advection of the
whole front. Theedge ofthefront isalways inthefirststage.Therefore, we comparethetime
series of ground based measurements at one location with an area in the AVHRR image
which is elongated in the direction of the movement of the front. The advection of the front
from 9to 13UTC is estimated from the time series of Meteosat images. The analysis area is
indicated inFigure 5.19.

5.2.3.2 Emissivity
In this paragraph the results of two retrieval methods of emissivity are compared. The first
method ispart of KLAROS and is described inchapter 3.It uses the measured reflectivity at
0.6um to obtain the optical thickness at 0.6um, from which the emissivity is derived. The
method is most sensitive to assumptions regarding: surface reflectivity, ice crystal phase
function and calibration.
The second method uses measurements at 10.8um and requires the actual cloud top
temperature and surface temperature. The equivalent blackbody temperature as measured at
10.8um is the weighted average of contributions from the surface and the cloud. The
emissivity isthe weighting factor that can be obtained using the inverse of equation 3.6. The
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results from this method are most sensitive to the assumptions regarding cloud top
temperature and surface temperature (Van Lammeren and Feijt, 1997). The results of this
method will be called the reference values. The two methods are sensitive to different
assumptionsandthusaretoahighextent independent.

0.2

0.4
0.6
referenceemissivity

0.8

1.0

Fig 5.22: Retrieved emissivity versus reference emissivity

The actual cloud top temperatures, which are required for the reference method, are obtained
from the radar and radiosonde data. From the radar data we estimate a minimum and
maximum cloud top height to be 6 and 8km respectively, which correlate to cloud top
temperatures of 248K and 233K. For each pixel the estimate of the minimum reference
emissivity is obtained from the minimum reference temperature (233K) and the estimate of
the maximum reference emissivity is obtained from the maximum reference temperature
(248K). Therefore, the emissivity derived from KLAROS for each individual pixel is
considered correct if the retrieved emissivity is between the minimum and maximum
estimates.
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The retrieved optical depths at 0.6|am, To.6nm,range from 0.5 to 4. The absorption optical
thickness at 10.8(xm,Tio.s^m.abs,ishalf ofTo.6nm and ranges from 0.25 to 2. The corresponding
emissivity ranges from 0.3 to 0.9. In Figure 5.22 a scatter plot of retrieved and reference
emissivity is given. The center of the temperature range, 24IK, is chosen as the reference
temperature and is assumed to be the best estimate. The scatter plot shows that the retrieved
emissivity values are smaller than the reference values for larger values. The points in this
part of the scatter plot arewell organized along a line, with high density and low scatter. For
small emissivities the retrieved values and reference values are similar. However, the scatter
is significantly higher. This shows the limitations of the detection test. Apparently, it is not
possibletodetectcloudswithTio.8nm,abs <0.25 inthiscase.Thelargervalue,0.9,indicatesthat
according to our analysis there are no optically thick clouds in the selection area. This is
confirmed bythe selection test (equation 3.4), which indicates that there are nopixels within
the area for which the measured equivalent black body temperature is representative for the
cloud layer. So, even the lowest measured temperature is higher than the actual cloud top
temperature.

On the other hand, we may expect that the retrieved emissivity is an underestimate, because
onlythe absorption at 10.8|amistaken into account, while actually the emissivity is enhanced
by scattering (section 2.3).According to Minnis (1991)theunderestimate is small (1to 10%)
and even negligible for Tio.8nm,abs < 1, but can be significant for 1 < Tio.8nm,abs < 4. The
scatterplot of reference and retrieved emissivities (Figure 5.22) has such a signature.
However, it may verywell bethatthe signature ofthe scatter plot reflects the structure ofthe
cloudfield studied. Theremaybeacorrelation betweencloudtoptemperature and emissivity.
For example, cold clouds may be relatively optically thin inthe selected area. This limits the
extentofourconclusions.
Thelarge scatter for opticallythin clouds canbe explained from the larger contribution ofthe
surface to the signal both in the 0.6um and the 10.8(xm channels. If the assumed values of
surface reflectivity and temperature are in error this will contribute to the error in both the
retrieved and the reference emissivity. Small sheets of water that are not included in the
land/sea mask, for example, have surface properties that deviate from the average values,
which are used in the retrievals. This affects the results of both retrievals. The 0.6(im
reflectivity is relatively low for small sheets of water, and thus the first method gives an
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underestimate of the optical thickness and emissivity. As small sheets of water are relatively
cold, the second method gives an overestimate. These effects contribute to the scatter for
optically thinclouds.
The average retrieved emissivity is 0.64. The reference emissivities are 0.61, 0.68 and 0.71
for reference temperatures of respectively 233,241and 248K. Figure 5.23 shows histograms
of the difference between retrieved and reference emissivities. All retrieved values are within
0.25 ofthereference values.Theretrieved emissivity shows abias of-0.03, 0.04 and 0.07 for
the maximum, best and minimum estimate respectively The root mean square (rms) of the
differences between retrieved and reference emissivity are 0.04, 0.06 and 0.12, with an
averageof0.07.

The values presented here are indications of the upper boundaries of the emissivity error,
becausethewidth ispartly duetoerrors inthe reference temperatures and partly dueto errors
in the retrieval. In case of small sheets of water the methods have opposite biasses, which
results in an overestimate of the error. However, it is possible that in some conditions
bothmethodshavethe samebias,which results inanunderestimate oftheerror. Therefore, we

-0.2

-0.1
0.0
emissivity difference

0.1

0.2

Figure 5.23: Distribution of the difference between emissivity retrieved from reflectivity at 0.6nm and from
the equivalent black body temperature for a reference temperature of: 233K (dashed), 242K (solid) and
248K (dotted).
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may conclude that the accuracy of our estimate of emissivity from AVHRR isbetter than 0.1
for thiscase study.
5.2.3.3 Cloud toptemperature
From the cloudy pixels in our collocation area a frequency distribution of equivalent black
body temperatures at 10.8u.rn is made (Figure 5.24). The temperatures range from 240 270K.Theaveragetemperature is257.4K,which iswell outside of the range ofthe reference
temperatures (233to248K).Themeasured temperatures indicatecloudsthatoccurat altitudes
from the ground up to 6.5km height. Obviously, the 10.8u.m equivalent black body
temperatures are not representative for the cloud layer. From the selection test results, it is
clear that all, even the lowest measured temperatures, are higher than the actual cloud top
temperatures.
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Figure 5.24: Distribution of temperature as retrieved from KLAROS (solid) and as measured
(dashed).

The distribution of corrected cloud temperatures is shown in Figure 5.24. The values range
roughly from 230 to 250K, with an average of 235.6K. The average is relatively low in the
range of reference temperatures (233-248K).Note thatthe averagetemperature is sensitive to
the selection area and thus the similarity of reference and average retrieved temperature is
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onlyanindication oftheaccuracy. Thepeak ofthe distribution isat233K,which isatthe low
end of our reference values. Probably, the retrieved temperatures are a few degrees too low.
This could bedue tothe neglect of scattering effects in our retrieval. It could also be that the
scattering phase function applied, is not accurate for this case. We found that, if the water
cloud phase function is used, the retrieved optical thickness is significantly higher and thus
the retrieved cloud top temperatures are higher. It would take in situ measurements of the
crystal shapeand sizetoclarify thisissue.

A number of extremely low values are present. Inspection of the measurements show that
these originate from measurements over small lakes with low reflectivity, which are not
included inthe land/seamask.Theseoutliers arenotremoved from the analysis ofthe quality
oftheretrieval.
Another cloud field characteristic isthe variability ofthecloudtoptemperature,which canbe
estimated from thewidth ofthedistribution. Thewidth ofthedistribution of equivalent black
body temperatures as measured from satellite gives an overestimate, because it is broadened
by semi-transparency. The spread is partly caused by the variability of optical thickness and
partly by the variability of cloud height. The optical thickness is variable at small scales
because it is subject to small scale cloud processes. The cloud height variability is limited by
the physical phenomena that caused the clouds to condense. Therefore, we may expect that
the variability of the measured temperatures is higher than that ofthe corrected temperatures.
This indeed is the case. The width of the distribution as defined by the root mean square
difference between value and average is 9.1 for the measured temperatures and 7.3 for the
correctedtemperatures,eventhoughtheoutlierswerenot excluded.

5.2.3.4 Conclusions
Ice clouds are often optically thin, semi-transparent. Therefore, it is difficult to estimate the
actual cloud toptemperature directly from the measured radiances. In this section it is shown
that with the KLAROS scheme it is possible to improve the estimate of cloud temperature
throughtheretrieval of optical thickness and emissivity from 0.6nm radiances. Thequality of
the retrieved cloud properties is evaluated using combined information from radar and
radiosondes from the CLARA campaigns. The retrieved emissivity values ranged from 0.3 to
0.9. The bias relative to the reference emissivities can be positive or negative, with a
maximum of 0.07. The rms difference between retrieved and reference emissivity varies
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between 0.04 and 0.12. The retrieved emissivity values are used to obtain a corrected cloud
top temperature. On average the difference between measured and retrieved cloud top
temperature is 17K.Probably, theretrieved temperatures areafew degrees too low. Still,this
largely improves the estimate of the cloud temperature. In conclusion, the KLAROS scheme
enablesretrieval ofvaluesfor emissivity andcloudtoptemperature,which areaccurate within
theaccuracyofourreference values.

5.3 Concluding remarks
The studiespresented inthis chapter give an indication of the quality of the satellite retrieval
methods. Furthermore, it shows that information from ground based remote sensing
instruments is required to get a full description of the cloud field. The Meteosat detection
scheme does well for most conditions. However, low clouds during the night and scattered
clouds (cloud fraction of 1-3 octas) are sometimes not identified. The measured thermal
radiance is not representative for a cloud layer in case of semi-transparent clouds and partly
cloudy cases. The Meteosat visible channel is not suitable for detailed quantitative analysis
due to its broad spectral band and the corresponding high surface reflectivity. The AVHRR
detection scheme does well for semi-transparent clouds, mainly due to the split window
channels. However, even at the scale of the AVHRR instantaneous field of view, scattered
cloudsmaybemissed.
The rather narrow spectral band of the 0.6um channel enables estimates of optical thickness
for both water and ice clouds. The studies show that for ice clouds the estimate of cloud
temperature can be improved significantly. Whereas the retrieval of liquid water content of
stratiform water clouds seems feasible, provided that the correct effective radius is applied.
The comparison of ground based and satellite measurements also shows that clouds have a
high variability both in time and space. Therefore, the collocation of time-series at one
location and spatial distributions at one moment in time, requires interpretation of the
atmospheric conditions andthe signature ofthecloudfields.Inthenext chapter, anattempt is
made to quantify the signature in both time-series and spatial distribution using the spectral
analysis formalism. The AVHRR analysis environment is employed to obtain the spatial
distribution of liquid water path, whereas ground based microwave radiometer measurements
wereanalyzed toobtaintime-series.
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6. Comparison of scaling parameters from spatial and temporal distributions of cloud
properties
In chapter 5 cloud field characteristics from time-series of ground based measurements and
spatial distributions from satellite were compared. Apart of thetime-series is compared to an
area in the satellite image.For a one-to-one comparison the only data available isthe ground
based measurement atthe time of satellite overpass compared to the one pixel inthe satellite
image that includes the location of the ground based station. Even this single direct
comparison is not unambiguous, because the integration area of the satellite instrument is
much larger than the sampling volume of the ground based instrument. The instruments do
not measure the same volume of the cloud field. Therefore, the comparison is of a statistical
nature. The choice of the period in the time-series and area in the satellite image that are
compared is made on qualitative reasoning. For each case study the cloud field is analyzed.
The horizontal extent and the evolution of the cloud field in time are estimated. If the
signature ofbothdatasetsissimilarthecomparison isallowed.

In this chapter an attempt is made to quantify the signature of the cloud field in term of its
scaling properties. It is investigated for two cases if the scaling properties from time-series
and satellite images arecomparable. Itisafirst steptowardsautomated selectionofperiodsin
time-seriesand areasinsatelliteimagesthatcorrespond tothesamecloudfield.
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6.1. Comparison of scaling parameters from spatial and temporal distributions of cloud
properties*
Abstract
Themost common method to evaluate the quality of cloud parameter retrievals from satellite
datais comparison with time series of ground based measurements.For highly variable cloud
parameters like liquid water path (LWP), however, a direct comparison of spatial and
temporal distributions has limited value. It is questionable which period in the time series is
representative of an area in the satellite image. A necessary but not sufficient boundary
condition for statistical analysisisthatthevariability ofboth sub-setsis similar.
In this paper, we study the variability in terms of scaling properties of both spatial
distributions andtime-series ofLWPand focus ontherelation between them. The time-series
are obtained from ground based microwave radiometer measurements at 1Hz. The spatial
distributions are derived from AVHRR 0.6|am radiances. It is shown that the scaling
properties of both distributions are similar for a Stratocumulus field, which exhibits scale
invariance, and for a Cumulus field for which scales of preference were identified. A double
logarithmic representation was appropriate to obtain the spectral exponent. A log-linear
representation was appropriate to identify a scale of preference. In the Cumulus case it was
possible to calculate a feasible conversion factor to map variability in time to variability in
space.Thisenablesanestimation ofthespatial variability atveryhighresolutions.

*)Thissectionwasaccepted for publication inthis form.
Feijt, A. and H. Jonker, 2000: Comparison of scaling parameters from spatial and temporal
distributions ofcloudproperties.J.Geophys.Res.(inpress)
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6.1. Introduction
Cloud processes act on a wide range of spatial scales, from micrometer scale (radiative
cooling) to 100km for large scale lifting in a frontal zone. In general, the spatial scales and
temporal scales of cloud related processes are linked by the underlying physical process.
Depressions areoftheorderof 1000kmandhavealife cycleofseveraldays,whileturbulence
of 1km scale has a life cycle of the order of tens of minutes. Cloud parameters also show
variability on all scales in time and space. As a consequence, when interpreting time series
from groundbased measurements,weshouldbeaware ofthetime scale of analysisrelativeto
thenatural variability ofthecloud field parameter.Forexample:Thecloudtoptemperature of
a field of boundary layer clouds changes gradually through the day, because it is limited by
the boundary layer height. Therefore a single instantaneous value is sufficient to characterize
this cloud field parameter. However, the water content of fair weather cumuli changes from
zerotoitsmaximum value inonlyafewminutes.Therefore, aninstantaneous measurement is
notrepresentative for the cloud field [Stull, 1988].Thenatural variability of cloud processes
also shows in measurements of spatial distributions. If the cloud field parameter has a low
spatialvariability, likecloud toptemperature ofboundary layer clouds overflat grassland, the
measurement at one location is representative for a large area. However, in a Cumulusfield
the water content is highly variable. The measured water content at one location at one
moment in time is not representative for any other location or time. Therefore, for direct
comparison of values from a time series of ground based measurements and a spatial
distribution at one moment in time there is only one value available. A time to space
conversion, as in the concept of Taylor's hypothesis of an advected frozen atmosphere, has
limited validity here, because condensation and evaporation cause variability of liquid water
content at small time and space scales. However, we may expect that the variability as
measured intime isreflected inthevariability inspace sinceboth quantitiesrelatetothe same
cloud processes. This may give us a handle on comparisons of time series and spatial
distributions.

Inthispaperwecomparecloudfieldparameters asmeasured from satellitewithtimeseriesof
ground based measurements. The time series of vertical integrated liquid water under study
are derived from microwave radiometer measurements at one second resolution as measured
during the Clouds and Radiation intensive measurement campaigns (CLARA), which took
place in April, August and December 1996 in the Netherlands. The spatial distribution is
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derived from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) on board of the
NOAApolarplatforms 12and 14,whichhasamaximum sub-satelliteresolution of 1 km.
In order to get insight into the variability, we study the variance spectrum, which is a
complete decomposition of the variance in terms of contributions per temporal or spatial
scale. Analysis of the scaling properties of a signal reveals whether it is scale invariant,
exhibitsascalebreak,orwhether thereisadistinct scale ofpreference. The scaling properties
convey useful information of the underlying physical process, and could be regarded as its
signature, which manifests itself both in time series and spatial distributions. If the scaling
properties ofthetwomeasured distributions are similar, acomparison of statistical properties
maybepossible.
In section 6.1.2, scaling parameters, as derived from the spatial and temporal distributions,
will be presented in a double logarithmic representation for two cases:a StratoCumulus field
in which the cloud field properties reveal scale invariance (no scale of preference), and a
Cumulus field for which there is no scale invariance. In section 6.1.3,the Cumulus case will
be analyzed in depth using a log-linear representation. Scales of preference are identified in
both the time series and the spatial distribution and their values are compared. A conversion
factor tolinktime scalesto spatial scales isderived. Theresults arediscussed insection 6.1.4.
Insection6.1.5theconclusionsare summarized.
6.1.2.Comparison ofscalingparameters from spatial andtemporal distributions
6.1.2.1 TheCLARA dataset
CLARA is an intensive measurement campaign on clouds and cloud-radiation-interactions
held in the Netherlands in 1996. Nine institutes from the Netherlands and the U.K. were
involved [Van Lammeren et al., 1998].During 50daysinthree different seasons, instruments
for ground based remote sensing were operated continuously from a location in Delft (52
North, 4East). Great care wastaken tooptimize collocation between the ground instruments.
Microphysical properties were measured in situ from an aircraft during 15flights yielding 40
hours of data. Radiosondes were launched from the Delft site at 6, 12and 18UTC each day
andevery 3hoursduringaircraft flights. Theinstruments involved arelisted inTable 1.
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Instrument

specification

parameter

Radar

3.315 GHz

Reflectivity, Doppler shift

Lidar

532,906and 1064nm

Reflectivity

Microwave radiometer

20,30and50GHz

WaterVaporColumn
LiquidWater Column

Infrared radiometer

9.6-11.5 urn

Cloudbasetemperature

Infrared videocamera

8-12 um

Qualitative

VisibleS-VHSvideocamera

Visible

Qualitative

Meteorological

Temperature, humidity and

instrumentation

wind

Table 6.1:Instruments involved inCLARA
6.1.2.2AVHRR analysis
The KNMI environment to retrieve LWP from AVHRR 0.6um radiances consists of two
steps: discrimination of cloud free and cloudy pixels, the cloud detection step, and the
interpretation of reflectances of cloudy pixels in terms of liquid water path. The cloud free
areas are identified with a cloud detection algorithm. A derivative of the widely used
APOLLO-scheme [Saunders, 1986; Saunders and Kriebel, 1988] is applied here. The
reflectivity ofcloudypixels iscomparedtopre-calculatedvaluesfrom adoubling-adding type
radiative transfer model [Koelemeijer et al., 1995; Feijt et al., 1999]. The calculations were
performed for a large number of values of optical thickness, solar zenith angle and surface
reflectivity. Theresults were stored in look-up tables.Themodel assumes fully cloudy pixels
with plane parallel homogeneous water clouds of a fixed optical thickness. The size
distribution ofthewater droplets ismodeled witha gamma distribution witha mode radiusof
6um following [Deirmendjian, 1972]. The cloud is assumed to be at 2 km height in a
Midlattitude Summer atmosphere [McClatchey, 1969]. The best matching reflectivity in the
look-uptablesisassumedtorepresentthebestestimateoftheopticalthickness.

6.1.2.3Spectral analysis
We study the variance spectrum of the cloud properties. The variance spectrum provides an
exact decomposition ofthe variance interms of contribution per scale either in time, denoted
by the frequency (f), or in space, denoted by the wave number (k). If the variance is
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dominated by a scale,this can be identified by apeak inthe variance spectrum._The variance
isdefined tobethe average of the square ofthe deviation from the mean. Themeasured time
dependent variable is denoted, p(t) where <p(t)> denotes the mean. The departure from the
average isAp(t)=p(t)-<p(t)>.
Thevarianceis:
<[Ap(t)]2> ~I[Ap(t)]2dt =IEp(f)df

(1)

where Ep(f) represents the variance spectrum, which is the squared modulus of the Fourier
transform of Ap(t). The decomposition of a spatial distribution, q(x,y), in contributions at
specific spatial scales intermsofFouriercomponents,Eq(k),isanalogoustoequation (1).The
variance spectrum, Eq(k), is then derived from the squared modulus of the Fourier transform
ofAq(x,y)followed byanangularintegration inFourier space [Lovejoy etal., 1993].
The distribution is scale invariant if, in the plot of log(Ep(f)) to log(f), the values exhibit a
straight line. This implies that Ep(f) obeys a power law and is of the form fp. The spectral
exponent, p, governs the contribution of a scale to the variance. In experimental studies of
cloudproperties Pisoften found tobeabout-5/3 [Cahalanetal., 1989;Lovejoy etal.,1993].

We calculate the variance spectra from the time series and spatial distributions of LWP in
orderto comparethe scaling properties. If we cannotfinda similarity of the variance spectra,
then the time series cannot be representative for the spatial distribution and therefore a
comparison of cloud properties, as measured from the time series and from space, is not
useful. Similarity of scaling properties is necessary, but not the only requirement for the
comparison ofdatasets.
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6.1.2.4.April26:Stratocumulusfield
On this day a frontal zone passed over the Netherlands in the North. The spatial distribution
ofreflected sunlight at 0.6um at 7:44 UTC (about 7:30 LST at Delft) is shown in Figure6.1,
showing thick convective clouds inthe North, a StratoCumulusfieldinthe South and broken
cloudfieldsinbetween. From lidarmeasurements, weknowthatthe StratoCumulusfieldwas
firstdetected overDelft at2:30UTC andvanished atabout 8:40 UTC.Themeancloudheight
is 1500m and the geometrical thickness is 200m. We selected an area (indicated by a box in
Figure 6.1) to calculate the variance spectrum of AVHRR derived LWP values of the
StratoCumulus field. The area consists of 128x128 pixels, which gives us 7 octaves or 2
decades. The variance spectrum is presented as the top solid line in Figure 6.2. In order to
investigate possible scale invariance, we fitted a straight line to the curve, which is depicted
with the dotted line. The fit was made by calculating the contribution to the variance per

- - **

Figure 6.1: Spatial distribution of radiance at 0.6Qm as measured from AVHRR image of the
Netherlands on April 26 at 7:44 UTC. The location of the microwave radiometer at Delft is
indicated.
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octave with an assigned error based on the internal dispersion. The slope is -1.92. The
Goodness of fit (G) is 0.8, an indication that the fit is convincing. According to Bevington
[1969] a fit is evidently representative if G is larger than 0.1.If G is below 0.001, the fit is
evidently not representative. We can conclude that the spatial distribution of the
StratoCumulus field shows scale invariance with a spectral exponent of-1.92. The variance
spectrum of the whole image (not shown) is similar to that of the StratoCumulus field and
showsscaleinvariance over9octaves.
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Figure 6.2: Variance spectra and the corresponding straight line fits calculated from the spatial
distribution of LWPfor theApril 26 Stratocumulusfield (upper lines) and the September 2 Cumulus field
(lower lines).

In Figure 6.3 the time series of integrated liquid water column is shown. The values were
sampled at a frequency of 1Hzand show a large variability. Thevalues range from 0to 300
g/m2 with an average of 38 g/m2. For the spectral analysis of the Stratocumulus field we use
the measurements from 4:00 until 8:45 UTC, which consists of 16384 values. This gives us
14 octaves or 5 decades of scales. In Figure 6.4, the top solid line represents the
corresponding variance spectrum. A straight line was fitted with a slope of-1.39 and G of
0.88 (grey solid line). Wefindthat also the time series of LWP is clearly scale invariant. For
the April 26 case, both the time series and the spatial distribution show scale invariance
convincingly. The results are consistent with those of Lovejoy et al. [1993], Cahalan et al.
[1989]andDavisetal._[1994,1996].
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Figure 6.3: Time series of LWPas measured from ground based microwave radiometer onApril26.
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Figure 6.4: Variance spectra and the corresponding straight line fits calculated from the time series
of LWPfrom theApril 26 Stratocumulusfield (upper lines) and the September 2 Cumulus field (lower
lines).
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6.1.2.5. September2: Cumulusfield
OnthisdaytherewasaCumuluscloudfieldovertheNetherlandsfrom9UTCuntil 16UTC.
Figure 6.5 shows the channel 1image at 13:11UTC (about 12:40 LST at Delft). Small cloud
structures can be seenover Belgium inthe South and large structures can be seen inthe East
over Germany. Over Delft, structures of intermediate size are present. Apart from the
Cumulus field over land there is a StratoCumulus field over the North sea. From the lidar
measurements we know that the cloud height ranged between 1000 and 1500m. Vertical
profiles ofthedewpoint andairtemperature asmeasured from radiosonde,revealedthehumid
layerupto 1500mwithverydryairaboveit.Thewinddirectionat 1500mwasNortheasteast.

Figure 6.5: Spatial distribution of radiance at 0.6^m as measured from AVHRR imaqe of the
NetherlandsonSeptember2at13:11 UTC.
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Thevariance spectrum ofthe central part oftheAVHRR image (indicated by a box in Figure
6.5) wascalculated and ispresented inFigure 6.2 asthe lower solid curve.Astraight linewas
fitted with a slope of -0.78 and G of 2*10"13 (dashed line). The value of the G clearly
indicates that the curve doesnot exhibit a straight lineand thus we conclude there isno scale
invariance overthewholerange.
Thetime seriesofLWPisshown inFigure 6.6. Thevariability isvery large.TheLWPvalues
range from 0 to 450 g/m2 with an average of 15 g/m2. Note that at the time of satellite
overpass(13:11UTC)theLWPasmeasured from theground issmall.Adirect comparison of
values from the time series and spatial distribution therefore is not feasible. The variance
spectrum derived from the LWP time series is shown in Figure 6.4 (lower solid curve)
together with the values for the April 26 case (upper curve). A straight line was fitted with a
slope of -1.55 and G of 5*10"8 (dashed line). We conclude that also the time series clearly
doesnot show scale invariance overthe wholerange.Inspection byeye seems to indicate that
the variance spectrum of the September 2 Cumulus field meander around the straight line.
Possibly there isa scale break or a scale of preference in this case,which we will investigate
further.
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Figure 6.6: Time series of LWP as measured from ground based microwave radiometer on
September2nd.

The April 26 case shows scale invariance over the whole range for both the time series and
the spatial distribution and thus both distributions have the same variability signature. Both
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the spatial and the temporal LWP distributions from the September 2 case show deviations
from a power law signature in a double logarithmic plot. However, from the analysis
described above we cannot prove that both distributions have the same variability signature.
In the following section another representation will be employed, which is more suitable for
theanalysisof scalebreaksand scalesof preference.

6.1.3.Linkingtemporaland spatialscaleparameters
Thepresentation ofvariance spectraondouble logarithmic axes,suchasinFigure 6.2, isvery
useful in the case of scale invariant data sets, because the spectral exponent, P, can be
obtained from the slope of the curve directly. The drawback, however, is that it may give a
wrong impression about which scales are truly important for the variance. In many
atmospheric disciplines it is therefore customary to present the spectra on log-linear axes
[Stull, 1988]. On the y-axis one displays f*E(f), i.e. the spectral density multiplied by the
frequency, inordertocompensate for thelogarithmic frequency axis,since
E(f)df = f *E(f)d(logf). The advantage of this presentation is that the area under the curve is
proportional to the variance; a peak in a spectrum plotted in this way, can then correctly be
interpreted asanimportant contributiontothevariance.
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Figure 6.7: Variance spectrum calculated from the spatial distribution of LWP for September 2from:
the Southeast (dotted line), the Center (solid line) and the Northwest (dashed line). The dotted
dashed line indicates a-5/3 power law.
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Inordertoevaluatethe sensitivity ofourmethodto determine ascaleofpreference, we select
three areas in the AVHRR image which, by eye, seem to differ: East over Germany (large
structures), South over Belgium (small structures) and the Delft area, which is central in the
image.InFigure 6.7,thecontribution ofthe Fourier components tothevariability ispresented
for scales from 2 to 64 pixel sizes for the three selected areas. In the prevailing viewing
geometry the pixel size is about 1.2km. The dotted line represents the Southern part of the
cloudfield.Thescaleofpreference (determined by smoothing thevariance spectrum) isabout
6.7km. The dashed line represents the Eastern part. The scale of preference is much larger:
about 17.3km. The solid line represents the area near Delft. The scale of preference is about
8.9km. The dash-dot line indicates how a k("5/3) dependence would look in this type of plot,
showing an increase of the contribution tothevariance with increasing scale.Clearly, for this
Cumuluscloudfieldthereisa scale ofpreference, which gradually increases from Southwest
to Northeast. This result is consistent with the observation that, by eye, the structures in the
Northeast indeed seemlargerthan inthe Southwest.
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The variance spectrum of the spatial distribution of LWP derived from the AVHRR imager
for the Delft area for both April 26 and September 2 were shown in double logarithmic
representation of Figure 6.2. In Figure 6.8 the same data set is shown in log-linear

HI 10
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Figure 6.9: Variance spectrum calculated from thetime series of LWPfrom September 2.

representation. The April 26 Stratocumulus field exhibits the signature of a scale invariant
cloud field, whichimpliesthatthelargestcontribution tothevariability stemsfrom the largest
scales.The September 2Cumulus field exhibits adistinct peak atan intermediate scale inthis
representation. This comparison of representations clearly shows the strength of the double
logarithmic representation to obtain the spectral exponent and the strength of the log-linear
representationtoidentify ascaleof preference.
The time series of LWP values was also analyzed to find scales of preference. In Figure 6.9
the contribution of Fourier components to the variability is presented for scales from 2
secondsto4hours.TheLWP values arerepresented bythe solid line.We identify two scales
of preference: a narrow small peak at about 560s and a broad peak at about 4960s. Fair
weather cumuli typically have a lifetime of the order of tens of minutes, so a preferred time
scale of 560s is reasonable. The larger, 5000s, scale could be due to Mesoscale Cellular
Convection [Ageeetal., 1984].Thephysicalmechanismresponsiblefor theselarge structures
isstillnotwellunderstood [AtkinsonandZhang, 1996].
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Both the spatial analysis of a satellite image at one moment in time and the measurements of
LWP values for one location continuous in time from 8:30 until 17:40 UTC show a scale of
preference. We are interested in the possibility of relating the time series to the spatial
distribution. Therefore we introduce a conversion factor u, which maps the variance spectrum
of the temporal distribution on that of the spatial distribution with k = f/u. The best correlation
between the variance spectra is obtained when u is 2m/s. In Figure 6.10 the time series is
projected to a spatial distribution using the conversion factor. Not only the peak values
coincide, but also the shape of the distributions is similar, which indicates that we do not just
map the peak, but that for these scales the distributions probably stem from the same process.
Furthermore, the 2m/s conversion factor maps the second scale of preference, 560s, to a
spatial scale of about 1.1km. This is of the order of the boundary layer height (1500m), which
is consistent with turbulence theory [Garratt, 1992; Stull, 1988]. From radiosonde launches at
6, 12 and 18UTC, we find that the wind speed at the cloud height of 1000 - 1500m, which is
derived from lidar measurements, was about 2 - 3m/s throughout the day. This indicates that
the conversion factor is ofthe same order asthe wind speed at cloud height.
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Figure 6.10:Variance spectrum calculated from the spatial distribution (solid line) and the variance
spectrum calculated from thetime series mapped tothespatial domain using aconversion factor
u =2m/s (dotted line).
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Inthis sectionwe showedthatthevariance spectraofthetime seriesandthe variance spectra
of the spatial distribution are similar statistically and the scales of preference are consistent.
Therefore a statistical comparison ofthe signal is feasible. Thetime series hasbeen projected
to a spatial distribution using a conversion factor of 2m/s. In the following section possible
applications arediscussed.

6.1.4 Discussion
Itwould seem from the above that for the time scales under study the Taylor's hypothesis of
an advected frozen atmosphere holds, because the multiplication of dominant time scale and
wind speed yields the dominant spatial scale. If Taylor's hypothesis would hold for LWP
values, we could advect the measured LWP from the time series using the prevailing wind
speed and calculate the probable location of 'the advected clouds' at the time of the satellite
overpassthusenabling direct comparison ofvalues. However, thecumuli are formed through
convection, which acts at the same time and space scales asthe wind speed. Within the 500s
that ittakes toadvect a 1kmcloud over themicrowave radiometer the cloud will have lived a
full lifecycle from condensation to evaporation. This variability is fundamental to cloud
processes and therefore, the concept of an advected frozen atmosphere is not valid at the
scales consideredhere. This argument disables adirect comparison ofthetime seriesof LWP
withthesamecloudparameter derived from AVHRR.

However,thestatistical linkbetweenthe scalingproperties intimeand spacedoesallowusto
use high resolution time series to study the variability of the spatial distribution of cloud
properties atavery highresolution. Theconversion factor of2m/simpliesthatthetime series
measurements at 1Hzmay be used to study spatial variability at 2m scale. Technically it is
possible tocreate a synthetic spatial distribution which hasthe same scaling properties asthe
time series. Such a distribution may be very helpful in the interpretation of spatial
distributions of LWP values at the sub-scale of the instantaneous field of view (IFOV) of a
satelliteinstrument, for exampletheAMSUorSSM/I.

There are a number of limitations to this approach. The integration area of the microwave
radiometer is about 35m at 1000m height. In the 18 seconds that the cloud is over the
instrument, thevariability ofthe signalwillbe dueto bothadvection and development [Stull,
1988].Therefore, inthis case we should not interpret the values below 18s.Furthermore, the
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synthetic spatial distribution of LWP at 2m resolution cannot be used to create a synthetic
AVHRR 0.6|im image of reflected sunlight at2mresolution, duetomultiple scattering ofthe
incident sunlight. Photons may travel considerable horizontal distances and thereby violate
the independent pixel approximation, which is required to make the synthetic spatial
distribution [Marshaketal., 1998;Savignyetal.,1999].

6.1.5 Conclusions
A studywaspresentedintothecorrelation between scalingproperties ofatime-series ofLWP
measured at one point in space, but continuous in time and a spatial distribution of LWP
values at one moment in time as derived from measurements of reflected sunlight in the
0.6umchannel oftheAVHRR. Itwas shownthat the scalingproperties ofthe time series and
spatial distribution are similar both for a Stratocumulus field, which shows scale invariance,
andforaCumulusfield for whichscalesofpreference wereidentified. Weshowthatadouble
logarithmic representation is most suitable to obtain the spectral exponent, while a log-linear
representationismoreappropriatetoidentify ascaleof preference.
For the Cumulus field it was possible to map the variance spectrum of the time series onto
that of the spatial distribution with a conversion factor of 2m/s. The conversion factor is a
statistical link between time and spatial scales. This does not imply that we can directly
compare LWP values in the time series and spatial distribution. However, the statistical link
ofthescalingproperties intimeand spaceallowsustousehighresolution time seriesto study
thevariability ofthe spatialdistribution ofcloudproperties ataveryhighresolution.
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7.Conclusions and perspective
Theaim ofthisthesis,asdescribed insection 1.4, includesthe development and validation of
cloud analysis methods for AVHRR and Meteosat and the use of these methods for detailed
cloudstudies.
The Meteosat cloud analysis method, Metclock, was developed and validated with synoptic
observations.Theuseof surface temperature information from anumericalweather prediction
model was found to largely improve the skill of the cloud detection tests. An AVHRR cloud
analysismethod, KLAROS,was developed.
A number of distinctly different cloud cases were studied using meteorological satellites and
ground based remote sensing instruments. Comparisons of results show that the KLAROS
analysis yields good results both for LWP in a stratocumulus case and for cloud top
temperature in a cirrus case. Furthermore, it was shown that combining ground based and
satellitemeasurements isrequiredtogetafull descriptionofthecloud field.

Thetemporal and spatialvariability ofcloud LWPwasstudied intermsofscalingparameters.
It was found that the scaling parameters as derived from a time series and from a spatial
distributioncouldbelinked,bothfor acasewith scale invariance andfor acasewith adistinct
scaleofpreference. Inconclusion,wemay statethattheaimsofthethesisaremet.
In the following it is described how the methods which were developed in the coarse of this
study are currently being used, both in operational meteorology and inclimate research. This
chapter is concluded with an outlook on future use of these methods for new space based
instruments.

TheTEBEX measurements from 1995and 1996,whichalso includes the measurements from
10 stations for ground based remote sensing, are currently being used as to evaluate
atmospheric model output (Van Lammeren et al., 2000;Van Meijgaard et al, 2000).The past
few years, the Meteosat analysis environment has been employed to initialize an operational
short-term cloud prediction model (Van der Veen and Feijt, 1996). The impact of this
approach to the skill of the operational Numerical Weather Prediction model, HIRLAM is
currently being assessed. Algorithms are developed to combine the Meteosat analysis results
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with ground based lidar and infrared radiometer measurements to obtain operational
automated cloud observation.
The results of the retrieval methods are satisfactory, however, still further improvements are
envisaged. KLAROSiscurrently beingexpanded to include theuse ofthe 1.6umchannel on
board of NOAA-15, which was launched in May 1998. This enables an estimate of the
particle sizeand phase ofthe top layer of the cloud. This also improves the estimate ofLWP
(Han et al., 1994; Nakajima and King, 1990). The improved LWP retrieval will be used to
obtain LWPfieldsfor the international Cloud Liquid WaterNetwork Project (CLIWA-NET),
which is co-funded by the European Union. For thatpurpose the derived LWP values will be
combined with time series of LWP as measured from ground based microwave radiometers.
The study, which was described in chapter 6, will be the basis to link the ground based and
satellite data. The resulting LWP fields will be used to evaluate atmopheric model results.
CLIWA-NET also includes an intensive validation campaign, similar to CLARA, but with a
much larger scope of instruments. This campaign will take place in August/September 2001
andwill enabledetailed evaluation ofthe satelliteretrievalmethods.

An important follow-up of the research presented in this thesis, will be the analysis of
measurements from the Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager, SEVIRI,which will
be on board of Meteosat Second Generation (MSG). This new geo-stationary instrument
includes 11spectral channels (see Table 7.1), of which 8are similar to current AVHRR and
Meteosat channels(Woick etal, 1997).
Each 15 minutes a new set of images will be available with a resolution of 3x3km2 at the
equator. The 11 spectral channels can be used to obtain a full scope of cloud and surface
parameters. The cloud field properties will include: fraction, thermodynamic phase, optical
thickness, emissivity, top temperature, liquid water path and the spatial variability of these
parameters. The 11spectral channels and stable viewing geometry will enable the retrieval of
surface parameters, which currently are derived from Meteosat and AVHRR, however, the
quality will be much higher. These parameters will include: albedo, vegetation index,
temperature,moisture content and heat fluxes. This isexpected tohave amajor impact onthe
meteorological practiseand climate research.
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Number

Wavelength

Satellite

1

0.6

AVHRR

2

0.8

AVHRR

3

1.6

AVHRR

4

3.9

AVHRR

5

6.2

Meteosat

6

7.3

Meteosat

7

8.7

-

8

9.7

HIRS

9

10.8

AVHRR

10

12.0

AVHRR

11

13.4

HIRS

Table 7.1: Severichannels
This research contributes to quantitative use of meteorological satellite data in meteorology
and climate research, which will be further developed asnew instruments are launched inthe
nextfewyears.
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Acronyms
APOLLO

AVHRRProcessingoverLandCloudandOcean

ATSR

AlongTrack Scanning Radiometer

AVHRR

AdvancedVery HighResolution Radiometer

BCRS

Beleidscommissie Remote Sensing

CDS

CloudDetection Sysytem

CERES

CloudsandtheEarth'sRadiant Energy System

CLARA

Cloudsand Radiation

CLIWA-NET CloudWaterNetwork
DAK

DoublingAddingKNMI

ECMWF

European Centerfor MidrangeWeatherForecasting (ECMWF

ERBE

EarthRadiation Budget Experiment

ERS

Earth Remote Sensing

EUMETSAT Europe'sMeteorological Satellite Organisation,
GOME

GlobalOzoneMonitoring Experiment

GPS

GlobalPositioning System

HIRLAM

HighResolution LimitedAreaModel

IFOV

Instantaneous FieldofView

IPCC

International PanelonClimateChange

IR

Infra-red

ISCCP

International SatelliteCloud Clkimatology Project

KLAROS

KNMI Localimplementation ofAPOLLORetrievalsinan Operational
System

KNMI

Koninklijk NederlandsMeteorologisch Instituut

LITE

LidarinSpaceTechnology Experiment

LOWTRAN Lowresolution transmisittance
LST

Local SolarTime

LW

Longwave

LWP

LiquidWaterPath

MLS

MidLattitudeSummer

MSG

Meteosat Second Generation

Metclock

Meteosat CloudDetection and Characterization KNMI

Meteosat

Meteorological Satellite
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Modtran

Moderateresolution transmisittance

NESDIS

NationalEnvironmental SatelliteData,andInformation Service

NOAA

National OceanicandAtmospheric Administration

NWP

Numerical WeatherPrediction Model

POLDER

Polarization anddirectionality oftheEarth's reflectances

SW

Shortwave

SZA

SolarZenithAngle

TEBEX

Tropospheric Energy Budget Experiment, TEBEX

TOA

TopoftheAtmosphere

UTC

Universal Time Coordinated

VIS

Visible

VZA

ViewingZenithAngle

WCP

World Climate Program

WCRP

WorldClimateResearchProgram

WMO

World Meteorological Organization

WV

Water-Vapor
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Summary
This thesis is about observations of clouds from satellite and ground based instruments. The
aim isto reconstruct the three dimensional cloud distributions. This information is used both
in climate research and operational meteorological applications. In climate research, cloud
observations provide areference to atmospheric models,which enables optimization ofcloud
parameterizations. For operational meteorologists clouds are symptoms of atmospheric
conditions. Cloud observations therefore are helpful in understanding the current weather
(nowcasting) and improving the estimates of how of the atmospheric conditions will evolve
(forecasting).
In order to obtain cloud field characteristics, analysis environments were developed for the
interpretation of meteorological satellite measurements in terms of cloud properties. A large
effort was put in the evaluation of the results with synoptic observations and measurements
fromtwomeasurement campaigns.Asaresultthisthesis iscomposed ofthreemajor research
topics: Meteosat analysis, AVHRR analysis and combined analysis of ground and satellite
observations.

Meteosat analysis
Anewcloud detection scheme wasdeveloped that includestheuseofthe surface temperature
fields of a Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) model as a threshold value to distinguish
cloudy and cloud free areas. It is shown that also for cloud free conditions, the equivalent
black body temperature as measured from satellite is different from the model surface
temperature. An innovative part of the scheme is the quantification of this temperature
difference, which is used to improve the skill of the cloud detection method. The
improvement of the detection efficiency was quantified over land and ocean for 1997 on a3
hourly basis in a semi-operational setting. As the method optimizes the use of the infrared
information it is relatively insensitive to changes of insolation conditions with time of day,
location,orseason.
AVHRR analysis
TheNWPmodel surface temperatures arealsoused intheAVHRR analysis environment. For
the interpretation of the 0.6um channel reflectivities, extensive radiative transfer calculations
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were done withthe Doubling-Adding KNMI (DAK)radiative transfer code.The results were
put in Look-up tables (LUT). The LUTs are used to obtain the following cloud field
properties: cloud cover fraction, cloud top temperature, optical thickness and liquid water
path. In order to assess the quality, the retrieved properties were compared to measurements
from two campaigns: the Tropospheric Budget Experiment, TEBEX, and the Clouds and
Radiation intensive measurement campaigns, CLARA. The comparison shows that the
retrieval algorithms yield results that agree with independent ground based measurements for
thecasesstudied.

Combined analysis ofsatellite and ground observations
Combined analysis of satellite and ground based observations from the TEBEX and CLARA
data sets yields information on the quality of the satellite retrieval, but also on the merits of
the ground based remote sensing instruments. The study shows that both observational sets
have strong points, but a combination is preferred to obtain a good definition of the cloud
field. In all comparisons the problem of collocation occurs. The ground based instruments
measure continuously intime atone location,while satellitesmeasure a spatial distribution at
onemoment intime.Whencomparing ground and satellite derived cloud products itisalways
questionable which part of the time series corresponds to which part of the spatial
distribution. This correlation is studied by comparing variance spectra of time series and
spatial distributions of liquid water path derived from microwave radiometer and AVHRR
data respectively. It is shown that for two cases with different scaling properties the variance
spectrum issimilarfor apartofthetime-series andfor apartoftheAVHRRimage.

Thisthesis contributes to quantitative use of meteorological satellite data in meteorology and
climate research. Furthermore, it advances combined analysis of space-borne and ground
basedremotesensingmeasurementsofcloudsfor routineapplications.
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Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift betreft wolkenwaamemingen vanaf meteorologische satellieten en vanaf de
grond. Het doel van het onderzoek is om met een combinatie van deze metingen de driedimensionale verdeling van wolken te reconstrueren. Toepassingsgebieden zijn het
klimaatonderzoek en de operationele meteorologie. In het klimaatonderzoek wordt gebruik
gemaakt van atmosfeermodellen, waarin de bewolking gebrekkig beschreven is. De
wolkenwaamemingen kunnen dienen als referentie ter verbetering van de wolkenparametrizaties. Wolken zijn onderdeel van atmsosferische processen. Aan de soort
bewolking en de structuur van wolkenvelden kan de meteoroloog deze atmosferische
processen herkennen. Wolkenwaamemingen dragen daarom bij aan het begrijpen van het
huidige weer (nowcasting) en daarmee kan beter worden ingeschat hoe de atmosferische
omstandigheden zichzullenontwikkelen (weersverwachting).

Gedurende het onderzoek zijn er analyse-methoden ontwikkeld voor de interpretatie van
metingen van meteorologische satellieten in termen van wolkenkarakteristieken. Er is veel
aandacht besteed aan de vergelijking van de resultaten met de synops rapporten van
menselijke waamemers en de meetgegevens van twee meetcampagnes. Het proefschrift
bestaat uit drie onderzoeksonderwerpen: Meteosat analyse, AVHRR analyse en
gecombineerde analysevangrond en satellietwaarnemingen.

Meteosatanalyse
Een nieuw wolkendetectie schema is ontwikkeld dat de oppervlakte-temperaturen van een
weermodel gebmikt als drempelwaarde om bewolkte en onbewolkte gebieden te
onderscheiden. Uit het onderzoek blijkt, dat de model oppervlakte temperaturen niet direct
toegepast kunnen worden. De model oppervlakte-temperaturen verschillen namelijk ook in
wolkenvrije situaties vandedoorde satelliet gemeten temperatuur. Dit temperatuurverschil is
gekwantificeerd. Een innovatief onderdeel van het detectie-schema is, dat dit gegeven
gebruikt wordt om de drempelwaarde aan te passen en daarmee de kwaliteit van de
wolkendetectiemethode te verbeteren. De detectie-efficientie is voor land en zeeoppervlak
iedere 3 uur voor geheel 1997 bepaald op semi-operationele basis. De methode is relatief
ongevoelig voor verandering in zonne-instraling met tijd van de dag, geografische plaats of
seizoen.
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AVHRR analyse
De oppervlakte temperaturen van het weermodel worden ook gebruikt in de analyse van
AVHRR metingen. Om het gemeten gereflecteerde zonlicht in het 0.6|jin kanaal te kunnen
interpreteren zijn uitgebreide stralingstransportberekeningen gedaan met de Doubling-Adding
KNMI (DAK) stralingstransportcode. De resultaten zijn in zoektabellen geplaatst. Deze
tabellen worden gebruikt om de volgende wolkenveld eigenschappen te bepalen:
bedekkingsgraad, toptemperatuur, optische dikte en vloeibaar water pad. De kwaliteit van de
methode is bepaald door vergelijking van de afgeleide wolkeneigenschappen met metingen
van twee meetcampagnes: het "Tropospheric Eneregy Budget Experiment" (TEBEX) en de
"Clouds and Radiation Intensive Observational Campaign" (CLARA). De vergelijking laat
zien dat, voor de bestudeerde gevallen, de methoden resultaten opleveren die in
overeenstemmingzijn metonafhankelijke grondwaarnemingen.
Gecombineerde analysevansatellietengrondmetingen
De vergelijking van satelliet- en grondmetingen van TEBEX en CLARA levert informatie
over de kwaliteit van de waarnemingen vanuit de satelliet en vanaf de grond. Uit het
onderzoek blijkt dat beide soorten waarnemingen hun sterke kanten hebben, maar een
combinatie devoorkeur verdient omwolkenvelden tedefinieren. Echter,inallevergelijkingen
doet zich het probleem van collocatie voor: de grond- en satellietinstrumenten bemeten niet
precies hetzelfde wolkenvolume. De grondinstrumenten meten doorlopend in de tijd op een
plaats, terwijl satellieten een ruimtelijke verdeling meten op een moment in de tijd
(instantaan). Bij de vergelijking van grond- en satellietwaarnemingen is het altijd de vraag,
welk deelvande tijdreeks hoortbij welkdeelvan deruimtelijke verdeling. Deze correlatie is
onderzocht met behulp van variantie-spectra van vloeibaar water. Tijdreeksen van vloeibaar
water zijn afgeleid uit metingen van een microgolf radiometer. Ruimtelijke verdelingen zijn
afgeleid uit metingen van de AVHRR. Voor twee gevallen van wolkenvelden met
verschillend schalingsgedrag wordt aangetoond dat het variantie-spectrum van een deel van
detijdreeks eneendeelvanhetAVHRRbeeld overeenkomen.

Ditproefschrift draagt bij aanhet kwantitatieve gebruik van meteorologische satellieten inde
meteorologie en het klimaatonderzoek. Tevens bevordert het de gecombineerde analyse van
satelliet- engrondmetingen voor routine-toepassingen.
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